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PREFACE.

. - > ',•'•.'.' .' . •'

THE wisdom of the British Parliament has within these sew

years ' taken a decisive part in the internal policy and civil

administration of its Asiatic territories j and more particularly

in the Kingdom of Bengal, which, by the most formal act of

authority in the establishment of a Supreme Court of Justice, it

has professedly incorporated with the Britisli Empire. Much

however still remains for the completion of this grand work ;

and

I.
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and we may reasonably presume, that ore of its most important

desiderata, is, th^Q^Jjixj^Qp, g£ a. rights understanding and. of a

general medium of intercourse between the Government and its

Subjects ; between the Natives of Europe who are to rule, and

the Inhabitants of India w ho are to obey. The Romans,

a people of little learning and less taste, had no sooner conquer

ed Greece than they applied themselves to the study of Greek:

They adopted its. Laws^everubefore vtbey could read them, and

civilized themstlves in subduing their enemies. The English,

who have made so capital a progress in the Polite Arts, and who

fire masters of Bengal, may, with more eale. and greater propri

ety, add its Language to their acquisitions : that they may ex

plain the benevolent principles of that legislation w hole deciees

they inforce j that they may convince while they command; and

be at once the, dispensers of L;aws,and of Scienceta ane*tensirflK

nation. This subject has, hitherto been, utterly djsregarded-iln

Europe.; and it is scarcely believed that Bengal ever posseflednafi

native and peculiar dialect of its own, distinct from that idiom-

which, under the name of Moors, has been supposed, to prevails

over all India. To remove thele prejudices, and to contribute:

my slender mite to the public service, 1 have attempted the sol- .

lowing grammatical explanation of the vernacular language of

Bengal



Ifeligal !s in wtitcfi m/princfpal ai/rf has' been to comprehend

eWery.'thitig WcdTaVy tbWIlHicHWi^ribt contenting myself with

a- supersicM oY partial rtof ^rtfmi nff mv observations to

thf? more obvious particularities. A- short treatise, when preceded

toother rribrc- dopioiis anyf'^lffiisive compilations' on the same

subject, ' may perhaps pass for^jucricioiis abstract, or an elegant ;

compendium ; but every' omission of the writer who hath cho-

$n an unhandled -topic willbe imputed to ignorance or neglect*

By stole wn'ose subsequent dfscoveries-mayrtfive furnished' more>

complete' information.!-

. .. ri « .,. . j. >, . ,.

The grand-Source of Indian Literature, the Parent of almost'

*> i : n.. n «;>r^ r. .--.J ...... . \ - . , , .

every dialect from the Persian Gulph to the China Seas, is -the

Shan^crit; jajpnguage ot the most venerable and unsathomable'

antiquity j which although at present shut up in the libraries of

Bram'^y .^d. appropriated solely r.p the. records of their Religi

on^ napp.e,ars.. to.,baye been current .over most, of the Oriental.

World ; and tipces;of its original extent may still be discovered

in, almost; every district, of Asia. 1 have been astonished to sind

tfc.sip^fjqof ^ha^tif >voij-ds with.^hpfe p^Ppsian and Ara-^

bicy,:«nd pyep of, LaUn^pd, preek ^and, the^e not] irj technical

andjjrrjetapljorjcal terms,•. which the mutuation^of resined arts

ar^4^rove(l manners might have occasionally inntroduced ; but

in
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in the main ground-work of language, in monosyllables, in the

the names of numbers, and the appellations of such things as

would be sirst discriminated on the immediate dawn of civiliza

tion. The resemblance which may be observed in the charact

ers upon the medals and signets of various districts of Asia, the

light which they reciprocally reflect upon each other, and the

general analogy which they all bear to the fame grand Proto

type, afford another ample sield for curiosity. The coins of

Assam, Napaul, Cassimeere and many other kingdoms are all

stamped with Shanscrit letters, and mostly contain allusions to

the oldShanscrit Mythology : the same conformity I have ob

served on the impressions of, seals from Bootan and Tibet. A

collateral inference may likewise be deduced from the peculiar

arrangement of the Shanscrit alphabet, so very different from

that of any other quarter of the world. This extraordinary

mode of combination still exists in the greatest part of the East, .

from the Indus to Pegu, in dialects now apparently unconnected,

and in characters compleatly dissimilar; but is a forcible argu

ment that they are all derived from the same source. Another

channel os speculation presents itself in the names1 of persons and

places, of titles and dignities,- which are open to general notice,

an J hi which, to the farthest limits of Asia, may be found ma

nifest
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manifest traces of the Shanscrit. The meagre remnants of Cop

tic antiquities afford no scope for comparison between that idiom

and this primitive tongue : but there frill exists sufficient grounds

for conjecture that Egypt has but a disputable claim to its long-

boasted originality in language, in policy and in religion. In

lupport of this opinion I shall mention only one circumstance.

The Raja of Kishenagur, who is by much the most learned and

able antiquary which Bengal has produced within this century,

has very lately affirmed, that he has in his own pofleffion Shan

scrit books which give an account ofa communication formerly

subsisting between India and Egypt; wherein the Egyptians are

constantly described as disciples, not as instructors > and as seek

ing that liberal education and thole sciences in Hindostan, which

none of their own countrymen had sufficient know ledge to im

part. The sew passages which are extant in the antient Greek

authors respecting the Bracmans at the same time that they re

ceive a fresh light from this relation, very strongly corroborate

its authenticity.

But though these several proofs of the former prevalence of

the Shanscrit are now thinly scattered over an iiiimenie conti

nent, and interspersed with an insinite variety of exirancous

matter, arrising from every possible revolution in the manners

and
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and principles of tbc nations, who have by turns cultivated or

destroyed it ; that part of Asia between the Indus and the G tn^es.

still preserves the w hole language pure and inviolate ; still offers,

a thousand books to the perusal of the curious, many of which

have been religiously handed down from the earliest periods of

human existance.

The Jesuit Dupont his misled many subsequent writers, by

his sabulous account of the wonderful structure of this' dialect*

According to him, it owes the most extensive and copious har

vest of words to a very inadequate number of primitive roots,

and these he chuses to call the caput mortuwn of the language*

as not being words of themselves, but certain sounds bearing a

relation to certain ideas. The tlements to which he alludes, and

of which he has misquoted an instance, sall sar short of ,hose

comprehensive saculties which he has bestowed on them. They

are simply the Roots of Verbs, an:l are even so denominated in

the very title of the book from whence he must have b arrowed

his inaccurate examples. Their number is about seven hun

dred; and it must be granted that to them, as to the verbs of most

other languages, a verv plentiful stock of verbil nouns owes its

origin; but 1 by no m.'ans believe that they exceed those of the

Greek either in quantity or variety. .

The
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The fundamental part of the Shanscrit language is divided in

to three classes: Dhaat or roots of verbs, (Dupont's primitive ele

ments) Shubd or original nouns, and Evya or particles. These

latter are ever indeclinable as in other idioms : but the words

comprehended in the two former classes must be prepared by cer

tain additions and inflexions to sit them for a place in composi

tion. And here it is that the art of the Grammarian has found

room to expand itself, and to employ all the powers of resine

ment. Not a syllable, not a letter can be added or altered but by

regimen ; not the most trifling variation of the sense in the mi

nutest subdivision of declension or conjugation can be effected

•without the application of several rules:, and all the different

forms for every change of gender, number, cafe, person, tense,

mood or degree are methodically arranged for the assistance of

the memory; resembling (-though on a scale insinitely more ex

tensive) the compilations of propria quae manbus and as in presenti.

, Had Dupont been less bigotted to his system of a caput mor-

tuum, he must have reflected that a verb and a noun are equally

...... * 4

neceflary to the construction of a sentence, and to the very in

telligibility of speech; and had he gained a proper insight into the'

Sh mscrit, he would have been fully convinced, that its elemen-'

tary parts are made up of these two genera with the addition of

particles.

b To
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To this triple source 1 conceive that every word os truly

Indian original in every provincial and subordinate dialect of ail

Hindoftan may ftill be traced by a laborious and critical analysis ;

and all such terms as are thoroughly proved to bear no relati

on to any ont of the Shanscrit roots, I would consider as the

production of some remote and foreign idiom, subsequently in*

grafted upon the main stork. A judicious investigation of this

principle would probably throw a new light upon the sirst in

vention of many arts and sciences, and open a fresh mine of

philological discoveries.

Exclusive of the Shanscrit, there are three1 different dialects

applied (tho' not with equal currency ) in the kingdom of

|jengal : Viz. the Persian, the Hindostanic and the proper Ben-

galese ; each of which has its own peculiar department in the

business of the country, and consequently neither of them can

be universally adopted to the exclusion of the others.

The Persian entered Bengal with the Mogul conquerors, and

being the language of the court naturally gained a footing in

the law and in the revenues ; it has also for some centuries been

the common medium of negotiation between the several states

of Hindoftan, and from thence became an almost indispensable

qualisication for those who were to manage the extensive affairs of

the
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tne East India Company : so that the accurate and elegant gram

mar composed bv Mr. Jones does equal honour to the cause of

learning, and service to his countrymen in Asia. This lan

guage is still used by all the Mogul officers of government, in

their several departments of accounts and correspondence; as

being the dialect of the former ruling power, of which the En

glish have in some degree taken the place, and whose system they

have not yet laid aside. From hence arises one capital impe

diment to the uniformity of political arrangements in Bengal; for

while the summary of all public business is kept in one idiom,

she detail is invariably consined to another, as 1 shall presently

demonstrate.

The Hindostanic, or Indian language, appears to have been

generally spoken for many ages through all proper Hindostan.

It is indubitably derived from the Shanscrit, with w hich it has

exactly the same connexion, as the modern dialects of France

and Italy with pure Latin. For while the same founds are al

most constantly applied in both languages to represent the same

ideas, the inflexions by which they are affected and the modes

of grammatical regimen are widely different . The Shan

scrit has a du il number both to verbs and nouns, the Hindo

stanic to neither. Verbs in Shanscrit have the same form for

both
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both the masculine and feminine genders ; Hindoftanic rerbs are

distinguished by different terminations for the different lexes, like

those of the Arabic . These are their capital outlines of dissimi-'

Iarity j but in the original appropriation of particular words to

particular fenses, in the idiomatic turns of expression and com-,

plexion of speech we may observe the strongest samily likeness.'

The Characters also peculiar to the Hindoftanic are exactly

the same with those of the Shanscrit, but of a rude r shape : yet

still exhibiting a more accurate resemblance than is found in ma

ny of the Greek letters upon inscriptions of different Ærask .

This primitive Hindoftanic tongue has by no means preserved,

it's purity, or its universality to the present age : for the modern

Inhabitants of India vary almost as much in language as in Re

ligion. It is well known in what an obstinate and inviolable

obscurity the Jentoos conceal as well the Mysteries of their

Faith, as the Books in which they are contained : and under what

severe prohibitions their most approved Legislators have consi

ned the study of the Shanscrit to their own principal tribes on-,

ly. An explanation of it to persons not qualisied for this science

by their rank, subjected both the teacher and the pupil to very

tremendous penalties j but to fully its purity by imparting the

slightest knowledge of it to strangers was ever cautiously aovided

as the most inexpiable crime. The Pundit who imparted a small

portion
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portion of his language to me, ha? by no means escaped the cen

sure of his countrymen : and while he readily displayed the prin

ciples of his grammar, he has invariably refused to develope a sin

gle article of his religion. Thus we may suppose that when the

Mahometan Invaders sirst settled in India, and from the necessi

ty of having some medium os communication with their new

subjects, applied themselves to the study of the Hindostanic dia

lect, the impenetrable reserve of the Jentoos would quickly ren

der its abstrufer Shanscrit terms unintelligible ; and the Fo-

• feigners, unpracticed in the idiom, would frequently recur to

their own native expressions. New adventurers continually ar-,

riving kept up a constant influx of exotic words, and the he

terogeneous mass gradually increased its stock, as conquest or

policy extended the boundaries of its circulation. But these alter

ations affected words only. The grammatical principles of the

original Hindostanic, and the ancient forms of conjugation and.

inflexion remained the same ; and whilst the primitive substan

tives were excluded or exchanged, the verbs maintained both their

inflexions and their regimen. They still subsist in their pristine

state ; and at present those persons are thought to speak this

compound idiom with the most elegance, who mix with pure

Indian verbs the greatest number of Persian and Arabic nourrs.

Such of the Hindoos as have been connected with the Mbssel-

ruan
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man cortts, or admitted to any offices under that government;

have generally complimented their masters by a compliance with

these literary innovations. But the Bramins and all other well-

educated Jentoos, whose ambition has not overpowered their

principles, still adhere with a certain conscientious tenacity to

their primeval tongue, and have many antient books written in

its purest style ; among which were probably the celebrattd Fa

bles of Pilpay (now not to he found.) 1 hey continue to apply1

it to the purposes of commerce in Surat, Guzarat and other pla

ces on the western Coast j and their correspondence circulate*

through all Hindostan, quite to the interior parts of Bengal j

where several Bankers of this Religion, who have at different

times emigrated from the higher countries, carry on a very ex

tensive traffic. The Characters in which it is written, though

all derived from the Shanscrit, deviate as much from their origi

nal exemplar, as our running-hand and Italian differ from round-

hand. It is said that there are seven different sorts of Indian hands

all comprized under the general term Naagoree, which may be

interpreted Writing \ and the elegant Shanscrit is ft vied Daeb

Naagoree or the Writing of the Immortals ; which may not im

probably be a resinement from the more simple and unpolish

ed Naagoree of the earlier ages. The word Taagoree is some

times
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times used to signify a loose- or inaccurate character ofthe Naa-

goree, but I never could discover that any precise distinction

tvas implied by it. The Bengal letters, such as displayed in the

following sheets, are another branch of the same stock ; less

beautiful than the resined Shanfcrit, but resembling it no lese

than the Naagoree. They are used in j4jfam as well as in Ben

gal, and may be probably one of the most antient modes of wri

ting in the world. The Bengalefe Bramins have all their Shan-

scrit books copied in this national alphabet, and transpose into it

all the Daeb Naagoree manuscripts for their own perusal.

The dialect called by us the Moors is that mixed species of

Hindostanic, which 1 have above described to owe its existance

to the Mahometan Conquests. In this idiom several elegant

poems and tales have been composed by learned Persian and

Mogul authors, and are still extant in the libraries ofthe curious.

These are always written in the Persian hand, which is by no

means calculated for expressing the sound either of the Hindo

stanic vowels or nasal consonants. The Mahometans of the low

er rank have a few books on Religious subjects in this lan

guage, and in the Naagoree characters i which ate also used by

some of them in their petty accounts. Europeans on their ar

rival in India, reduced to a necessary intercourse with Mahome

tan
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tan servants, or Sepoys, habitually acquire from them this idi

om in that imperfect and consined state which is the consequence

of the menial condition of their instructors : yet this curious

system of study hath produced more than one attempt to a Gram-

mar and Vocabulary. The jargon however, such as it is, proves

iirterly unintelligible to the villagers and peasants both in,

Hindostan and Bengal , nor is used any where, but in large

to vns frequented by Mahometans and Strangers. On this dia

lect an ingenious Missionary long since published a laborious

treatise in Latin. He is the earliest and may be deemed the only

writer on the subject, for the latter compositions do not deserve

a name.

What the pure Hindostanic is to upper India, the language

which I have here endeavoured to explain is to Bengal, intimate

ly related to the Shanscrit both in expressions, construction and

character. It is the sole channel of personal and epistolary com

munication among the Hindoos of every occupation and tribe.

All their business is transacted, and all their accounts are kept in

it ; and as their system ofeducation is in general very consined,

there are few among them who can write or read any other idi

om : the uneducated, or eight parts in ten of the whole nation,

are necessarily consined to the usage of their mother tongue.

The
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The Board of Commerce at Cakutta, fnd the several Chiefs

of the subordinate Factories cannot properly conduct the India

Company's mercantile correspondence and negotiations, uitn-

mit the intermediate agenev of Bengal Interpreters: for the

whole fvstem of the Investment, in every st.ige of its prepara

tion and provision, is managed in thr language of the country j

ki which all the accounts of the Aurungs, (or manusacturing

towns) those of the Company's Rxport Warehouse, all propo

sals and letters from agents, merchants, contractors, weavers,

winders, bleachers &c. are constantly presented ; and into which

all orders to GomaOahs, Aumetns and other officers for the

purchase and procuration of goods must be translated.

Important as this language must consequently appear to the

Commercial line, its adoption would be no leis beneficial to the

Revenue department. For although the C ontracts, Leases and

other obligations, executed between Government and its imme

diate dependants and tenants, continue to be drawn out in the

Persian dialect, vet the under l easts and engagements, which

these in their turn grant to the peasants and cultivators of the

ground, and all those copyhold tenures called Pottahs are con

stantly written in Bengalefe. And it mav even he doubted

whether more than one third of all Jentoo Zemindars, farmers

and oth.r Lellees of the state can read a single word of their

c own
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own accounts and representations, as delivered in their Moon-

siiee's Persian translation.

The internal policy of the kingdom demands an equal share

of attention ; and the many impositions to which the poorer class

of people are exposed, in a country still fluctuating between the

relics of former despotic dominion, and the liberal spirit of its

present legislature, have long cried out for a remedy. This has

lately been proposed in the appointment ofgentlemen of mature

experience in the manners and customs of the natives to the se

veral divisions and districts of Bengal, to act as justiciary arbi

trators between the head sarmer and his under tenants : with

whom the indigent villager might sind immediate and effectual

redress from the exactions of an imperious Landlord or grasp

ing Collector, freed from the necessary delays of an ordinary

court of justice, and the expence and inconvenience of a regular

suit. Such a measure, by holding out to each industrious indi\i-

dual a near prospect of property in his earnings and security in

his pofleffions, promises, in the most effectual manner, to ensrre

stability to our conquests and popularity to our administration ;

and will probably set open the British territories as an asylum

for the discouraged husbandman, the neglected artist, and op

pressed labourer from every quarter of Hindostan. But this

important commission will be more immediately, and more

exten
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extensively benesicial, in proport'on as it is conferred on

those only whom a competent knowledge of the Bengalele has

previously qualisied for a personal investigation of every unwar

rantable e .action, and scrutiny into every complicated account.

Aid to this, that there is not one ofsice under the Nazim or

Mogul administration, nor one provincial or subordinate court

of justice in the kingdom where an interpreter for this language

is not judged as neceiiary and as constantly employed as for the

Persian : and if any public notices are to be dispersed through

the country, or affi ed in the great towns, thev are always at

tended with a Bengal translation. In short, if vigour, impartia

lity and dispatch be required to the operations of government,

to the distribution of justice, to the collections of the revenues

and to the transactions of commerce, they are only to be secu

red by a proper attention to that dial.ct used by the body of the

people; especially as it is mu;h better calculated both for pub

lic and private affairs by its plainness, its precision and regula

rity of construction, than the flowery sentences and modulated

periods of the Persian.

Another singular advantage which it possesles, is its aptitude

for the business of the compting- house. For the Bengal doct

rine of numbers, both in the forms of the sigures and in their

application, nearly approaches to the system adopted in Europe ;

from
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from which nothing can more essentially differ than the Persian

mode of cyphering, both in arrangement and application : so

that those who would be acquainted with the latter, have a new

arithmetic as well as a new language to acquire; and if they

have any concerns transacted through this medium, they must

undergo the subsequent trouble of reducing their Persian accounts

to the European form j whereas those of the Bengal accompt-

ant require nothing more than an accurate copyist.

The great number of letters in the Bengal alphabet, and the

intricate variety of their combinations may perhaps at sirst sight

strike the learner as an almost insuperable difficulty. But this

is his only impediment ; for the grammatical part is simple, tho'

diffuse, and compleat without being complex. Its rules are

plain, and its anomalies few. So that if he will resolve to gain a

thorough knowledge of each particular article as he proceeds,

without trifling away his time in anticipated perusals, and need

less references to the more advanced chapters, he will soon have

reason to be surprised at the rapidity of his passage over so dis

heartening an obstacle.

Nothing need here be remarked on any particular method of

study; that tepic has employed much abler pens. Suffice it to

mention, that I have selected for this grammar as clear a set of

rules, and given it as comprehensive an arrangement as I could

devise.
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devise. The taste was rendered very laborious by the great

multiplicity of observations I had collected, and by the fresh

matter which continually occurred from my repeated applicati

ons to the Shansciit; of which language I have thought neces

sary to include within my design such of the grammatical prin

ciples, as might throw a direct, or even a collateral light on those

of the Bengaltse. To the curious and intelligent this will pro

bably be the most interesting part of the work ; and I was will

ing to omit nothing that might tend to instruct or to convince.

For this reason I have been scrupulously minute in the insertion

of examples to every rule, and prolix in my observations upon

general grammar. The path which I have attempted to clear

was never before trodden ; it was neceflary that I should make

my own choice of the course to be pursued, and of the land

marks to be set up for the guidance of future travellers. I wish

ed to obviate the recurrence of such erroneous opinions as may

have been formed by the few Europeans who have hitherto stu

died the Bengalese ; none of them have traced its connexion

with the Shanscrit, and therefore I conclude their systems must

be imperfect. For if the Arabic language ( as Mr. Jones has

excellently observed ) be so intimately blended with the Persian

as to render it impossible for the one to be accurately understood

without a moderate knowledge of the other; with still more pro

perty
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priety may we urge the impossibility of learning the Bengal dia

lect without a general and comprehensive idea of the Shanscrit:

as the union of these two langmges is more close and more ge

neral ; and as they bear an original relation and consanguinity

to eai-h other, which cannot even be surmised with respect to

the Arabic and Persian.

When the learner has made some prosiciency in the sirst ru

diments, he cannot follow a more able or more exptditious guide

than Mr. Jones : who in the presace to his Persian Grammar

has prescribed an admirable system of study, the utility of which

is abundantly proved by the wonderful extent of hi- own attain

ments. By an adherence to his plan this language mav s on be

acquired so sar as to open the way to conversation and short cor

respondence with the natives ; after which the progress of know

ledge will ever be proportionate to the assiduity of the stu

dent.

It may not be superfluous in this place to remark, that a gram

mar of the pure Bengal dialect cannot be expected to convey

a thorough idea of the modern jargon of the kingdom. The

many political revolutions it has sustained, have greatly im

paired the simplicity of its language; and a long communi

cation with men of different Religions, countries and manners

has rendered foreign words in some degree samiliar to a Bengal

ear.
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ear. The Mahometans have for the most part introduced such

terms as relate to the functions of their own Religion, or the

excercise of their own laws and government ; the Portuguese

have supplied them with appellations of some European arts and

inventions : and in the environs of each foreign colony the idi

om of the native Bengalese is tinctured with that of the stran

gers who have settled there.

Upon the same principle, since the influence of the British

nation has superseded that of its former conquerors, many terms

of British derivation have been naturalized into the Bengal vo

cabulary. For as the laws, the revenues and the commerce are

gradually salling into new hands and are conducted by a new

system, new denominations will necessarily arise to the exclu

sion of the old. The force of this observation may particu

larly be proved from those places in which the greatest part of

the India Company's investment is provided j where a great

number of the terms relating to trade are directly borrowed from

the English. So in all the country Courts of Justice the words

Decree, appeal, Warrant, Summons, and many others are con

stantly applied and understood by the whole body of the people.

The following work presents the Bengal language meerly

as derived from its parent the Sanscrit. In the course of iry

design 1 have avoided, with some care, the admission of si.ch

words
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words as are not natives of the country, and for that renfon

Lave selected all my instances from the most authentic and an-

tient compositions. But I would advise every person who is de

sirous to distinguish himlelf as an accurate translator to pay seme

attention both to the Persian and Hindostanic dialects ; since in,

the occurrences of modern businels, as managed by the present

illiterate generation, he will sind all his letters, representations

and accounts interspersed with a variety of borrowed phrazes or

unauthorized expressions. Such I hope have no place in these

sheets j and as I cannot be accused ot interfering with the pro

vince of thole who may have illustrated either of the other dia

lects of India, so I may with considence affirm that I have not

been guided or asiist. d in my researches by those of any preced

ing Author. The errors and defects of this compilation are

entirely my own ; however copious they may be found, I have

employed the most unwearied application to correct and expunge

them : and if I have been in the smallest degree instrumental in

attracting the attention of the curious, or in gratifying the taste

of the discerning, I hope so much will be allowed me in the op

posite scale.

The public curiosity must be strongly excited by the beautiful

characters which are dilplay ed in (he following work: and al

though my attempt may be deemed incompJeat or umvoithy of

noike,
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notice, the book itself will always bear an intrinsic value, from

its containing as extraordinary an instance of mechanic abilities

as has perhaps ever appeared. That the Bengal letter is very

difsicult to be imitated in steel will readily be allowed by every

person who shall examine the intricacies of the strokes, the une

qual length and size of the characters, and the variety of their

positions and combinations. It was no easy talk to procure a

writer accurate enough to prepare an alphabet of a similar and

proportionate body throughout, and with that symmetrical exact

ness which is necessary to the regularity and neatness of a fount.

Mr. Bolts (who is supposed to be well versed in this language) at

tempted to sabricate a set of types for it, with the assistance of

the ablest artists in London. But as he has egregioufly sailed

in executing even the easiest part, or primary alphabet, of which

he has published a specimen, there is no reason to suppose that his

project when compleated, would have advanced beyond the u-

sual state of imperfection to which new inventions are constantly

exposed.

The advice and even sollicitation of the Governor General

prevailed upon Mr. Wilkins, a gentleman who has been some

years in the India Company's civil service in Bengal, to under

take a set of Bengal types. He did, and his success has exceeded e-.

very expectation. In a country io remote from all connexion with

d European
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European artists, he has been obliged to charge himself with

all the various occupations of the Metallurgist, the Engra

ver, the Founder and the Printer. To the merit of inventi

on he was compelled to add the application of personal labour.

With a rapidity unknown in Europe, he surmounted all the ob

stacles which necessarily clog the sirst rudiments of a difficult

art, as well as the disadvantages of solitary experiment ; and has

thus singly on the sirst effort exhibited his work in a state of per

fection which in every part of the world has appeared to require

the united improvements of different projectors, and the gradual

polish of successive ages.

The gentlemen at the head of Indian affairs do not want to

be told of the various impositions and forgeries with which

Bengal at prelent abounds, in Pottahs, (or Leases) in Bonds and

other written securities of property ; in Rowanahs and Dus-

tucks, in Orders and Notices of government issued in the coun

try languages j as well as in all the transactions of commerce :

and also in the Processes, Warrants and Decrees of the supreme

and inferior Courts of Judicature ; all of which afford ample

scope for the exertion of Mr. Wilkins's ingenuity.

His success in this branch has enabled Great Britain to in

troduce all the more solid advantages of European literature a-

mong a people whom (he has already rescued from Asiatic fla-

very,
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very : to promote the circulation of wealth, by giving new vi

gour and dispatch to business, and to forward the progress of

civil society by sacilitating the means of intercourse.

Even the credit of the nation is interested in marking the pro

gress of her conquests by a liberal communication of Arts and

Sciences, rather than by the effusion of blood : and policy re

quires that her new subjects should as well feel the benesits, as

the necessity of submission.
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Many of the errors which are here pointed out, have been

revised in the press, before the whole impression was worked

off. Such of them as may yec remain, the reader is desired to

correct.

Errata in the Presace.

Page iv line 9 for Cashmeere

v — last — arrising

read

xxi _

xxii —

3

10

»9

28

9 — superceded —

1 1 — illustraed —

21 — excited —

Errata in the Grammar.

9 — anamalous —

7 Chaamwo —

1 2 — indifferetly —

15 — s,haal^aa —

4 — showinyo —

'9 ~^3t¥l

Cashmeer.

arising.

superseded.

illustrated.

attracted.

anomalous.

Chaamroo.

indifferently.

s,haal^yaa.

so-inyo.

3°
ok, _

33 *— 20 the hgure ^3 too standing for or r, with

the short 00, is omitted by mistake.

36 — j 4 — Thucydides ~~ Pherecydes.

Page
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Page 48 line 17 for ^f^Tf ftadj^yt^

69 ~ 18 ~ -<Fst

78 — 12&13 must be transposed for lines 1 1 & 1 2, as the

example relates to the usage of the 6th case of the Shans-

crit pronoun -5J~5J my or mine.

84 — 12 aster other insert rule.

88 — 1 Jbr third read second.

[festive case of f^<|3

143 — 4 — Maahaa — Mohaa.

146 - 14 - ^p5R- - ^sfcrft-

147 — 9 instead of the word there used, supply

^Jf^| a singing woman.

Erase the lines 1 1, 12, 1 3 & 14. The example there

in quoted is inserted by mistake : h relates to another

article and is applied elsewhere.

line 16 for assume read assume.

— 18 — — anc*

[same in two places in the 20th line.

Page
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Page 148 tine 6 for ^[^4 read ^pfa^

177 — 1 — Put — But.

j 92 —6 — third — second.

As the letters ^ and and are convertible in

Bengalese, the reader must not be surprised that I have used ei

ther of them in the same word indiscriminately : A knowledge

of their true application belongs only to the Shanscrit, and will

be ofno use whatever in reading the popular dialect of Bengal.

ADDITIONS.

Page the 10th line the last When two vowels

come together, of which the latter is ^ the letter ^ is some

times inserted between them, with only a very flight nasal ut-

terance; as ^ for ^ sjtfatS f°r (^H^Tft **'

pronounced too-ee and gosaa-^ in both modes of spelling.

Page 1 2 1st at the top Sometimes verbs which have

rj or ^ in the sirst syllable of their insinitive, change them

into ^ and ^ in their inflicted state j as £jq to mix,

^f^r TO CTt^r t0 weigh, ^rtT^r W\ &c-
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Bengal Language

CHAPTER I.

OF the ELEMENTS.

TT is a general, bus erroneous observation, that oriental lari-

guages are written and read from the right hand to the left;

whereas all the languages most truly oriental, or such as proper

ly belong to the whole continent qt India, proceed from left to

A right
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right like those of Europe. The Arabic and the Persian are the

gntnd sources from whence the contrary method has been deriv

ed; and with the(e the very numerous orig:nal dialects of Hin-

dostan have not the smallest connection or resemblance.

The Natives of Bengal write with a certain slender and tough

reed, very common in ; 11 the East; whuh they shape almost like

an European pen. They write with the hand closed, in which

they hold the pen, as the Chinese do their writing pencil, press

ing it against the ball os the thumb with the tip of the middle

singer. The nib or point of the pen is turned downwards towards

the wrist; while the thumb pointing upwards, and lying on the

pen with its whole length keeps it sirm against the middle joint of

the foie singer.

As they have neither chairs nor tables, their posture in writ

ing is verv different from our?: They sit upon their heels, or

sometimes upon their hams* while their left hand held open serves

as a desk -whereon to lay the paper on which they write, which

is kept in its place by the thumb: so that they never write on a

large shces os paper without folding it down to a very small sur-

• face.

The
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The great number of letters, the complex mode ofcombina

tion, and the difficulty of pronunciation are considerable impe

diments to the study of the Bengal language; and the carelessness

and ignorance of the people have much aggravated the inconve

nience by the universal inaccuracy of their writings: Into which

they introduce so many anamalous characters, and so frequently

deviate from the original forms, that they seldom can read each

others hand-writing without hesitation and interruption. Many

of these spurious characters are now almost naturalized into the

language, by long use, and the hurry of business*: for which rea

son I have given in the Appendix specimens of the most common.

The Shanscrit, or sacred language of Hindostan, from whence

the dialect of Bengal immediately proceeds,' is supposed by its pro

fessors to be the most antient and most excellent in the world.

They assert that it exceeds every other language in the number

ot its letters, and esteem this excess as an incontrovertible argu

ment of its antiquity and superiority.

The Bengal Alphabet, like that of the Shanfcrit, consists of

F IFTV

r-

* : r • .
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"witty letters, in the following order.

First Series.

>000<0>0«COO<

K

§ 00

rec

h ]ee<

fe

3 a

•

If

^ ou 5J« ung oft

Second Series.

^j. k,ho
*1 S°

-51 S'hst 3 ngoo-o

5^ cb,ho ^ j,ho

f «
£ t,ho

3

£ d,ho cr] aano

H t,ho do $ d,ho- 7\ no

X£ P,ho ^ b* b,ho 5J mo

51 j*
3"

^ lo < wo

«rj (ho 3} so ^ ho 5£ khy-o
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It is usual with the Natives, whose example I shall partly fol

low, to defer all explanation of the first sixteen letters of the. al

phabet, until they have thoroughly instructed their pupils in the

nature and use of the subsequent consonants.' The reason of

which is evident: for as every consonant is made to include in

itself the short vowel neceflary to its enunciation, the sirst thing

requisite, is to account for this circumstance, and to shew how

the character which should denote this short vowel may be omit

ted without prejudice to perspicuity and orthegraphy.

The sirst elements of every science must be plain, simple and

easy of perception: but more particularly those of letters; which,

as they are generally taught in the early period of life, should be

divested of every superfluity that may distract the attention, or

clog the memory. This consideration seems to have been alto

gether overlooked in the elements of our own language, where

we call the figure C,see: and yetfor the sound ka, we write CA.

In, the same manner G is pronounced soft like J in our alphabet;

;*lthough the hard sound ofGamma prevails in more than the pro

portion of feurtosivein its application. H, we denominate altch,

which does not suggest the most distant idea of an aspirate. To

ibe letter Y we have affixed a name, which denotes neither the

•vowtl
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vowel, nor the consonant: W is desined from its form only, not

from its ule; and Z zad, or izard is an appellation equally use

less and unintelligible. The consequences of this perplexed sy

stem are doubt, error and delay. In the languages of India these

difficulties are greatly avoided, by giving to each separate conso

nant the same precise pronunciation in the alphabet, which it ever

bears in composition; and by annexing to it the imperfect vocal

found which every attempt at utterance must necessarily produce.

It is to be observed, that in the Bengal alphabet, all the names

of the consonints commence with the respective consonants

which they denote; as ho, go, jo, ixc. Whereas in English, se

ven of them are preceded by a vowel: ef, el, em, en, ar, ess, & ex.

It follows from hence, that the short vowel of the Bengalese is

invariably subjoined to the consonant with which it is uttered,

and never precedes: as ^ and T\ always stand for ko, and go,

and in no cafe for ok, or og.

Most of the Oriental languages are constructed upon the same

principle, with respect to the omisibn of the short vowel. The

Hebrew had no sign to express it before the invention of the

Maforetic points. In Arabic it is rarely inserted, unless upon very

solemn occasions, as in the Koran. In the modern Pcrli m it is

univer
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universally omitted: so to all the consonants in the Shanscrit

language this short vowel is an invariable appendage, and is ne

ver signisied by any diacritical mark: but where the construction

requires that the vowel should be dropped, a particular stroke is

set under the letter, to regulate the pronunciation; a nicety, to

which the inaccuracy of the Bengalese has not yet given place.

This inseparable short vowel is differently uttered in different

languages, according to the genius of each; and perhaps in some

degree to the organs of speech in the various nations by which it

is used. In the Shanscrit it is called Soor, (or utterance) and

throughout Hindostan ha> the found of the short e of the French.

In Arabic it is denominated Futtah, (or open) because the con

sonant to which it is added, stands open to the succeeding letter;

and is signisied by a short line over the consonant. Thisfuttah, or

fathat is generally expressed in European languages by the short

a\ but in utterance much more resembles our u in hitter. The

Persians call this vowel 7.ebcr, (or above) on account of its posi

tion, which is the same as in the Arabic; and with them it has the

sound of e \nyes\ but in Bengal, where a very guttural accent

prevails, it has a more open and broad tone, like the second 0

in the word chocolate, as ko, r| go &c.

The
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The arrangement of consonants in this alphabet has a particu

larity, which I do not remember to have met with in any lan

guages, but those proper to India: namely, that it is composed

with a kind ofregularity approaching to metrical exactness, which

renders it peculiarly easy to the memory. Thus in the series of

consonants beginning with the letter ^ ko, an evident rythm is

formed by the alternate succession of the si.nple and aspirated let

ters; and a cadence is introduced after each fourth, by the inter

vening nasal. In the latter part of the series this nasal is omit

ted after the letter ^ wo: but in recital, a rest or pause is

observed, to make up for the desiciency.

I must here inform the reader, that the vowels as used in

composition, when joined with consonants, have a very different

sigure from those, which he will have observed in the sirst series

of the alphabet. Not to anticipate a general account of the pre

cise sound, and nature of them, 1 (hall here insert a table of the

forms of vowels in composition, corresponding to those which

are initial or single; that the learner may not be at a loss to read

such examples as immediately occur.

A
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A T a b l e of the corresponding Vowels.

^ o ^ ko . (the included vowel)

5Tj aa 3 a (3>ka

^ ee
^ki orko-i

. . -5? ee

3 °

kou

§oo <fa koo
kung

~>•• i''. {•<• •

3& «h ^PSg koh

ko, has the found of k; as ^<Tcf koren to do.

k,ho, the same Æ aspirated: as ^^[Tj- roaak,hon butter.

5~| go, is pronounced like g hard; as rj^Jrj gomon to go.

-Tjj g,ho, the same g followed by an aspirate, distinctly uttered.

We have no found in English that resembles it, but in separate

words; one ending with g-, the next commencing with h, as in

tug-hard. In this manner is pronounced -gj^ g,hwra house.
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^ ngpp-p Thisiletfcer, when pronounced in the alphabet,

has a strong nasal sound like nd in the french word quand. It is

never found but in words of Shanscrit origin, and then is con-

stantly compounded with some other letter; and has the found

of uft, or ungy as in unko ,composed of^ ngoo-oand ^S-ke

h} r$he word sifynkor a proper name.

,& ehc?, the soft cb in charge', as -^y^j^ chaamroo 4 proper

name. It also frequently bears the sound of s strongly uttered;

as in ^c^r pronounced indifferetly cholan or selon to go.

, j

^ ch,h0, is the same letter aspirated; but in common discourse

it is universally pronounced like Jb in the word dishearten; as

^ jo, pronounced indiscriminately like j or z; as ^-j^jaatx;

I wil)l go; ^J^|<4 haazaar a thousand.

'.<<$& j 's tne f°rmer- letter aspirated;, as -^-^Tj- bocj,h<5n

to understand.

5 &nee0> tne second nasal letter, never used but in Shanscrit .

words, and in a compound form; when it bears a sound approach- .

ing to n preceded by a nasal g; as j^^^j p^gnjeeraa a birdcage.
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g- to, the letter t, with a close, thick or obtuse sound,

produced by turning the tip of the tongue upwards to the roof of

the mouth; as taakaa a Rupee.

t,h<7, the same letter followed by a distinct aspirate like the

th'msweet-heart', as ^<jT<[ t,haakoor properly, a Deity, but

used as a term of respect and adoration.

^ do, d with the tongue inverted upwards, as in the preced

ing letters; as tj^j dor fear. ^ j<£>cj daakon to call for. This

letter has frequently the found of r, and should then have a small

stroke under it, thus ^ as boro large. But in tfie hurry of

writing the diacritical mark is commonly omitted.

•£d,ho, the same d with a separate aspirate; as d,haakaa

Written and pronounced Dacca,, by Europeans, the name of a

City.

erj aano, the third nasal of the series, with a found like «, as m

tsjjecj aano, the name of the letter. Its use is consined to the

Shanscrit; and it is never distinguished from tt no by the Ben-

galese; which it is made to resemble both in form and sound
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as TjT^jTJlJ shontosh joy, pleasure.

^ to, the common t, as ;vs$} toomee you.

«>r t,hf, the same letter, with a separate aspirate, as ^|j<^«^

t,haakon to be, to remain.

• t

-Pj do, the letter d\ as (Tp5J?[ dak,hon to fee.

^ d,ho, </ with an aspirate; as (^|^ bod,h knowledge.

7^ gno or no, the fourth in the order of nasals; as ^j~<J^ naa-

ree a woman.

po, the common ^; as ^cj'j'f polaano to run away.

^ p,ho. In repeating the alphabet here explained, the as

pirate of this letter is uttered distinctly, and subsequent to the

f, like p-h in the word Jki^-head: But in common discourse it

is usually pronounced like ph in Philip; as ^cj- Phol fruit, ^pf

phool a flower. . :

^"'bo, has the found b; as ^f^V-jVj bowman to rain.

^ b,ho, the preceding letter with an aspirate; as \^}[e*j

b,haalo
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b,haaIo good.

3J gmo, or mo, the sifth nasal; but has the found of m in

common discourse; as 5TT*TS5 maanoosh a man.

jc, has the found of as -Sjff erj- joogol a proper name.

The fame character with a stroke under it thus becomes the

consonant y, as 3^5Jrs ft^yen accumbency, -fTf^ g^yaa ha

ving gone. When yo follows a vowel or an open conso

nant at the end of a word, it drops its own included vowel, and

forms a kind of diphthong with the preceding vowel; as in the

English word boy: thus b,hoy fear, ^Q^I jaav ne

goes &c.

, ^ to, is distinguished from bo either by a stroke across

or dot heneath it; as^p^JTT raak,hon to place.

lo, two forms of/, as ~^cr^ bol strength. This letter

in the common corrupted writing of modern Bengalese is usu

ally confounded with 7^ 1:0 in shape; and not unfrequently in

sound: an example of which may be seen in the explanation of

the next letter.

^ ice, in the Shanscrit language is always used with the

found
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sound of w, but in the Bengalese it is never distinguished

from ^ bo either in form or utterance. The word nabob ,

strictly speaking, is novaab or nowaab. In Persian it is written

navaub with a ) vau, and in Bengalese <jj<[ the

second letter in the word being a woj but by the Natives it is

indifferently pronounced nobaab, novaab, and bvaab; as they ge

nerally confound T[ no and ^ lo, ^ bo and ^ wo. wa,

when subjoined to another consonant, is by the Bengalese impro

perly pronounced oo; as doo, poo, -5cj- (hoo, &c. com

pounded of -p^ do and ^ wo, j?J- po and ^ wo, ^rj slio and wo.

'scj slio, ^ (ho, and so. The compilers of Shanscrit

grammars have been no less studious, than were the ancient

Greeks in analyzing the elementary found of their several let

ters, and in distributing them agreeably to the several organs

by which they are uttered. Thus they have a class of kungtee

or gutturals, of taaloopee or palatials, of duntee or dentals, of

oojhtaanee or labials, and of naafikaa or nasals. They have even

gone further, and allotted certain sounds to the region of the

brain; of these there are four: ^ ree, -g- to, ^ ro, and .srj sho;

which are called moordhenee or cerebrals.

\
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I'believe no other language ever contained a subdivision of

the simple sound expressed by Jh, but by the writers of Shanscrit

^rj she is ranked under the cerebrals, sho belongs to the pa

late, and 3^ so is a dental. These letters are by no means in

terchangeable in the original dialect; but each has its own

ofsice, and peculiar usage. The modern Bengalese, equally care

less and ignorant of all arts but those of gain, indiscriminately

give the sound ofJh to each of the three characters, and apply

them indifferently, as chance or caprice directs; so that there is

no possible difference to be observed in their pronunciation of sp|

sho and 'jj sho, in the word f<J^*f5J b^shash increase; nor 111

that ps 3^ so and she in ^jj-j j^j aashwaash reliance: they

would indifferently write -^TfTT or J^TTTT sheenon, to hear;

and so in other words: But she, they generally consine to the

middle or end of a word, and seldom use it is as an initial.

The rules which the Indian grammarians have laid down for

the meer orthography of the Shanscrit language would sill a vo

lume; but as few or none of these are observed in the Bengal dia

lect, I have only taken notice of such as have some singularity

to render them curious, or which are peculiarly characteristic os

this- ancient idiom.
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ho, a strong aspirate; as ^jLjj<£>|<^ haahaakaar lamen

tation.

^ khyo, is a compound character added to the sett meerly

to make the number of letters even, and the rythm of the al

phabet compact; as there are but forty nine characters truly-

simple and elementary, is derived from a junction of the

two letters ^ ko, and ^ Kho; which having a very harsh sound

in combination, are softened into ^ khyo This letter when

transposed into the Persian character, is frequently rendered by

^ che, which is a collateral proof of its origin: Thus for

khyotw (one of the four primary Hindoo tribes) the Persians

substitute chetree, c\^\ lfkhymee a proper name, they ' write

lechmer. And if we were to give to khyo, its original found

of k/h, there would be but little difference between lesAmee and

lek/hmee. This letter is not much used by the modern Benga-

lese, and is consined to Shanscrit words; as pj<£|Jj^ poreekhyaa

trial by ordeal.

I have already mentioned, that by the original structure of

this language every consonant inherently posiefles the short

vowel on which its utterance depends; it is plain therefore on

this
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this principle, that no two consonants could have been joined

together, and successively pronounced in the same syllable; but

that a vowel must necessarily have intervened. As an expedi

ent to remedy this inconvenience, a set of distinct characters

were invented, called ^jScfj P,holaa, or adjuncts. They arc

certain subordinate and subsidiary sigures, thac may be attached

to each of the consonants in the a^habet respectively, to provide

against the too frequent recurrence of the internal vowel.

These PJioIaa, are presented in a distinct series or alphabet,

consisting oseleven subservient marks or signs, lord fferent let

ters; which are here joined to ^ ko, the sirst of the single con

sonants, and which -may, in the £t*ne ihanner, be applied to att

the other letters.

The twelfth word of the series, (which seems to be added by

the Bengilcfe meerly to sill up the rythm) relates to another sub

ject, which will be explained in a subsequent remark.

The reader must remember, that the letter ^ ro, in its pro

per character, is nevtfjoined to arty other letter or adjunct; but

its sigure is entirely changed by a connection with other conso

nants, as will be lien in the following series.

C The
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The twelve P, h o l a a s .

>OX3005000<>OCO#000;

Figure Name Power

35

ky-o ky-o

f

koro

kono

kro

kno

f

kelo kh

f

f

koo-o

komo '.

kwo, or

sometimes

koo.

km<?

kin?/ kree

if

kills? k\ce

arko xko

%

ungko nngko

%

nshko (hko

'rr , pa
(hee6dthee

The
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These P,koIaas may be comprehended bythe following expla

nation:

kyo, is the letter yo added to ^3 ko, or any

other consonant; as <j~f<^ baakyo a word, slwwinyo

an army.

kro, is ^ ro subjoined to ^ ko, or any other consonant;

as (^3|^ krod,h anger, ^^TSJ prot,hom sirst.

kno, in this sigure 7^ no is joined to any other letter;

as f^|r b^g,hno a calamity.

klo, is h added to any letter of the alphabet; as s^jjvi^>

aamlo acid.

•<p kwo, is wo added to another consonant; as f|[f^y^

dwrct^yaa second; -jTp^Tf n^shwaafh breath: But it is

frequently pronounced 00, and confounded with the vowel

S£ 00 in its compound state; as they write t^t? for .pj^ doo-ee

two, -^rjr| for -^Irpr shoonon to he.r.

|p knw, mo subjoined to any consonant; as jonmo

birth.
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birth,

^5 kree, is the mixt letter ^1 ree in composition with any

consonant; as 7FT$ krffihno the name of a Hindoo Deity.

meepo a Prince.

2B klee, the mixt letter ^ lee subjoined to a consonant.

^ arko, is ^ to prefixed to a consonant; as T^fTJ- dorpon

a mirror. Ignorant writers erroneously double the letter to

which this arko P/iolaa is afsixed; as ^^^^jT^ f°r ^t^ft^T^

aasheerbaad prayer.

The Bengalefe usually transcribe all the PJwlaas at length, as

connected severally with each of the consonants; to make them

more readily comprehended, and more easily retained. As lam

l>ot writing to children, this trouble would be unnecessary, and

superfluous; and 1 shall content myself with concise remarks

*»pon such as are difficult, or anomalous.

The P,holaa >S ungko is composed of the several nasals presix

ed in their order to their respective consonants, each to those of

its own series; and where the chain is interrupted, the letter ^

ng^-o supplies the deficiency.

1 ,}£
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The P,hoIaa >S uttgko compleat.

4
1

ungko ungkjho ungo ung,ho ung-e0-0

0 X

ungchi? ungch,ho ungjo ungj,h(7 ung-^-o

•\ •i •4

ungto ungt,ho ungdo ungd,ho ung-aano

sr

ungto ungt,ho ungde ungd,lio ungno

IT I I
7>r

it

umr/0 ump,ho umbo ummo

4 <

ungjff TO unglo ungwo

1 sp

ungsho ungsho ungse nngho ungkhy*

Examples; TJ^j shungkaa fear, fjyj" chanson to

consider, kumbol a blanket &c. Sp. ungcho is more

frequently written in a contracted character, thus; as

^t^t^T*T Puncnaanon tne tlt'e ( a Hindoo Deit\ ; literally

the pod \yith; ftve faces. -^TO^ kaarjjunclo affairs.

The
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The P,ho!aa jt asliko seems calculated to shew the several

changes of 3^ sho according to the different consonants with

which it happens to come in contact. I shall give this P,holaa

also compleat.

% 5

ashko «slik,ho tfdgo rtdg,he ungtw

t 1 3

«ggy»
rtscho tfsch,ho tfbj,ho

% 3

afato dsht,ho slbdo rtbd,ho tfhaansl

\

ab&o

JF

tfst,ho rtbd,hp tfhungno

a \ ?

tfshpo tfslip.ho <jdbo tfdb,h*

tfhjo ro slhlo ahbo

^tsho

1

tftso atho tftkhvo

Exclusive of these several P,holaas which have been explained

above, almost any two or three consonants may be blended to

gether,
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gcther, to provide for the omission of the intervening vowels.

In the Shanscrit language their several forms easily unite and

run together, to make one compound letter; like two drops of

quicksilver upon approximation. The rules for the proper for

mation of these mixt characters, which shew how to remove

occasionally such as are not compatible, and to supply their

places with others that admit an union, occupy a considerable

part of the Shanscrit grammar; but are never attended to by the

illiterate and careless race of modern Bengalese: by whom pro

priety of diction and orthography is not even considered as an

accomplishment.

The compound letters may be formed by three methods: ei

ther by placing one letter immediately under another; as t^sjj

dcmb,h cunning ; or by blending two letters together, so as

to make one character from their union; as -(^T^Yl brcdyaa

a proper name; or by making the sirst of the two consonants

much smaller than the other letters; as ^ipj-^-jTj- kompowaan

trembling. This last mode seems to be the most common.

.p-J sl)ttdd,hff, called the twelfth PJiolaa, is a word always

presixed to the class of vowels contained in the sirst Series of the

alphabet, page the fourth. JI:ecdd}hce is part cf a Shanfcrit sen

tence
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tence fl^f^ <p^jj (heedd,hee ro&co, which means be it proper

ly performed. And as these words are usually presixed to the

dais of vowels, that series has obtained the name of fieeddjiec.

The Series puj^. Sh?fdd,hft.

n t
3

Ccxce dd,h?£ ro

i
$

0 aa ee ee

3>

do 00 tee ree'

if

\ee lee a

•

*2

0 ou ung oh

There cannot be a greater defect in the structure of any lan

guage, than that the fame letter or letters should be applied to

several different sounds; and that a variety of different combina

tions cf letters should express the same found. These two cir

cumstances sh. uld seem to comprehend almost all the possible

saults
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saults in orthography, <.nd yet are so common in the English

language, that I have been exceedingly embarrassed in the choice

of letters to express the found of the Eengal vowels; and am at

last by no means satissied with the selection.

But I am obliged to acquiesce in the application os the follow

ing vowels and diphthongs; of which, such as are printed in

.Italic characters, are to be pronounced short, and the rest long:

but the sound to be given to the correspondent long and short

vowels is precisely the same; and differs only in measure, or time.

0 aa ee 00 a i o ou

0 is generally to be pronounced like the second 0 in chocelatej

but sometimes rather broader. 1 •

aa must have the found of a in false,

ee like e in he, or ee in drcp.

00 as 0 is sounded in move, or co in torth.

a in everv syllable where it occurs must constantly be pronoun-

ced like a in labour.

1 is always to have the found of i -n'tr/al.

o is consined to the found of c in mrst.

ou must be pronounced like cu in houlc.

D In
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In the Series Jlieeddjiee, which has been inserted above, the

characters ret and ^1 ree, ^ lee and ^> lee, seem to be

of ;a mixed nature, as comprehending both a vowel and a con

sonant: They are accordingly applied sometimes in the one

-cflpacity, and sometimes in the other. In the Series of P,AoAwj,

*hey held the place of consonants, under the sigures 7^ kree, and

k\ee. Here they are ranked among vowels, and not impro

perly, when it is considered, that each of them singly forms a

perfect syllable, and cannot be connected, in the same syllable,

with any vowel; which is directly opposite to the nature of a

consonant.

t5J 0, is always an initial letter» as sj^pj'ij jyr opomaan dis

grace. NB. This letter cannot possibly occur in the

middle or at the end of a word, because its place is sup

plied by the short vowel included in the preceding conso*

nantj as for ^^sJJ^JTf k-o r-o-n they write ^^rf

koren to do.

aa, is also initial; as ^J^T|' aagn before. For the

reason above mentioned the o, or sirst part of this

letter, is always dropped in the middle, or at the end of a

word
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word after a consonant; as toap a sather is written <j|^

and not

^ ee, as ^ndor the name of a Deity, footc two.

ee, the correspondent long vowel. . .

S£ eo, as wpor above, -^-J^ baa-w the air.

^ oo, the correspondent long vowel; as ^^(^j^ oop*-

rod,h compliment.

ree, as in ^l^r r«n a loan.

ree, its correspondent long vowel; which ne^er occurs in

Bengalese.

\ee, is never found but in Shanscrit words, and in a com

pound state; as kfefpto appointed.

^ lee, is ^ \ee doubled and pronounced long.

^ a, as 2L-ee this.

i, as in the Shanscrit word I^^j^^' iraabet an elephant.
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^ o, as in -5j]37[ jaaon to go.

^ ou, as in ^"^^ oushod,h medicine.

ung, is of a compound species. In the Shanscrit language

it is called onofwor, and is there used as a sub

stitute for the letter mo; but without its inherent vow

el. The mixture of ihe vowel and consonant is here easi

ly discoverable; as the short o is added only to mark

that it begins the syllable. When a consonant has the

sirst place, the dot only is retained of ung; while the inhe

rent vowel supplies the place of ^JJ o; as ^^f^ bung-

i : ihee a flute.

3JJ° eh, the last figure of this class, is called f^T^ff wee-

-. . . forg, and is m irked by two dots, one at the top and one

at the bott in of the line. In the Shanscrit language it is*

a substitute for the letters ^ ro and 3^ so, which are used

in the terminat'ons of particular forms of declension &c.

It has no peculiar found or utterance; but gives a certain

forcible pronoun;. iati< n (almost like an aspirate)to the vowel

which is immediately before it; as 7^c[ nere man, <3*y£

nereh a man, in the nominative cafe.

The
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This figure, a? used in the Bengal language, has quite lost its

original property, and is applied indiscriminately to any vowel

at the end of a word, without even altering the tone or force

of utterance; but sometimes seems to serve for a mark to de

note that the inherent vowel of the sinal consonant is not to be

dropped; as -Jj|<<J jaabo 1 will go, might by mistake be pro

nounced jaab, as it is now written; but when weesorg is added

thus, <n j^j j jaaboh, the latter vowel is marked beyond the

possibility of omission.

The connected vowels are given in the following Series, by the

Bengnlese called ^ j^j j^j baanaan, and in Shanscrit 1^-jTprj'

'jq |^ j© dwaadesho maatraah the twelve marks, or signs.

NAME

-^aar '

hiofw^kaar

hiosookaar

akaar

okaar

onoswaar

r IGURE&POWER

.pp bee

^ kw

kung

<J-3-j kaa

^ kee

^3 koo

ki orkei

^ kou

^50 koh

NAME

aakaar

deerg,hcekaar

deerg,hookaar

ikaar

oukaar

weescrgye

The
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The plain stroke to the left of the sirst ^5 kc is- here pus as

the mark of the short vowel inherent in the consonant;., buft

this is never used on any other occasion. The student will ob*

sefve, that altho' several of these short vowels precede in posi

tion the consonants to which they belong, yet in utterance they

are subsequent, and hold the second place in the syllable.

The word hroswo signisies short, and T/^ljJ deergh,*

means long. The syllable <£3-j"<£ kaar «s always used to denote*

the names of vowels. Thus ckaar means the vowel hritf-

wffkaar the short vowel ee &c.

To avoid the hiatus which would be occasioned by two vow

els coming together without an intervening consonant, a consow

nant homogeneous to the preceding vowel is to be inserted be

tween them, (as in the golden canons of the Arabic ) or one of

the vowels is changed into its corresponding consonant. ^ ,

*SJ yo is homogeneous to a, et% and ^ i.

^ wo is homogeneous to S£ oo, Q o, and ^ ou.

Thus they write g^yaa for ]T|t5fj gre-aa having gone;

for -Pf<fJ\lI-| d^-cfteeyaa second must be written f^^[-I^|

dw^teeyaa.

But
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But ^ ee may follow every other vowel without the insertion

of a consonant; as ^[j^ jaa-« I go, not jaay<r<r;

doo-ee two, not dwee or Tff^[ doowee, a-^ this, not

^ft[ 3< °~ee l^at' anc* not 3f<[ ow",

So c or aa may precede every vowel, except a,

without the intervention of a consonant; as baa-e0 the

air; f^Tj^p^Tl^ ^k,heclaa-o I wrote, a corrupt form of

tense, &c. But when ^ a follows o or aa, it is

always changed into -JJ ye without its inherent vowel; as in

TJ^J noy is not, .for no-a, contracted from no-ha;

-ssrtn jaay he goes' for 3d3 ^aa*a*

When the vowel ^p i is connected with any consonant,

thus, that consonant dees not drop its own included vow-

.tl; as -(<^crj is to be pronounced ko-ilo he did, £<^crj bo-ilo

he spoke; where each vowel retains its own power distinct ,

which thus nearly give the found of quilo, bwilo.

In some cases ^ ee has the found and properties of sip i,

when it stands next to an open consonant, with which it does

Wt coaiesce: thus the word ^^w^ was, is pronounced hwilo,

or
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or ho-llo', as if it had been written ^ktJ-

In many cafes, where the vowel aa immediately follows

ee in the same word, ( as in the preterite participles ending

in ^5jj eeyza. ) ^ ee is frequently changed into -^j yo, and

united with the preceding consonant by the kvo pholaa\?& -^TJjj

choryaa for -^fjXTl choreeyaa. having ascended;

ch,haaryaa for ^{f^XTj ch,haawyaa having deserted.

I must: here remind the reader, that the letter wo has entire

ly lost its proper use and power, in modern Bengalefe; and even

where it occurs in words of Shanscrit origin, is now universally

pronounced like bo; as woehon a word, is always bo-

chon, with the Bengalefe; ^5j|^-^5 ogneewot like sire, they

call ognrcbot: and so in all cases whatsoever. This usage has

reduced them to the necessity of inserting the vowel ^ 0, or

^ 00 wherever the sound of W is to be preserved: as for <J-|e||

they write 3\j[er| } oyalaa; for (JJJ^I khawaa fn ight, they

substitute (J^[3-XT/| kha-oyaa and thus confuse all derivation and

orthography.

In addition to these remarks, I shall set down a few of the

most
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the most common contractions of letters, w hich are constantly

vised by all the Bengalese, as being more expeditious, as well as

more elegant than a simple junction of the single letters, whose

office they perform.

kro, stands for ^ the kirro Pho'aa.

^ ckto, is ^ to blended with ^3 koj its regular form is ^

Jj£ koo, stands for ^ ko with hroswookaar.

^ ungo, is compounded of <S n&oo-o with s*t go subjoined.

jj= oggyo, is another sigure for the Pholaa

Jgj moo, is mo and wo compounded. The simple form

^ oshno, for iff i.e. er] aano subjoined to ^ (ho.

JQfJ (hoot initial and medial, ^ (hoo, sinal; two sigures for

This sigure stands for both ^ otto and too.

C| goo, is used for

nrjr hoo, stands for -Sf

T| ohro, is kro Pholaa subjoined to its ho.

7^- tro, stands for ^

roo, is used instead of ^

ohlo, is lo subjoined to ho.

ttj ondo, compounded of erj aano and do.

£
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^jj ohjo, is if ho and jo blended together.

7^ ohmo, a compound of ho and -jr mo.

37j estoe, is 3^ so, and ^ to, with hroswcekaar subjoined.

33j- estro, is the letter ^ se compounded with ^ to, and the

kro Pholaa.

jco, stands for

ogd,ho, 1^ odd.ho, -ST ond,ho, represent ^ d*hc severally

subjoined to go, f^- do, and ^ no'

^ this sigure is called Z5p^3 ordd,ho-to, i.e. semi-to; for

ordd,ho signisies half. It is used for the letter ^ to with

out its internal vowel; and in the middle of a word is ge

nerally represented bv \ the numerical sigure of two; as in

-^3^ botsoro a year.

qj otyo, is the preceding ^ blended with the kyo pholaa.

I shall now proceed to a few marks of reference commonly

used by the Bengalese.

Cj^ This sigure is always put at the top of every writing,

and is meant as an invocation to Gonash, the Deity of

Knowledge and Arts; it is called r[^F[(^J^ ^']<^|^5

Gonashar ankovee, or the crook of Gonajh. So the Maho

metans always begin with the letter J akph, as a token of

the unity of God.
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* chaandboondaa, is a mark put over certain letters to give them

a very forcible nasal expression; as ^jTJ Daas a bamboo,

to be pronounced kiangs, with the nasal strongly uttered.

\cj Eeshwor. -^'^^ is properly one of the Deities of the Hin

doo Trinity. The name of God was supposed too holy to

be inserted among the general class of words, and was there

fore written at the top of the Page, and wherever this name

should occur in a sentence, the mark here specisied w as put

as a reference to it. The form still rtma'ns, but the usage

is degraded into a meer ccmpl'ment: for in all petitions, or

letters from inferiors to their superiors, the njime of the per

son addressed is new put at the top, and this sign of refer

ence occupies the place in the be dy of the letter, where the

name should regularly have hten inserted.

^| free properly signisies prosperity; ard is presixed to every

name which they mean to ment'en with respect; as

One or more of these Titles of Hindoo Deities is sirst written

on every piece of paper, as an amulet or chaim, tefore rny letter

petition or other writing whatever, is a rrmitted to it. In the

fame manner the Mahometans universally apply their Bifmillah

(or, In the name of Cod.) as w e formerly wrote En.anuel at the

top
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top of letters, and still continue to commence a Ledger with

Laus Deo.

1 shall here insert a short specimen of the Bengal language and

character as an exercise for the learner. It is an Episode extracted

from the Dron Porb, or sifth book of the Mohaabhaarot, the

grand Epic Poem of India. Throughout this work I mean

to consine myself to examples taken from Poetry only; as we are

sure, that Verse must have cost the author some time and study

in the composition; and is therefore likely to be most conforma

ble to the true genius and character of the language: and the re

gularity of the measure is a great check upon the ignorance, or

carelessness of the copyist.

I might observe, that Bengal is at present in the same state with

Greece before the time of Thucydidesj when poetry w.is the only

style to which authors applied themselves, and studied prose was

utterly unknown. Letters of business, petitions, public notisica

tions, and all such other concerns of common life are necessarily,

and ofcourse, written without measure or rythm: I might almost

h~ve added, without Grammar. But all the compilations dedica

ted to Religion, to History and to Morality, and all such works

as are expected or intended to survive the composer, are invari

ably written in Verses and it is probable no other style will ever

be adopted.
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Mfhaabaarotar dronporbbo mod,hya ak od.hyaayo

Mecn^rh bcla (ano Poreckhyeetar toncyo

Jamcta Saatyekrc beero ho-ilo peraajoyo

Ak kaala Bosrodab ptetrtt shraaddho kora

Nmncntr^yaa bhraatw bendhco aana sobhaakaara

^ ^rt^r ptltirl a

Somdot Baahlffk aad^ aar Pcnchaancn

Saaloo stieeshco naeelo paa^yaa neemontron

^t3tl ^TI?T 2

K&eio cruk Raaj ta naahcy gencna

Sobhaakaara £cfeedab kc-ile cbbycrt,hcna
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Naanaa bi?£dlw aasona bosrclaa Raajaa gona

Aka aka sobhaakaara pooch, heelo kot,hona

OTf^tS 0?R[ ^3 -S^T 22

Bofocdab kheoraa Sanee Saatyok^r baap

Somdott dakhf* tcba boro he-i!o taap

Daakffyaa boWlo Sanee soeno Somdctt

Sobhaa maajha bo-iio \coa\ee a kon mohott

Aamaa sobhaa naamaanrcs kon oluingkaara

VreeX.jheeheer modhya kabaa naajaana tomaara
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fT^St? Sr fnxrt zz

^rp^ra spfta ors ^5 fr npr zz

^R^rl 3itR ZZ

c^l^r c?te o?Wt :5rtf5r ^ras z

03^ ^otRt csrfta tf&i n .

C3fa1 $?£5 Pfa 0^1 ^rteS ~srt^p z

ous^ ^mni c^pft^ cfr z

C^Pf 31^ rtfisl ^rf 3rT ZZ

03 ^T^ft Tt^T ^rte 1*1 id Z

'WMsi mjr Ttlt ^^fata zz

tSfa. ^T&3 PR 3TtftT (3*ft3 z

03 ~$P\ G^tlft (PFTt 3f^T *F3^ ?Z
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TO OT^ft j5Rl G^ffl^ 3ft T§T5T 2

GTRTUl SS^T Tt^J 3b5^ 3I?T ZZ

to ^rs ^sd pri^t 5r i

snorter c?rt^5 wrfta sT^r zi

^Ni ^rao ^rs ^RFT *tnfr zz

^5 Ff^TTl ^rtt^s ^7T<* T^33 a

m 33 -srtn ^3rT z

33 3R Wl^Œ.vSftæ ^i^PT ZZ
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T^R5 ^.^r ^ 3^1

3^ks ^1^^

^s^Wt^r ^n^r ^ csft h

^ G^sl c^rtR spfc-fr ^ j

srR^s ^ to: o^t ^FfaH i- \

3t ROW :5JtR' ^ G3t^

-51x1 ^ ^srKR *ŒF5 u

3t3il n^s 5K3J G3{7s tspfcrK ^3 «

t^l 1^ ^FD 33 ^rttt Ffst ^Tsfsj !

3t ^ or*^ ^ 3f*r zz
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33 ^ SjfT ^ pt^tt3 2

s*ft ^ts^ ^feTt^ i

An Emsobe from the Mehaabhaarot.

 

Mam?' s:id, *Hear, O son of Poretrkhyrcto,

*How the hero Saatyckf* was overcome.

*On a certain time Boseodab celebrated his sather's obsequies,

*And assembled all his Relations and Friends by invitation.

•First Somdott and BaahWk, then Punchaanon;

•Saaloo also and Sh<rfsh0e were invited, and came.

•Every Raajaa attended, more than could be numbered,

•And
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*And BcseoJab respectfully saluted them.

•All these Raajaas he placed on various feats,

•And to each of them by turns addressed his discourse.

'But Sanee, uncle to BtffoaJab and sather of Saatyok^,

•Was much enraged to behold Somdott among them.

•He called to him, and said, "Hear O Somdort,

•*What arrogance is it to feat yourself in this ssscmbly!

"By what p;esumption hast thou forgotten to respect us r*

•*Who in all the world does not know thee?

"While your honour is yet safe, why do you not rife and

depart?

"Be gone, and seat th> self among thy Fellows.'*

•Hearing this, Somc'ott kindled with anger,

*Like oil when erst upon the sire.

•And Somdott replied, "Vaunt not thyself, O Sanee- f

•*For 1 am ncqua'nted with all thy excellence.

"With what crime am I desiled, tell me quickly",

•*That thou holdest this violent d.scourse with me,

O Wretch I

•*Who among men is of less account than thyltlf?'

"Neither is this hidden from rre; 1 know it well.'*

'Sanee when he had heard this was exceedingly enraged,

*And
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*And wrathfully exclaimed, "Hear him, O ye people!

"Art thou become thus insolent, O refuse of thy samily!

"Whilst thou despisest others, knowest thou not thyself?

"Soon will I give thee the proper reward of such conduct."

*Sanee hearing this, started up in a passion,

*And Somdo t when he beheld Sanee arose immediately,

*So that a desperate struggle ensued between them.

*Sanee in great fury seized him by the hair,

*At which a laugh circulated through the whole croud.

*He held his hair, and struck him a blow like a thunderbolt,

*And with that single stroke demolished all his teeth.

*Then all the company got up and separated them;

*Somde.t in confusion retired to his own country.

*Somdott being thus disgraced in the midst of the assembly,

*Retreated into the desarts to pass his life in prayer.

*Twelve years he consumed in prater and sasting,

*In singltness of heart calling upon the great Deity.

*T he naked God was satissied with his mortisications,

*And mounting his Bull came into the desart.

*Sbeew laid "Hear, O Kaajaa, demand of me some savour.'*

*In these words the Deity wxh five heads addressed Somdott.

*Somdott
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*Somdott starting from his contemplation, beheld the Deity,

*Whole body was covered with holy ashes, and his hair clot

ted in a thousand knots.

*Somdctt was much elated to behold the Divinity,

*And humbled himself Ltfore him with the most reverential

. ,( salutations.

*Then Somdott sa d, "If You will really be my protector,

"Permit me to offer you a single request:

"Sanee has disgraced me in a numerous companv,

"And all themonarchs who sate there beheld my misfortune.

••My body burnt like sire at the ign< m'n'ous usage:

"And therefore 1 huml lv present this petition.

"If, O Lord of life, you mean to fulfill n y v ish,

"Grant that my son become a mighty warrior.

"Let my son -conquer his son in battle;

"As He put me to sh:;me in the midst os the Raajaas.

"Except this, I have no boon to demand ■

"Bestow this O God! my only request."

*The Deity answered "Hear O Raajaa, the favour is granted.

."*I hy s< n shall overcome the son of S;inee;

"But his life it will not be permitted him to destroy."

*Thus
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*Thus spoke the Lord of life, and vanished.

*Somdott having received this savour from the Eternal,

*Returned exulting to his own sam ly.

*Thus by the hdp of the great Deity, Bhoor^shrobna van

quished S.iatyok^.

*And this hath explained to you the circumstances of his fall.

CHAPTER 11.

Of Sdbitantivss1.

enders are the sirst attribute of substantives, and are ufu-

^■^ally divided into three clafles; the masculine, the feminine

and the neuter;, under which are included the subordinate and

compound genders. In the Shanscrit language (equally resined

with either the Arabic or the Greek) these three distinctions are

preserved in their common number and order.

J^fc^^l poongWngo is the masculine,

-StfeT^l streel^ngo. the feminine, and

TflJ'S^ nopoongioko, or ^[^feffi kleewakrtig* the

neuter. ... -

The Authors of this threefold division of genders and of their

pre- •
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precedence, appear to have considered the neuter as a kind of

residuum resulting from the two others, and as less worthy or

less comprehensive than either: but this doctrine is liable to

some objections. For the neuter (or that order of substantives

desined by this term ) seems to be of a more extensive quality

and power than the rest in so much that I should hardly

icruple to call it a genus, of which the masculine and feminine

are but the species. For from the whole class of substantives,

some are selected to be masculines, and others to he femininesj

and all which are not thus specisied, remain as the others were

previous to their selection, neuter.

In Latin and Greek we sind many unaccountable resinements

of gender, or rather unmeaning applications of a distinction

without a difference. It would baffle the most able grammari

an to assign a satissactory reason why pecus pecoris should be

neuter, and fecus pecudis feminine; and so of a thousand others.

Common fense requires that all general terms should avoid such

discriminations; and we certainly must allow the construction

of those languages to be most rational, in which fioch and herds

are of no gender, but include animals of brth. In the fame

manner when individuals are mentioned indesinitely, it is ab

surd to specify the sex. We see an animal at a distance; must

we
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we know whether it be a he-goat or a she-goat, before we

venture to pronounce that it is a goat ? Yet this knowledge

must be pie-lupposed in Greek and Latin, or it must be grant

ed that the gender is there redundant and superfluous.

The proposition which I have here st.irted is particularly

connected with my present subject; because in the Bengal lan

guage there is a great number of general neuter names of ani

mals &c. to which may be added at pleasure different termina

tions of specisication, subdividing the individuals of the class to

which thty refer, into the subordinate distinctions of male and

female.

The terminations usually applied upon th's occasion are,

aa for the masculine, and ^ ee, or nee for the feminine:

thus from ^ j baagh, which signifies a tiger in general, are

formed baaghaa a (male) tiger, and baahgonee

or -^-j"^ baaghee a tigress; from ^|^^ horeen a deer pro

ceed TT^jTj- hoveenzz a buck, and Tff^ffi horannee a doe.

If ee long terminates the masculine, it is made short before

the sign of the feminine ; as Ts*^ hostee an elephant, Tsf^rfl

hcst^nee a female elephant, -^j ^aznteeP°orec a

man inhabiting Saant^peer, ,>j j f^Pjf^c^ saant^pcor^nee a

woman
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Woman of Saant^poor.

It is not necessary that every noun comprehensive of Se*

should be distinguished by a particular termination, or mode of

formation, expreflly to denote its gender.

The Sex of human creatures, and the more general relations

which they bear to each other, are of sufficient consequence to

obtain different names, instead of modisications of. the same

name. Thus in almost all languages the distinct ons of man and

nveman, hujband and wise, father and mother, &c. are signisied

by separate terms. The same may commonly be said of such

animals as are most connected with mankind: from hence bull

and cow, ram andJbeep, bear and Jew &c. Thus n the Bengal

language j ;ro maancetho is a man 33^ stree-a woman

piftaa a sather, 1J^3| maataa a mother, vj^£>^ potroeflio a

husband, |^ naaree a wife.

,<. ipooTocfao ch,haar^yaa naaree roheeba ka mona

"When the husband is gone how shall the wife remain'?**

upon the same principal 3%f^j] aaryaa ib a bull, and s^j^

gaarc # enw &c.

In other cafes different forms of the same word are applied to

G dist
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distingu'sh the Sexes; and as all animals must be of one Sex,

it is generally sufficient that the feminine term only be marked

by a provisional inflexion: hence ^-jrjTFJ- ch,haagclo a he-goat

E^jTfcft cn,naaSolee a st>e-goat (^Tjj bharaa a ram, s^T^

bharee a sheep ^V^j kock&craa a cock >r|V^Tfl kcckscree a

hen; -^3[^;0Tf raajhungse a gander ^|^^°:j^raajhungs«

a goose.

Tolo tolo kora jolo mcndo mendo baay,

Raajhungse raajhungsee khaWysa baraay.

"A soft breeze gently agitates the water,

, "The gander and the goose sport and swim."

The same form occasionally takes place even when human

beings are concerned, in a local or consined relation; thus we

use the word Jew in a collective sense, comprehending the

whole people; but to express a woman of that nation we must

add a sexual termination; as Jewess: so -^[^r[ braahmon fig-

nisies a Bramln, or in general any person of the braminical tribe;

but '^l^^ft braahmanee a Braminess, or woman only of that

Sect.

33
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33 ^ps «l*sf3p Ttt^IUS Jtffa ^

Ato {oonee Raamokrrcshnc haaserta laag^lo

Braahmon Braahmoneeka probodho V.ovee\o

"Hearing this Ramkrishen began to laugh

"And satissied the Bramin and Braminess."

In all circumstances of this nature, the reader will sind in the

Bengal language a wonderful resemblance to the English idiom,

and turn os expression.

In Shanscrit, as in Greek and Latin, the names of all things

inanimate have different genders founded on vague and incom

prehensible distinctions : as if there could be any reason for ma

king Ætna feminine, which would not equally hold good with

respect to Vesuvius or Caucasus. But this seems to be the na

tural consequence of connecting the gender of a noun too inti

mately with its termination. Had all inanimate substantives in

Greek and Latin wanted these sexual resinements, the form al

lotted to the neuter would have increased beyond its due pro

portion, and the ear have been tired with the perpetual recur

rence of similar sounds: but it is furelv more consistent with na-

ture, to make every noun neuter which ii not the name ofsome

thing
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thing tieo drily masculine or feminine', and this is an invariable

rule in the dialect of Bengal.

Of C A S E S.

A ShanCrit noun, on its sirst formation from the general

Root, exirts equally independent of cafe as of gender. It is nei

ther Nominative, nor Gmitive, nor Accusative, nor is impressed

% with any of those modisications, which mark the relation and

connection between the several members of a sentence. In this

state, it is called an imperfect or crude noun.. Thus <UjvJ\*T

Raajon means Monarch; but implies neither a Monarch, of a

Monarch, to a Monarch, nor any other predicament in which a

Monarch can be supposed to stand. To make a nominative of

this word, the termination must be changed, and a new form

supplied; as <fj'3^| raajaa a King ^Tfl raanee a Queen.

Thus we fee that in the Shanscrit at least, the nominative has

an equal right with any other inflexion to be called a cafe.

Every Shanscrit noun is capable of seven changes of inflexi

on, exclusive of the vocative : and therefore comprehends

two more than even those of the Latin. 1 shall here give a

short explanation of them, in the order which has been sixed for

them
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tKern by their own grammarians. '.';''

1 1 he Nominative, or agent in a sentencej as -^jj^j -^J

^yp^ raajaa ranjVoto n King governs. ' '

2 The PjJ/ive'cafe, or subject of the action; as sT[<[° •ff^f

• djavuing nomee J worship God. r-. ''*'-

3 The Causal case, pointing out the cause by which a thing is

done; < as (tjjT<ffi <f^3° dawano krrrtung* made £y

<Jbd; ^thclriftriime^tW/M'iwh1Efiit,fe-!dbnc} as FT^prf

f^jj*0 daatrano ch,h^nnung cut w/VA a knife : or the sub

ject in or £y whLh it is suffered; as <^-|VJ % ckhynaa

kaanoh blind of an eye.

4 The Dative, with the sign to or for ; as (T^^fXJ T^5°

dawaayo dottiing given to God, '^S^j'JJ dhormaayo

bhodrung good for religion..

5 The Ablative, implying the subject from whence anything

proceeds; as (Tj^*|^ ^t^° ^awaat PraaPtung received

Jrom God.

.6 The PoJseJJive cafe, called by us the Genitive; as

fjT5-° dawosyo gwhung the house of God.

7 The Locative case, desinitive of situation, and generally

known by the sign in\ as ~^c\ j*la in the water, s^T

gr«ha
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greeha in the house, ^gT^5 |>>5<1 torka chotaoro learned in

judgement.

The Vocative in Shanscrit is excluded from the number of

cafes, as no inflexion is employed in its formation: but to the

imperfect noun the sign ^ ha is presixed; as -^j^pf h*

raajon O king !

The Inflexions of which a Bengal noun is capable, are nei

ther so copious nor so accurate; the terminations used for this

purpose are four only, and consequently we can reckon but sive

different cases at most.

The nominative is not distinguished by any rule of fornuti-

onj for in most simple or abstract terms, the crude noun of the

Shanscrit is adopted, without the inflexion which denotes the

Shanscrit nominative; but for concrete substantives, names of

agents &c. where the termination undergoes a material alterati

on in the Shanscrit, that alteration is generally used in the Ben

gal dialect; as ^tyjrt raajaa a king, from the crude noun

^j^Tj- raajon; swaamee a husband, from ^jf^f

swaam^n. Example,

- •

Swaamee bonfrtaar yotee swaam^ bon^taar goto

"The
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"The husband is the Lord of the wife, the husband is the

guide of the wife."

The Inflexion whxh most usually occurs in Bengal nouns

is made by the addition of the letter ^ a; as doslia

from (^j^ d°sli a crime: j *j[ (-^f maanoosha from -5T|*J^[

maanoosho a man; which may be called the Oblique case in ge

neral, from its frequent use.

This termination is occasionally applied to sive several cases.

1 To the nominative (redundantly) as <fiffi Deera f°r <ft<^

beero a warrior, Fir;

j.;. . famee jodee sanaapoto ho-ibo somora

' Toba ostro naa dhorrcba Kornno mohaabeera.

"When I shall be General in the battle,

"Then Kornno the great warrior will not take up arms."

1 To the passive or subjective case: as -Slf^f^/^ from

.^J^l^r^ JteJ-httfhtttr, a proper name; as

]o$d-hec(hteera dhow daho a-ee nrfbadon

' "Seize and give me Jcod-hffsht«r; this is my request."

It
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3 It serves to convey the fense of the. third, sifth and seventh

of the Sfatfnscrit cases; as -^j^f baana with an arrow

Tft*frW gogona from, heaven: -Sfj^l^ maasa in the month:

^l^s^T3l*n ^^aataav m Calcutta; as

y^'l . ; )fi|'- j R if. - ft"':". •'--! -

, r Ftf5 FIR ^ ¥!T^f;s5^t '"'a- ,r

Chaare? baana chaarcf oswo maaffr!* t«k!ircn

j *,"(Vith four arrows he then struck the four horses."

; 4t3 iflZH Tt^f ttTl 3sf^?f

A-eeto (hraawon imasa dhaaraa borecCi gogena

"In this month 'hraabon the rains sall from heaven."

and this its proper use and application. ' '

4 It is added to the termination of the possessive cafe, to form

the dative: as (Ef jffiffi Dronara, to Dron

" •• .,^ ^ 313 (ilWW .

• t s

Aar rot,ha koree toba Dronara lc-ilo

"He then brought another carriage to Dron.**

5 It is also employed to distinguish the vocative, and may ei

ther be presixed or subjoined:

Prc
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Prefixed, as 3 ^^ ^f^fl *fc1f^

A naat,ho toom^ mora kewlaa poraadh^n

"O master! you have reduced me to a foreign subjection.**

Subjoined, as 3^ Trpj-^^ shcono nwpobora hear O Prince!

from Tr^j^^- nxee-pohoro a Noble or Prince.

The second or passive case of inanimate nouns is almost al

ways the same as the nominative, and is very rarely distinguish

ed by a change of termination.

Aar baan ara heer poorlyaa fondhaan

Doofhwaasonar ungo kaat^ kora khaan khaan

"The hero having well pointed his aim, (hot another arrow,

"And cutting the body of Dooshwaason, hewed it in pieces."

In this distich the words -^jTJ- baan, Tf^jT^ sondhaan, T5ffi[

ungo and J^[]*:[^['[*f khaankhaan are in the passive or sub

jective case.

The same construction also takes place occasionally even in

proper names; as

H ' m
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.-. ^RUTfW. uts c^fr StvKl ^ras%3

Dhor^baara jaay Dron Raajaa Jood,\\ee(lneer

"Dron goes to seize Raajaa Joed,bwstit«tfr."

But this cafe should be formed by the termination ^ a

^when the noun ends with a consonant, and by Qjj- ra or ka

when it terminates with a vowel: as

^s^T

Boheot bochona k&hwlo Orjoena

"He.addrefled much discourse to Orjoon."

Saatyokrcra Bhoor^stirobaa kora pcranjaay

"Bhoorrcshrobaa defeated Saatyokrc."

,.. ^rfa iff ^(r*T tfa 4»*fl« ^IRR

Aar dosh baana beer Kornncka maarrclo

"The hero stuck Korna with ten more arrows. **

1 have observed some few instances, wherein this cafe is made

to resemble the dative in termination; as in the book called

B^dyaa Socndor;

. . o^rfa pros ^sm

B/rdyaa
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Ko-ilaas if/?khora ootoveelo.

"Bmlyaa having obtained Soondor (her lover) and KaaW-

*-kaa being made contented, arrived at the foot of Kcilas

ltSeekhor (.1 mountain.)"

This second cafe, with its Shanscrit termination, is not totaU

ly lost among the Eengalefe; tho* the very persons who use it

are utterly ignorant of the principles on which it is formed, and

of the grammatical reason for which it is applied. All petitions,

letters &c. in the Eengal language, commence with certain custo

mary phrases of compliment in pure Shanscrit, of which the

Writer knows nothing more than the general purport; after

this compliment is constantly inserted the sentence fcTs^rT'3

 

Of
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of all- petitions is written ffic^t^^f^ nrcbadonuncho for

f^TW^'T3 n^badonunS-

The third, sifth and seventh cafes of the Shanfcrit are likewise

frequently supplied by the termination qsj ta, which is added

to the nominative, when it ends with a vowel, and to the ob

lique cafe when the last letter of the noun is a consonant; as

^f^j ogiwrta with sire, from ognee sire, ^c^vj

jolata with water, from [Tjfcf ]o\o water. j <fo dhaakaata

from Dacca. <J^T(j3 rot,hata, in a carriage, or from a car

riage. ^jjpQ (J3 bhoomata on the ground.

Ogn«ta poraay se-inyo Dron b^dyomaan

"He destroyed the army with sire 'n Dron's presence."

Jolata ho-ilo poorno fungraamar ft,hclo

"The sield of battle was silled with water."

Rot,hata chdiild g^yaa

"He hasted away in the carriage."

Mow
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Moorchch'hrct ho-ivaa beer rot,hata ponrb

"The hero becoming iml.less fellfrom the carriage.'*

Saarot,herr mooivio kiutee paam'lo bhoomata

"Having wound-d the charioteer on the head, he felled

him so the ground."

The sixth Shanst rit case, or possessive form of noun, is con

structed by adding the letter ro to the nominative if it ends

with a vowel, or to the oblique cafe, if the last letter of the word

be a consonant: as <Jp}\^ J<[ bon^taar genitive of ^[^3-]

bonrctaa a wife. ^-|if[<^ fwaameer from ^-jl^ fwaamee a

husband. -ST^^- modhoor sweet, the genitive of -^psf medheo,

honey. ^1 |*JCH<1 maaneeniiar "-°m ^ jvj-^ maancofho a man.

^Qfe^ kwshnar ^rom ^>^g Kreedano the name of a Hindoo

.Deity. Example.

Wft \(M ^5^5 <^(<H T£5*F5

Kaamaanar hoorohooree bondockar doorodoor^

sommeckha baanar gcr hoy.

"There is a twanging of bows, and report of guns,

"surely there must be a fortress of arms before me."
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Kr^shnar bochona paart,ho dhonco ostro nrcl<»

"At the words of Kmstino the Vizier took up hi$ bow

and arms."

Some nouns ending with vowels increase a syllable in all the

oblique cases, by presixing to the sign ^ a the consonant cor

respondent to their terminating vowel; as ^ |^(V[<1 bhaa^yar

from ^J*? bhaaf<? a brother. ^jO(<l<l Paano^war ^rom

pj1 jr^ paandoo the name of an ancient Hindoo samily: and this

form (tho' very seldom used by the moderns) seems most con

sistent with the orthography of the language.

Bhaa^yar moron dakhrc scmdcobeer baga

Haat,ha godaa korft? gab Obhrcmonyoo aaga

"Smidoobeer seeing the death of his brother, taking hi*

"Mace in his hand, hasted to Oblwmonyco.**

Haahaakaar sobdo ho-ilo paandowar dola

"There was much lamentation on the part ofthe Paandoos.*

. • N The
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The dative is distinguished by the sinal a added to the

genitive, as I have already remarked; thus

Raajaara kohrclc beer leonc nrf^p&bcr

"The hero laid to the Raja, hear O Prince ! "

Various Interjections serve to point out the Vocative, and

they will be noticed in their proper place; at present 1 shall only

observe that the particle ^ ra is commonly used in this fense,

and may be added either to the word with which it is immedi

ate 1 v connected in construction, or to any other member of the

sentence, either noun or verb, as the composer sinds most conve

nient; an instance of the latter mode appears in this hemistych,

Jaa-ora rojonee tcomee morceyaa

"O night! perish and depart from us.

where -5T)>3C3 ^v^pj jaa-ora rqonee is put for ^3

jaa-o -^3[pf(^ rojeneera go, O night. For an example of this

interjection being joined to its immediate subject, I shall quote

the following little poetical song.
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Tfe TtT ^Dl ^31^ Tjt Sfe *ttf< .

Bhobo semdhoo paarcra ka jaabaa bhaawa

Horee naamar noukaakhaarw three gooroo kaandaar^

Baaho baaho bolyaa daaka dœee baahco pcsaarev •

T,haakoor iwtaafryar ghaata odaan khawaa boy

Koto ondho otoor taaraa (oho paaro hoy.

An ODE.

*O Brothers ! which of you will cross the ocean of the world!

*There is the boat of the name of Horee; (the Deity) Shree

Gooroo (our Tutor) is the pilot;

*He hath summoned us, crying out,' "row, row, and stretch

wide both your arms;"*In the port of Neftaarc T,hankocr (a famous Divine) we

p iv nothing for the passage,

*And there all the lame and biind are ferried over.'

The
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The particle qbj- ha, the sign of the Shanscrit vocative, is

frequently applied to Bengal nouns in the same fense ; as

Nagcrha gifyaach'hfilaam nogerar haata

"O Naagor, I have been to the market at the City."

The Vocative is also expressed by the crude noun, and by the

nominative cafe of the Shanscrit indifferently, withour any in

terjection: as

Haafeyaa koheelo kreeflmo fccnoho Raajon

"Kr^stwo laughing said, hear O King."

Kcrnnc bcla nunaa Ranjaa koro obodhaan .

"Kcrnno said, O great King, employ sage consideration."

As it may be curious to observe atone view the connection

and resemblance between a Shanscrit and Bengal noun, and to

trace in a corrupted language the gradual progress of deviation

from its original source; I shall here insert a substantive declined

after both methods, and ranked according to the Shanscrit mode

of arrangement, which I think at least equal in merit to the sy

stem adopted by European Grammarians. ' i'.

f

I First
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First Declension, a Substantive endimi: with a Consonant.

T. I'.n'A ::r' -t D';; . : >t;;i<-;t I • c ; .-. .:.

Shanscb^ix. Eengalese.

1 ^|7fo baamfh ^-j^- briario an arrow

2 ^ jyj 3 baanung -^Iffi a an arro^

3 '<[ baanario <T]~ffi(,\3 baanata w'1^ an ctrrow

4 <^[|V| baanaayo ^ffffi'ffi baanara to an arrow

5 baanaat .4'|(trj'(\i> baanata from an arrow

6 <^ l^i-^j) baancfyo <[j^7T?£ baanar of an arrow

7 <J baaha"- <Tl(.*T baaria in an arrow

Voc: ^TjT ha baano ^ <jj*i a baan O arrow

Second Declension, a Substantive terminated by a Vowel.

1 ogneeh ogaee sire

3 :5Tf^f° °SMenS ^STftf^ ogn«ka fire

^ ^FP?*r1 °Sneen&a vi^pj^ egn^ta with sire

* .^^F^tTI 0Sn<jya :5Tttf^ ogn«ra to sire

* ^sn^fo °gnah °sn^r of sire

7 ;5fl£fl cgnou ^5XT^^3- °Sn^ta in sire

Voc: £>- ^r^j- ha cgna ^ ^Tpj- a ognee O sire

A
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A third Declension might be formed for those nouns which

change their terminating vowel into a consonant in the oblique

case: as ^hzaeeya. an^ paandowa, oblique

cafes from bhaa« a brother and i^J-JCTJ paandoo a proper

name &c. But these occur too seldom to require a separate class:

and occasional anomalies are less satiguing to a learner than a

tedious multiplicity of rules.

The specimens of declension here inserted will have {hewn,

that Bengal nouns sall very short of the powers and of the pre-?

cision, which a greater variety of inflexion gives to those of the

Shanscrit: yet the examples which I have already quoted from

ancient books, prove that a single -oblique cafe has been used

in many different sense?, like the dative in Gredk, and ablative

in Latim |£ut in modern language the syllable «^ a or ta

at the end of a word, is generally consined to the ferrfe of the

Jeventh case as desinitive of situation; and may constantly be

rendered into English with the sign in: as negora in the

City ; TJjj^ ghaata in the Port; 7[~f£$J- naama in the names

maasha in the month &c.

' The third and sifth cafes are usually supplied by certain par

ticles answer'hg to prepositions in Latin aud Greek; and which

compensate for the defective system of inflexion in Bengal nouns.
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as well as in those of most of the European languages. The

use of these particles will be explained in a separate Chapter.

Of Numbers.

>0<000<>OOCXO<

In the preceding section I have inserted the singular number

only, as a specimen of declension, because the Bengal language

has no proper form of dual or plural ; both of which every

Shanscrit noun contains, and each declined with seven cases

like the singular. But as this work is by no means intended

to comprehend the whole grammatical system of the Braminical

dialect, 1 have taken no notice of the great variety of its de

clensions, nor explained the difference of their inflexions as occa

sioned by the difference of gender, as well as of termination.

I have also omitted to describe the modes of forming Shanscrit

substantives of different genders from the same root. Every

thing that immediately relates to my subject, I shall use my ut

most endeavours to insert ; but a compleat grammar of the

Shanscrit would furnish ample matter for a considerable volume,

and prove a formidable task to the most experienced philologer.

I have said that Bengal nouns have neither dual nor plural

numbers, I may add that neither is wanted. The dual is found

in no modem language, and probably never existed but in the

Arabic and its branches, in the Shanscrit, and in the Greek.

That
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That the idea of multitude is not consined to the plural num

ber is clear beyond a doubt, because singular nouns are used in

all languages with a collective fense, almost as frequently as

plurals : thus, men love to study, and man loves toJludy, are

phrazes perfectly equivalent. So also we join to a noun in the

singular number an epithet of indesinite plurality, to convey a

plural meaning: many a man, is written by the Bengalese -^£^3

;q bchcot maanoosh. Perhaps it might be safely urged that

the singular number has more occasion for an accurate specisi

cation than the plural: at least this is the only circumstance

which can account for the extensive usage of the article, or re

presentative of unity in most of the modern dialects of Europe.

In the Bengal language the same form of noun serves for

the singular and plural; so that in an indesinite sentence no dis

tinction of number is observed or provided for j as in the fol

lowing verses.

&fu -srxi m ^tu^ss i

3Ri ^rWs -511 ram ^ter a

fo-inyo fo-inyo mohaa joedho \\0-W0 aachomb^ta

Rct,hct? geno aaeeh ch&r^yaa deebyo rot,ha

Hostee
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Hostee hcstee jcod&ho hoy mohaa shobdo kera

Qswo aafwaar jopddho hoy b^b^dh prokanra

"Troop with troop; on a sudden there became a mighty batt'c;

"The Leaders halted in their strongest chariots:

"Elephant and elephant; the war raged with a terrible noisej

"Horse and horsemanjthe sight kindled in various conjunctures."

In this passage the words troop, elephant, horse and horseman &c.

are taken collectively, and may be equally understood to be of

the plural, or singular number. Where unity is to be specisied,

the word &ko one, must be used like the article a or an,

which latter 1 should conceive to be a .corruption of the word

me. -Example;

. ' o& *rt ^raw* u

Ako laapha dhorrclak taahaar cheekcor

Ako chora donto goolaa koreelak choor

"With a sudden jump he seized his lock of hair,

"And with a single blow shattered all his teeth." .

Numerals mav be joined to nouns in the singular number,

without any confusion of expression, as we say fifty horse {Jot

horsemen) twenty htad of cattle (for heads) so in Bengalese,

^3
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Scto soto hostee beer maara ako ghaay

44 With one blow the hero struck a hundred elephants."

Nouns of animation, and more particularly such as relate to

mankind, generally have their plurail number drstinguistied by

the addition of certain words of amplisication or multitude,

which serve in a subordinate capacity, instead of a variation of

form to the principal nourt. Of these words, that which most

commonly occurs in modern Bengalefe is (e^ |<^> l°k a Shan-

fcrit word for a man, or in its collective fense people; as

:' <rt\5rfc '

Sorwe lok koha jaao Raajaar neekot

"All the people say, go before the Rajaa."

1^ w^en ac^ed to another substantive gives it a plural

fense; as pj'^j projaa a peasant, ^^[-]'(c^-j'^> pwjaalok peasants.

^-f\5t taanStee a weaver' \5i*\5l(5i taangteel°k weavers.

But this usage is very rare in books; in which plurality , is

most usually signisied by the word rjr^ gono a multitude or

armyj as pj-jv^ pond^t, a learned Indian, or Pundit, J^jjt^^'

rjrf pond^tgono Pundits. (TjTj} fo-inyo a troop, (S-J«ij 5^7f

foinyo
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foi-nyo gone Troops.

^ f^TtpFT

Lokhyo lokhyo fo-ino gono brcnaatedo rona

"He annihilated millions of Troops in the battle*"

B^dyaar aabhaas dakhftf ho-ilo brcfmoy

Sckoh pandit gono bo-ilo poraajoy.

"On beholding the wonderful extent of his knowledge,

"All the Pundits were astonished, and were overcome."

X^c\ dole is another word ofthe fame purport and usage as rjTf

gone; thus

Bhoy panevyaa paandco dolo (okolo polaay

Doorjodhon Rnajaa ho-ilo annend^t ka.iy.

"The Paandcas being terrisied, all fled,

"And Raja Docris)dhon was elated at heart."

Sometimes also gsno and ppr do\o are both applied toge

ther to give greater strength to the expression ; ns
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^ TWI Titn 3^ ^ t^t *fa h

Orjocnar rcno daklw bon? b^chckhyon

Bhungo dtvyaa jaay toba kooroodolgon

" On seeing the wonderful battles of Orjoon,

" All the Kooroos fled from the battle. " >

This form of plural may be used in the oblique cafe ; the

sign of inflexion being added to the latter word only : as from

f^BTjT^ koorocgono the Kooroos, may be formed j^^,rj^rj

kcor^gona j as

dakh^yaa kooroogona laaga chomot kaar

"On beholding it, astonishment seized the Koorccs"

If the sirst word had been in the oblique case, it would have

been necessary to understand the latter in its full, and proper

meaning ; as ^-J^J rf^f paandttf gone the Paandoos, Ef]?f3(<^<£

J^Tj- paandewar gono the multitude or army of the Paandoc.

^t^T^T CFT\5ra' ...

Paandtnvar gonnra joydrat ko-ilo joy . : .

*' Joydrot conquered the army of the Paandcos. "

K Jj5fl
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rj-£j-j gcokta is added to names of animals nnd things to form

a plural, but not to those concerning mankind* as in this he-

mistych from the Raamaayon, or history of Raam.

fonghonaad shebdo kor^yaa baanor geclaa aa^fsa

** On his making a noise like the lion, the apes approached."

Thus- is used ^3 ^j^fj gor0° gaolaa cows, from rf^p

gdrof? a cow ; ^jj' ?\c^\ °str<? gwlaa arms, from cstr#

ft weapon, &c.

.f^r'! d^g properly signisies a Jide ; but when following

another subst.mtive, generally conveys a plural fense to it; espe

cially in an oblique case ; as j^j^jC^ paasondo a sinner*

vj-jV-jCj sj^^T|^ paasende dWgar cs finners or on the part of

fnntrr, ;* '' 1

v *T^T ^tt^tT^tTfe W^ I

FT3lt fJ^j 3TtPT ir^T t^T zz

Sekol paafondo d^gar paap khyey ho-il*

-Nectaaee cho-itonyo aasei? doroshon deAo

"The saults ofallsinners were obliterated,

•*When Nf*taa«? and Choitcn visited them. **

Thfc
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This word is more particularly applied to form the inflexions

of the pronouns both personal and possessive, with which it is

constantly used by the moderns in their conversation and cor

respondence.

Jcoddhata pomyaa soba sworgo poora jaay

Bodhoo gona taahaar d^gar naa dakhft copaay.

'** Those who sall in battle all go to Paradise,

"But I see no remedy for their wives (or literally, the wivet

on their part")

I must not omit that in the modern and corrupt dialect of

Bengal the syllable ^j-j raa is sometimes added to the nomina*

tive of a singular noun to form a plural; as \^'c\) \ ch'haalya*

& child ^e^j^-j ch'haalyaaraa children.

CHAPTER III.

Of Pronouns.

*f1^i <[iK3 n;,arnbaachyo literalh signisies the implication ofti

n'ume, and therefore may be said nearly to correspond to the

term Pronoun. It would be difficult to account for the variety

Of
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of words which have been allotted to this class by European

grammarians ; Personals, Reflectives, Demonstratives, Interro-

gatives, Indesinites &c. many ofwhich cannot possibly betaken

for substitutes, or representative? of nouns. Among these ex

ceptions to class the signs of the sirst and second persons, may

perhaps he deemed too great an afE. station of singularity, or an

unwarrantable licentiousness of criticism; yet the authors of the

Shanscrit grammars universally consine the term naambochya to

the third person. The other two are ranked in the chapter of

nouns, tho' distinguished by a peculiar inflexion.

/and thou, the hinges upon which all discourse is turned, arc

not pronouns; they are personals, and nothing else: that is,

they denote the presence and personality of the collocutors, / be

ing invariably the sign of the person who speaks, and thou that

of the person spoken to. They are not the substitutes for their

names, because those names could not be applied without cir

cumlocution, preplex'ty and absurdity. They are notpronouns,

because thev differ altogether in implication, power and extent

from that which is most assuredly a pronoun, the sign of the

third person. / and thou testify the act of discourse, he ex

cludes from a participation in it: / and thou have no gender, he

has both a feminine and a neuter. The first and second per

sonals
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sonals should seem to be consined to rational and conversable

beings only; the third supplies the place of every object in na

ture: wherefore it must neceflarily be endued with a capacity of

misting its gender respectively as it mists its subject; and hence

it is in Shanscrit frequently denominated an adjetlive.

One of the demonstratives hie or "tUt usually serves for

this purpose, and generally the latter, which in Arabic has no

other name than w^UJI^^7 dhfmeer e\ ghaayb the pronoun

os the absentee, for whose name it is a substitute.

In most languages where the verb has a separate inflexion for

each person, that inflexion is sufficient to ascertain the per

sonality but in Eengal eomposions, though the sirst and second

personals occur very frequently, nothing is more rare than the

usage of the pronoun of the third j and mimes of persons are in

serted with a constant and disgusting repetition, to avoid, as it

should seem, the application of the words he and they.

The Bengal personals do not resemble these of the Shanscrit

in any of their inflexions : but as the cafes of the latter (in the

singular number) are sometimes applied in the more antient

writings, I shall here exhibit them in their own form and order.

The second person is always ranked before the sirst, and the

third before the second. Thus the roots of the sirst and third

pei sonals
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personals are SffiSflf 'StftSt^ ^Mf

First Personal. Second Personal.

i case. thou

a thtre

3
^j-j with thee

4
~$^)° to thee

5
from thee -5^^ from me

6 ^ of thee

7 3-ft[ m thee

Sometimes the form of the second cafe is ^-j -^j^ and

the fourth and sixth £TJ (lij Example.

"In life and death may Raadhaakwshno be my Guide.'*

I shall collect in this chapter all such words as usually Come

\inder the head of pronouns in the European system of gram

mar, whether declinable or aptotes. Such of them as are sub

ject to inflexion, have a regular but peculiar method of declen

sion, which differs from that of substantives, both in the for

mation of the oblique cafes and in the general usage of a plural

number.

I
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I shall divide them into three classes : the sirst comprehend-,

ing all such words whose nominative singular ends in ^ ee;

the second containing these which terminate in ^ a ; and third

composed of words incapable of inflexion.

And sirst of Nominatives.in such as ^[j^ h ^Jf^f vou

^|j&jP| self, this, that &c. Example.

M At this juncture I will defeat Dron in the battle."

"Se-ilti said, Raajao, yea are samous in the world."

In the second or pajfive case the terminating if ee of the

nominative is constantly changed into ^fj aa ; as ^j^-j me

fj3|5r( you &c

•* Except you, there is no one able to seize him."

The third, sifth, and seventh os the Shanscrit cases are- repre

sented by adding the termination (JTJ- to the fajsives as

her, or it: as

""with
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"IVith it he cut in pieces all the troops."

It is to be remembered that altho' I have given the termina

tion as the sign of the third and sifth cafes of the pronouns,

yet the moderns very seldom use either of them; but apply cer

tain particles answering to prepositions when they would express

the fense of these cafes: a circumstance which I have already re

marked in the chapter of substantives.

The dative is formed by the termination r^j- ra added to the

passive cafe; as ^j^"^ to me, |(<1 to >'ou &c*

"On account of this 1 speak to you, O King."

The syllable ka is sometimes substitued for ^ in this

cafe.

"You yourself ordered me to be brought hither."

NB. This dative case frequently supplies the place of the

passive, like that of substantives; as in the preceding example

and in this which follows.

"if
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"If Brohmaa himself should come and sight,

"He (hall by no means avail to takeyou prisoner."

The pqfejjive is made by omitting the sinal ^ a of the da

tive; as |^ ofrue, or mine; ^j-j^j^ ofyou, or your'$ ;

^Tl ^Prt^ *T3Ks

•*Let my son become a mighty bowman."

"He went exulting to his cwn house."

E xclusive of the termination in sJ3ra, which is the sign of the

seventh as well as of the third and sifth cafes, the pronouns

possess a separate form of inflexion peculiar to the locative case ;

being the same with that of such substantives as end in aa

where the ^ a sinal is changed into -^j yo, as instanced in the

preceding chapter in the word <fr>(c^<fr>f\3 j\| from the nomi

native i^>[c^<^>-j\3-| 'n tnc same manner to the passive cafe of

the pronouns which always end in ^.j aa is added the letter

G3W^ :5rkt^ 3*tf\5FT T^XTl I

srsJrfi C3prtTi fwl M ^trrl n

L " Mv
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•'My compassion is excited by your sufferings,

•*1 •w ill cause in you unceasing bliss under the shadow of my

feet."

"Havino left the skies, I am come to your habitation.

" Give me sweetmeats and worship me, and your troubles sh .ill

not remain. "

The nominative plural always ends in raa , and is for

med either by changing the sinal ee of the nominative singu

lar into raa; as ^|ij<jj we, from ^-j-fsj- I ; (^j*j<^ ye,

from ^s^j you : or by adding aa to the possessive case ; as

v3lTt?1 tky' ,r°m ^Cft of him; ^TM^s^l selves*

from ^"j^Tfl^ °fself' Examples.

w^ 7r\t[ ^r^nrt Hfculfo ^

*• Speak truth, O woman, for we are afraid. "

'• Do jy<? all remain in defence of the Ranj la."

The fame inflexion lerves also for the passive case plural; as

G3tWl v3iv33^ PH^ §PT fcffiS

'• J1« Brethren, hov. many soever, Becdhee hath consigned to

different places "

The
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The other oblique cases of the plural are expressed by the se

veral inflexions of the word fprS*! joined to the second or sixth

case of the singular; as ^TfSTW^st :5Tt^fP[sftcj;

(>3 I l4n^(T^ an examP^e °* wn'cn ^as been already

inserted in the second chapter.

In common discourse this plural termination -f^Tf-^ *s fre

quently contracted to as j^<^ of us (^^(J^

ofyou &c.

After these general rules it may not be improper to give the

declension of each pronoun separate, with suth remarks as they

may respectively require.

ist. personal ^|f5J- L

Singular. Plural.

4 ^srMca: to me ^^Rrsfe tous

s ^'^5 fro,n me ^Ntefttflw fronl US

6 srjsrt?: of me ^NUfWU of "s

7 ^rWn in me ^tokRtrl in us

2d. per
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zd personal ^j^f y<>u,

Singular. Plural.

3 G5WG3 by or wlth you C^W^I^TteJ^ or with y0H

4 oswca: to you GshkHtVlu to y°u

5 G3WG3 from you CTfrW^Tfc3 from y°u

7 ivSNlu in you GJW^rt in y°u

It is to be observed that the vowel V oo of the personal

T^s^| is changed into ^ o in all. its inflexions both of the

singular and plural ; for which particularity there is no other

than the authority of established usage.

The inflexions of x^ljfSj and ^Jf5[ in the fourth and sixth

cases of the singular, and in the nominative plural are common

ly contracted in poetry ; as

Examples.
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Sflf Wi Wt SftV Tl ^T^1 (TlH I

** If you, O master, will not take compassion on me,

** Who will steer me through this dangerous ocean ?"

** Now swiftly dr ve my chariot. "

* Raay said, you have given me a habitation, and I am your

debtor.

** I will be as your child, and you shall be to me an aunt."

* I will give you the merited reward of this conduct"

The word w hich properly signisies thou, is ^ s*^ of which

(sb \{A> Ovit^ a^ove o,1101^, are probably inflexions ; but

as in English we have altogether substituted you for thou in po

lite conversation; so in Berigalese, custom has established -^gf^J-

in the place of both in books and discourse : nor is the latter

ever applied but in contempt or anger.

The nominative of the proper pronoun of the third person ends

in ^ a, and is therefore deferred to another part of the chap

ter.
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The word Jyffi is sometimes used in discourse for the third per

sonal he, and its inflexions are Tf?pj jT^ \{s$ |(^ -|^-f^

^<rj '^'TlXl ^Ut ' '13Ve never met Wlt^ a miS'e U1~

stance of it in books.

-MlHf^f WIS a rec'ProCa^ or reflective pronoun ; and u de

clined as follows.

Plural.

all thele words are formed by the

inflexions of and have no

dihVren.e or variation, 1 shall not

burthen the Reader ivith any more

of them.

Singular.

The possessive case ^J^Tpf^- is occasionally contracted to

njrjpj-^- when presixed to another substantive, with which

it coalesces ; as

"He considers all men in his own situation."

The demonstratives are ^-rf or ^f5^- tms, and .J^ j? or

^Tj^- that.

Singular.
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Singular. Plural.

&c.

•

4 1(4 •

•

6 trm

•

3TtH

•

Custom has establistied that the ^ a of should be con

stantly changed into tj* ee, and the tj£ o of tjjt? into ^ co,

in all the oblique cafes j and has also ordained that in all the

words of this class, whose nominative terminates in a pure vowel,

the letter ho shall be inserted before the sign of the oblique

ease; as T^Tpj ^Ts-| &c

and when coupled with nouns, do not change

thtir cafe like the adjectives and demonstratives of Latin and

Greek, but continue in the nominative, like those of the En

glish ; whatever inflexion the substantive to which they belong

many have assumed ; as

-o

I o3t SO <Fi^t

' To this effect he repeaced his proiniie ieveral times.

We
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We must now proceed to the third division, consisting of

words whose nominative ends in n a.

Some of these are of both classes; as the same as

T^j-jpJ-f^self, ^ a contraction of Q^tkis: and others are

consined to the present form only, such as he, (the pronoun

of the third person) r^r who or whoever, (the relative and con-

tional) and Q^z who} (the Interrogative.)

^rffi(*i anc* >3 are n°mmatives, as we^ as ^i^tirr an(^

Examples.

'* You savouring our cause, shall yourself be the commander.*

" Ponchejenyo, the shell of Kr^'shno, sounded of itself.''

** Without investigation they pronounce me a thief, what

justice is this} "

N.B. As is contracted to ^ so is tjjt^ to

the pronoun of the third person, is the fame in all gen

ders, and is thus declined.

Singular.
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Singular. Plural.

1 ^ he, she, it. ^f^f^) they.

2 ^stri him &c- ^3tnki them*

3 ^3tdTvJ^ or wlth him \5t^Hferte hy them.

5 \3t-5Tn33 from him-

6 ^)-^-|-^ of him.

7 ^IxtH in hIm-

In all the oblique cases of this pronoun, the so of the no

minative is ckanged into ^ in which particularity it resembles

the pronoun#*f the Shanscrit.

All the Words of this division, as well as that above quoted,

add the syllable Tpj haa to their oblique cases ; thus,

TJTJ[ ^TiTWl 3tTl mi vSPT

" All the people beheld him from asar."

But this addition is occasionally dispensed with in the inflexr-

ons of the fourth, sixth and seventh cases of the singular, and in

the nominative plural, where a contracted form was assumed

as was also observed in the cases of tjj js^r and Tj's^r

Thus they use 3^ for ^ for

M Examples.
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Examples.

f< Therefore do you constitute him the commander.**

" With one spring he darted upon Am chariot."

" A chaplet of flowers waves upon his neck, in it was an orna

ment of jewels."

TfFT Tft^ft ^3 (Tfa I

\FF3 APT Tj^j Gtf&xrt nftf^

•*Howmany soever male and female slaves thue were, they arc

all fled,

"And have fold whatsoever they had for their subsistence."

^j^- and ^ are sometimes opposed .to each other, instead of

the two regular demonstratives ^VJf and ^5Jt? thus,

r?r Orel- <R ^te 3 w\ ^Irtri

"In that kingdom what are the pleasures? In this kingdom

they are these."

yjTs or is the Shanscrit pronoun. It is sometimes used

for
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for a demonstrative in Bengalese ; as

^ 5f?Pt*T ^tes TT<rl w&

"'Those damsels exclaim, whom does H^raa fear?

is most commonly used in a conditional sense, for who

ever and whatever; and like rj^ has the fame form for all gen

ders: thus,

0I\5FT ^rrsj <pr ^31X1^2

*TWT ^t^[ v5fft?T

" Whoever well knows himself, by him is felt the calamity of

"another; and he considers all men as himself."

This word is frequently doubled to convey more clearly a

conditional meaning; rj£ what what ; that is, whatever ;aa

u Raajaa Jocdh^stm* weeping repeated,

Whatsoever words the great Naarodmon^ uttered.**

£jj is also the relative qui of the Latin, and agrees with £pj

like the antecedent is ; as

oi w& Ffe <rt^ ^rtrra i

^Rf *£tt^ stxtn h

" Beedhe*
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" Beedhee, who made the moon the food of the Raahoo,

" I know he brought the Sonyaafee to her."

has the same mode of inflexion as ^pj- thus, i

j Tf^Tt^ &c* But tne ^ourth and sixth cafes are most usually

contracted into XTs(^ and -XT^ as

Pc$m ca ^5 irte t^ot ^mi ^te

'* Whatever cowries he had given to each person, he charges,

" him double the quantity."

^ is the interrogative who ? ( but its neuter what ? is

and is indeclinable. ) 'Example.

(^A5d0 (^T^ W\ sirs?: 3Wtn: m

" In the month aafwrcn in this kingdom the Idol Poorgaa is cele

brated,

t'fflho in your kingdom knows its sigure?"

is declined like the preceding words : and like them has

its fourth and sixth cafes generally contracted into <£>^(<£ and

. "Who*
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<* Whom, must I choose for commander ? Who will bear u«

** through the ocean of the battle ?"

<fr|r<^ and <fr>]<^ are sometimes subjoined to collective

words in a relative fense, referring to the particular ^/o?z, who

may have been previously mentioned in the sentence or discourse :

thus ±\^s\ is an aflembly, -J~j^3-|<£>j(<l implies the persons

whom some aflembly is supposed to contain, -r^r^ is the nu

meral two, T^nsrj ls a passive case derived from a modisication

os it j and from thence comes l^J-^C^ f^e two persons (of

whom some mention has already been made.) Examples.

* He asked the persons in the assembly one by one some question."

T^Tt^ 3TC7T Tgz JX^

"By the darts of each of these two, (i.e. the persons who have

been previously described as sighting together. ) they were both

** pierced full of wounds."

The vowel ^ the termination of the nominative cafe to these

pronouns, is frequently added to collective nouns, to give them

a personal or relative sense : Thus from (c^]<ft> people, is

formed (cffc^a those people; from H-j'^'j an assembly, comes

those persons who compose the assembly j from 3=^5c^

signify
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signifying a\U is made TJ-^^ a^ the people : so means

one, ^Y?^ one person, is two, but give it the termina

tion n a, and insert the letter T>- ho, as described when the

nominative ends in a pure vowel, it becomes Ts^JT anc^ %n'l~

sies two persons, or the two persons. Examples.

" AU those people say, go before the Raajaa."

*' Sitting in the assembly, those assembled consulted together. "

" Orjoon seeing KreeOnno they both gave a salutation."

The word T^pjr so compleatly assumes the character of a

pronoun, that it becomes capable of all its inflexions ; and is

thus declined : , ^ z^ 3 4

5^y^5 6-5Tt3 71JTllI Examples.

" Then the people in the assembly arose and separated those

" two persons."

T^t^tl 3ltfT v5iv§a 11

" fhofi
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u Those persons cast at each other a shower of arrows,

" And by each other s darts they were both pierced full ofwounds."

A repetition of these and other such words, implies a distributive

or reciprocal relation of persons; as -T^Ts T^TT each other, or

both ; ^l(jf\) Z5J^5=fJ each other, from t^j^rj another j

o»f by one, or. sometimes oneanother.

•* He asked them all by one some question."

^ 3(3* ^ 3ta !tSsa 1

"The Heroes attacked each other with darts. "

*nd ^^r^ ijjx 5t^i

" The charioteers reciprocally hacked each other's horses and

carriage j

".Both exceedingly strong, and both exceedingly brave."

In all languages there are certain particles expressive of

doubt as to number, quantity, personality, quality &c. and

correspondent responuves, simply reversing the same indesinite

terms, in which the antecedent was propounded ; as how many}

so many, how much ? so much, any one ? no one. such as, so &c.

These are usually denominated indefinite pronouns, and therefore

I
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I have added them to this chapter. They are all aptotes in Ben-

galese, as in Latin and Greek ; and in Shanscrit are ranked with

other indeclinable particles, in the class elegantly called f^p) |^

or zvithout leaves, from their producing no inflexions,

^a^jj koto how many ? quot; \^\^ toto s° mar>y-> tot.

PrT <d\5Tt ^Wtt ^rtw

" how many days was the Raajaa in the desert ?

is often doubled, like the conditional £jj to add ener

gy to the expression ; as

<F3 ^3 tlH 3Tt^ ^1

" What a number of Heroes did he destroy by the strokes of

his club r

is a conditional, and implies how many soever.

\5F3 ^53 3C3 3fo ^5 ^tT?

" How many darts soever the Hero flung, so many he shivered and

threw down. "

(<£>Tr ^ ow, f^fe-^ anything, something. (<^>T["|

ko/ ,7«_y 72e cw. 1^,^^ I not anything, nothing.

^tU ^7T rjrt^l^ ($5 ^Ttft

<l All the warriors go from the sight; there is not any one that

"remains unmoved."
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" I will assuredly sight, for there is not any fear.*'

G^t*T RmI and are 5nterr°gativ€s and signify

wfo, or what} and are indeclinable ; as

<>HU (^T ^Pt1H "^'remedy shall I apply?

" Bhaat said, what beauty what wisdom !

•pj'^ is an indeclinable possessive signifying own, (proprius)

and is joined to any other noun, in a reflective senie referring to

the leading substantive in the sentence ; as

Tt^^^tTI T^KSE T^3i ^ H

Tn this manner the beautiful women talk to one another,

" And having bathed, each goes to her own house.

** Again with lecret glances they look at him repeatedly,

** Fluttering round and round like birds in a cage."

N " The
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" The son of the Raajaa arrived at his own residence. "

4l<iWW it^T 3ft3l ffivSi tfa"

" Raam having defeated Raabcn, brought Seetaa to his cws

" Palace. "

is another reflective aptote, which is always blend

ed with its immediate subject ; as

3rf3 wl ^ SrI 3t tjjm ^rrac

" You have betrayed our secrets ; and I die of this injury.'*

Manv other indeclinable particles are formed from several

pronouns by adding to them the terminations 7y no, to,

ako, or T ho; as r^7\ from sJJj/T from ^ ^jtj-

the returning particle to fCJpJ (\*\ from ^ a contraction

of 3$ and 3t\5 from the same' from

3£5<F from OT GT^ from (?T &c-

1 shall conclude this section with an instance of each of them.

fJ^sTf why or what ? as

** Today why is my heart afflicted ?

g^t c^t ^ff^rrt

'•Be
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" Beholding the condition of the Raanee, the shepherd of the

" world said, what what is this ? ttll me the whole of it."

fJ3[?J- as or like, ^J^- so or such ; as

^3 ^rt^rtrr 1

c< yft at the time of death a man refuses all medicine,

** So Dcorjodhon became almost void of reason."

CS7T thhi as CS7T ^tFT ^oJs^ 3fFT StrjS

" At /Aw instant Saatyokrc arose from the ground."

331ft, as ^^Ipj5»^^

** Saying M/f, the great Hero hasted to engage."

•j$3ttt> as ^3 -Jt^T ^TtOT tfal ^IWI rtrt^s

•* In fAw month Shraabon the rain salls from heaven."

V^lOsi^ howmanysoever ; as

\^3^ orRim eta ^tftriu: z

c^:^ to HW ^fft *TTts: ^

** Howmany soever children, grandchildern and relations I saw,

" O Paart,ho ! there are none of them left, they are all slain. "

3S3^ *$pF$\ (FFfl ^TR> CSt? I

G^W tWl ftf ^rT «
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" Having heard this, Sanee much enraged,

" Exclaimed in great anger, Hear O all ye people ! "

sTjTT that ; as

" When his bow was broken he took another bow,

"But the valiant Dron shivered that bow also."

^ jo and to are frequently affixed to substantives in the con

ditional fense of fjjpj- and (\^^ as yjp^pj at what time

soever, (when) at the same time (then.) Example.

44 Semdott beholding Sanee, arose at thefame time.'*

CHAPTER IV.

Of Verbs.

' I 1,1 HE Shanscrit, the Arabic, the Greek and the Latin verbs

are furnished with a set of inflexions and terminations so

comprehensive and so complete, that by their form alone they

:an express all the different distinctions both of person and time.

Three
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Three separate qualities are in them perfectly blended and uni

ted. Thus by their root they denote a particular act, and by

their inflexion both point out the time when it takes place, and

number of the agent.

In most of the modern languages of Europe, as in many of

the dialects of Asia, these several modisications of the verb re

quire to be separately desined by pronouns, particles and auxi

liary verbs. In Persian for instance, as well as in English, the

verb admits but of two forms, one for the present tense, and

one for the aorist ; and k is observable that while the past tense

is provided for by a peculiar inflexion, the future is generally

supplied by an additional word, conveying only the idea of time,

without any other influence on the act implied by the principal

verb. It is also frequently necessary that the different state of

the action, as perfect or imperfect, be further ascertained, in each

of the tenses past, present and future. This also in the learn

ed languages is performed by other variations of inflexion ; for

which other verbs and other particles are applied in the modern

tongues of Europe and Persia.

Every Shanscrit verb has a form equivalent to the middle

voice of the Greek, used through all the tenses with a reflective

fense ; and the former is even the most extensive of the two in

its
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its use and office : for in Greek the reflective idea can only be

adopted intransitively, when the action of the verb descends to

no extraneous subject; but in Shanscrit the verb is both recipro

cal and transitive at the same time j as ^iTf'PP)'0 ^^tST^S- ^^<>

a cook prepares bread. Z5£^££pj° £j-£^3 ^^f© a co°^ Prepares

bread for himself. The simple transitive is called in Shanscrit

j^j-^r pj^- Porosmai pod j the reflective ^j^^j pj-pj

Aatmonee pod.

The verbs of the English, however desicient of inflexions,

have a very copious stock ofauxiliaries : exclusive of those which

are common to most languages, the usage of the word to do

in its present and past tenses, joined to insinitives or verbal nouns

is peculiar to our idiom, to the Persian, and to the Bengalefe.

In the latter the verb '^s^- to do is used through all its tenses

as an auxiliary : thus they say indiscriminately //

rains, and ^s^cj it does rain j ^fic^ Ifought,

and -^T=f ^f^cf^r / didsight.

As neither the Shanscrit, the Bengalefe, nor the Hindostanic

have any word precisely answering to the sense of the verb /

have, the idea is always expressed by |^ T^ff?f ^|f^

est viihi, and consequently there is no auxiliary form for the

Bengal
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Bengal verb correspondent to / have written ; but the sense is

conveyed by f^pf^ or f^fj^fl^

There is no occasion for the application of an auxiliary to

the future and subjunctive tenses, as they are both provided for

by separate inflexions of the simple verb ; in which instances the

Bengal verb has certainly the superiority over those of the En-

glim, which otherwise they seem greatly to resemble.

I shall sirst present a paradigm of the auxiliary verb, because

it is neceflary to the formation of various tenses in all the other

verbs.

The verb substantive to be seems in all languages defective

and irregular. In Shanscrit it is called -Zxfi^ ^~t\!3<^ semi-

verb, because it wants the form for the reflective fense.

It may be curious to observe that the present tense of this verb

both in Greek and Latin (perhaps I might add in the Persian)

appears to be directly derived from that of the Shanscrit, for

which reason I here insert it.

Singular. Dual. Plural.

^r|^ I am

,2*{[3-| thou art

3Tf^ heis

° we two are

ye two are

they two are

we are

opt ye are

t\f5 they are

ThiIS
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This verb in Bengalese has but two distinctions of time; the

present and the past, the terminations of the several persons of

which serve as a model for those of the same tenses in all other

verbs respectively.

The sirst Bengal auxiliary ^-fS^ / am.

Present tense.

Singular. Plural.

^Tsf^ 1 am

^rffSpj thou art

3rft£ he is

^ri^ yeare

^rt^r they are

Past tense.

'M\flyzp\ thouwert

the terminating vowel of the second person plural of the

past tense, is frequently changed into ^ and they write indis

criminately ^Xtf^Tl and ^sS&i 3* wcre ' aS

" Whatever Rupees you gave are all defective."

The sirst syllable of the verb substantive tZJTj'f^ is always

dropped, when joined in its auxiliary capacity to the parciciples

of
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of other verbs ; as <fc[-^(\j) [-^ 1 am freaking, not <fr|-^(J3

Examples.

" The disgrace which I have suffered is disgraceful even to be

" uttered."

^rtt *fcr ^it? (m ^trtutf^

Thou h:.dst purchased half a seer for eight Pons."

The same usage occasionally obtains with the past tense of

^5f|-f5£ when connected with adjectives, or other words, and

not subservient to the participle of another verb.

P^lR^i ^ ^f^rfa fsms TFlw

** I was young, but became old by repeated anxiety."

But notwithstanding this instance, the tenles of the veib sub

stantive Tf^rs to be are most commonly applied with substan

tives or adjectives, as those of ^-j-!^ are with participles.

Of Conjugations.

The verbs of the Bengal language may be divided into three

classes, which are distinguished by their penultimate letter.

1. The simple and most common form has an open consonant

immediately preceding the sinal letter of the insinitive ; as

O
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<£<^' to do, rjp^TJ see, fg^Tf to '

2. The second conjugation is composed of those words whose

sinal letter is preceded by ^ pure, (that is, with another vowel

or an open consonant before it) as ^sJ^Tf to g° to &gm

come ^-j^Tj- to acquire.

3. The third class consists entirely of causals derived from words

of the sirst or second conjugation, and is known by having

for its penultimate letter j as xJjj^J^T to cause t0 seari or to terrify,

from ^5^77 tosear \ fc^ffrf to cause to write, from fefMff

to write ; ^f]3\|J^ to make to eat, from ^3^1- t0 eat'

The several tenses of each of these conjugations are formed

exactly upon the same principle : the only difference consists in

the mode of applying their diacritical terminations, and is con

tained in the following rule.

In the sirst and third conjugations the sinal no only of the

insinitive is dropped, to make room for the signs of the tenses ;

while verbs of the second class throw away the two letters ^

o, and 7J- no. Thus fcff5[ 'wrifr, from pp^pf T^ffl?

/ cause to write, from fcp^Tj- 1 g°> from \5f)3^f

I become, from ^T^Tj-

The source or original stamen of a Bengal verb of the sirst con

jugation must generally be sought for among the primary roots of

the
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the Shanscrit, which never enter into composition. Thus [3'<fc>^fr

or (called kru by Dupont) is the Shanscrit root which

implies the idea of a£lion, and from whence proceed both the

verb to do, and also a great number of nouns expressive of differ

ent modisications of the same idea, all derived from the two ra

dicals ^ and ^ or as <£5^-| an agent, an action

^ajlffi an affair, ^aj-^ a partLle of agency subjoined to other

words, &c.

From the Shanscrit insinitive ^>^cj-° is formed a Bengal

word <fr><ffi* which, though in construction it bear the fense of

a verbal noun, and be declined in the manner of a substantive,

is always considered by the more learned Bengalefe as the root,

or insinitive of their verb : and thus seems rather to resemble

the insinitives of the Arabic, than those of the Greek or Latin j

as in the following instances, where -SJ^Tj- to die and vjj^cj-

to live are applied substantively for life and death, and assume

the sign of the oblique cafe.

** At the hour of death the Raajaa reflected upon Gov^nd,(God)

** and mounted in his car went hastening to Paradise."
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** In life and death may the paternal care of Raadhaakr^mno be

" my support !"

Ve.bs of the second conjugation are derived from such Shans-

crit roois as have only one consonant j and as it seems contrary

to the idiom of the Bengal language to admit of monosyllabic

infinitives, the syllable is added to the Shanlcrit root to

make up the desiciency.

Thus from Shanscrit to go, is formed y^j3'J:[ Benga-

lese; and from (Tf to sing, ^3-^-

From the verbal noun, as above des, ribed, 1 shall deduce

the several tenses used by the Bengalese, and illustrate the rules

for ea.h by fjlect exa n >les.

The present tense inJ>siiite is formed by substituting the per

sonal terminations applied in conjugating the word ^or

the sinal of the insinitive in the sirst and third conjugations,

and for in the second ; as from (Tp^pT t0 see comes (y^f^l

I see, from ^[^Tf to go I go, and from ^^j^ to

terrify is made ^J<[-ji? I terrify.

Example,
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** I see all the Heavens as it were in a cloud of sire,

** The star Dhfomkatoa displays its brightness in the open day."

w ^0stR^r *tR5 ^ vsrit ^rim i

" Falling in the line of battle I ascend to Paradise,

** But thou, O Dhonongjoy, for this crime wilt go to hell."

The form for the participle present is the same with that of

the sirst person of this present tense j as sj^fj^r seeing or I see,

•JijJ [3-j coming or 1 come ; as

^^T' ^TOI ^TtPT Ppf Tf^r K

" The son of Dron beholding the flight of the Kooroos, coming

•*into the presence of Orjoon, discovered himself!"

The sirst gerund or supine is formed from this participle,

by adding to it the termination of the oblique cafe as

<fr>|s«\(s3 in or by weefing, Sfl^J in dying, J^J±5 m

becoming &c. Example.

" By reseated weeping the Raanee became senseless."

This gerund com.njnly supplies the place and the use of our

in-
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insinitive mood ; for when two verbs come together, the second

in construction generally bears this form, and must be attended

with the sign to in translation j as

^tto TMtm it^t^s 3 srta c^n^raK5

•4 1 am not able to conceive, O master of my foul, what manner

•* of affection this can be."

JflS caaftsf 3tRŒ3 (flit's ?

M He conducted the children A? the cattle ; but in the desert

4* he used violence with the women."

" He retired to the desart to pray."

The same oblique cafe of the participle present, and some

times its nominative, is joined to the contracted form of the

tenses of the verb substantive ^ \{b^ to ma'le a desinitive pre

sent, and past tense ; as frffiSj^ fb» * wnte or am writing (li

terally I am in writing) qp\(fa heJays, ^f^jfB^eftSl

I did or was doing, Sec.

"The Herb-woman fays, I am but a forlorn peasant."

It
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Tt is also joined to the present tense of the verb ^ j i^rj to be

willing to express a future of determination or desire &c, like

the Persian ^ as fcffl}[£3 -^ff^ ' write, I am desirous

to write, -STT^ ' want to gof \ will go.

The indesinite preterite is made by adopting for the insinitive

termination the sign of the past tense of <5£j-f5£ as (Tf^pf to

s" cr^Ht^r 1 faw" ^3^T to take sTf^fsr 1 took> wt^r

to cause to make <^^c\pl

** I beheld a most beautiful person, an assemblage of charms."

In the dialect of some particular provinces of Bengal the last

syllable rsj^J °^ tn'S tcn^e *s cnange(l 'nto °r cfj3 ln tne

first person : and the copyists adopt the alteration in their Books;

as may be observed in the Beedyaasoondor, where e^j^ >s almost

constantly written for cTj^J- as among a number of instances

»* Befriend me, O Raadhaanaat,ho ! I have assumed thy protecti*-

" on."

** The God said, hear O Raajaa, 1 have granted the savour."

From
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From this tense proceeds a second gerund with an ablative

form and sense, and to be construed with the sign in or from;

as SjJ^T^f m hearing, or more P'opeily m having lieard &c

** The relation of the victories of Paandob is a river of the wa-

«* ter of lifr.

" In having heard it, my sins are pirdoned and I am cleansed

" among the Porolok." (the souls of the deceased)

Raav said, what will be the event of thus deceiving ? "

The vowel ^-j bting added to the participle of the present

tense forms that of the past ; as jJ^'^Tj having died

having become &c.

This participle like the former is presixed respectively to the

auxiliary words -J^ and fb^j'SJ to express a sarther discri

mination of the past tense. The sirst of these tenses we may

stv le the ptrscSl preterite, and the latter the preterpluperseSl ; thus

T^R^Tf^ 1 have cor,iucnd f^lvlsBg/Hl*! 1 had gone

&c. Example.

' ^rtf^r G3i it ot ^rtT^r G3i 5$ (?T z

T^mutm *fcT TWt ^tT3 Tit U
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" I am what I am, I am what I am."

** But as 1 have conquered, ( in the conditions of the marriage )

*4 1 will not go and quit B^dyaa."

TFt^ FtTTlMlM Tit

** O Naagor, I had gone to the market in the city."

The second person of the imperative is formed from the insi

nitive, by throwing away the sinal as ^^FJ- to da

do thou, -fr^fTf to learn -{T^J learn thou, -fT:p5J^?J- to cause to learn

(i.e. to teach) -f^p^ teach thou, J^^rf to eat J^[]3 ft thou.

*' Make the mighty athletic Bheem your general."

" O Night, do thou, having perished, depart.''*

The other persons of the imperative resemble those of the

present tense respectively : except only the third, which has a

termination peculiar to itself, and unlike every other part of the

verb. It is derived from the second person by the addition of

as f^pj conquer thou -fv^Tp^S tet him conquer, tj- be thou

TrjV^i let him be; Pj-^-J fell thou, from Pj-3*[7J- to cause to

Jail ^^\^s^ & hwfeU- Example.

P, "Let
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Let my son become a mighty Bowman."

The letter is sometimes added to the second persons ofth*

imperative and present tense, to give weight and energy to the

expression. I conceive it to be a contraction of £if the sign of

the Shanlcrit vocative subjoined to the verb, which is a very

common idiom of the Bengalese. Examples.

n The God said, hear O Raajaa, demand some savour."

"Ifyou do not surely obey my words,

•* I will immediately cut you in pieces with my ssiarp scymetar.

.^j-j^j is the termination of the conditional or subjective,

which is added to the radical letters of the insinitive: as from

t^T t0 proceeds tRtsStsi 1 would feize, UpgvMu

I would go from -5r|3^T &c.

** Is / had before made Kornno a general,

M In one day /Jhould have seized Raajaa ]ood\\eeQ\\eev. *-*
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K 7 a bird, I would remain in the woods of Biwndaaban:

" surely 7Jhould hear in mine ear the name of Kwfnno."

The future is formed by adding the termination Tf^j to the

radicals of the insinitive ; as fcfpjpj I w/7/ write, <^fF<[

/ willspeak T^fffT^ * ./^ acquire &c.

** How yZw// 7 describe her beauty ! R«?t^ eagerly wishes it, and

** Modon is envious and ashamed."

But often, in the second conjugation, the sign of the future

is contracted to as ^jj j T will go, not \|}^<^ &c.

^ for 3^3; as

3^1 Ufa ^TWl ^KFT

" I will go alone to Burdwan, upon mature consideration."

Beyond all doubt, I am convinced you must be a Raajaa's son."

From this tense seems to proceed the third gerund with the

fense of for or on account os, by adding the termination ^j-^

as
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as .RRRfa sor 10 write ^R4fa for t0 do-

*RWk ^£ ^3^

** For to disjipate his passion, he used various kinds of verses."

It sometimes has the fense of a genitive; as

" At the time o/^ wy coming my friend was not present."

^ enclytic is frequently added to this gerund as well as to

every part of speech.

*'They all came ready prepared for to fight."

The third persun singular of the future, and of the simple

preterite frequently assumes the termination instead of the

regular form; as ~^Jc^ for ~^c\ he spoke,

for V^T^ he will be.

" He foot ten arrows into Kornno's bodv. "

" calamity ! "

The letter ^ is one of the enclytics, and is subjoined to

various tenses of verbs, as £ is to the accusative of substantives

without
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w ithout any particular meaning, meerly to sill up the measure

of the verse, or as a distinction of dialect.

Negative verbs are formed by the particle 5^ or 7^ pre

sixed or subjoined to any of the tenses; as

•* I know not what is become of Raajaa Joodh^slit^r."

•* You te// wif ko/ what I must do, O my love with bright eyes,

•* how shall I bring him?"

#^ j the Shanscrit negative is frequently applied in com

position for the regular Bengal word ; as

txfa -Rirr ^es *rtT? otri ^ti u

" Dron said, O Raajaa attend to my word,

** Except this 1 fee not any other counsel."

When 7^ or 7^ is presixed to the verb substantive Ts^^-

the open vowel of the penultimate is usually dropped in all the

inflexions of the tenses ; as e^Ts instead of •"JTHTJ and ^j^^c^

for #^ ij^^J tnus i° an instance lately quoted.

*<
At
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" At the time of my arrival, my friend was not visible."

The Shanscrit *^j"f^ very often adopts the place as well as

the form of this negative verb and particularly in the third per

son of the present tense.

Tilt 3T TITS: vFrT Ttlt^ ^tH l ,

*4 I have no treasure (non est gaza) I have no servants, I have no

** assistance,

" How shall I perform this sacrifice ? I see no method,"

Paradigm of an active verb.

Present tense indesinite.

Singular. Plural.

I do

thou dost

be doth

Desinite Present.

we do

ye do

they do

<KdWsK 1 am doing

<frRll\3sVi thouartdoing

^T^U3W heisdoIns

^RUn^ ye are doing

^ROsiCki they are doing
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Simple Preterite.

1 did

thou didst

he did

Imperfect Preterite.

^t?[^FT^T^IwasdoIns

^RO^RjPi thou wert &c-

[were doing

^RwsMI -ve were &c-

Perfect Preterite.

Singular.

-^RUss^- 1 have donc

<^.s^Xl) f^>] thou hast done

^RuKk he hath done

Plural.

^-RUt^ ^e havedone

<?RUil(k*1 they have donc

Pretcr- pi upersect .

^fJSjfgplfSr I had done

<^RUls^R thouhadst&c

^T^TTiT^^ he had done

[ h id done

^t^1^(.^Tthe^had&c'
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Singular. Plural.

Future.

<fr>(<^<[ I shall or will do

<FRsf^[ tnou ^ia^t do

he shall do

^ral we shall do

^R^l ye mal1 d°

^RWi they 111311 do

Conditional or Aorist.

^^R^sfa 1 ft°uld do

^Rfa-H thou stlould'st do

^|=^^j he should do

^RK5l & ^RU3 ye&c-

<^R(.\i^ they sllould do

Imperative.

do thou

let him do

^Ri =srtrra1 letusdo

^ d°ye

^(^f let them do

Insinitive, or verbal Noun, <£><J«*j to do.

Participles.

Present, doing. Past, <fr["^Xl| having done.

Gerunds and Supines.

<»R(.\3 <?R0i <£R<tt-3 in writinS' from writins, to

write &c.
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The passive voice is very seldom used by the Bengalese : but

Is formed from a peculiar participle of the active verb, applied

to the several tenses of -SJ-^*^ to go, exactly in the same man

ner as the passives of the English are compounded of a participle,

and the several tenses of the auxiliary verb to be.

This passive participle may be formed from insinitives of the

sirst conjugation, by changing the sinal ^ into -§j-| as from

fc\Tffi to write written. to cut ^\^\ erf.

Example.

.-. *t<h *]fn t*wi irm I .

u There was a Raajaa's son, to whom he said,

** You (hall read all books whatever that are written **

^ttl Cjt^T ^ ^ff i

'** His standard was cut into pieces by the arrows,

** And there was a violent conflict between the two Heroes in

•* the midst of the battle."

In verbs of the second class, the past participle of the active

serves also for the passive voice ; but few words of this conju

gation are thus applied : however signisies both having

given, (active) and given ; (passive) as

Q
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J..- "n''' li'l'j J fJVlf' ' i "-i ii''' 't i ivr .3 r if ' ,'m/7 s -» ^ 4 '

*4 On what account had those rupees been given ?

1 have never seen verbs of the third conjugation used passively.

-Jjj^Ff to go, or in its auxiliary capacity to be, is irregu

lar in the past tenses.

It is declined as follows.

Present tense indesinite ^fl? I go.

Desinite present ^l^Xs^sS^ * am E>oin&r

which is often contracted to

Irregular preterite (TMl ^ \ went*

Preterimperftct TTs^lvi f^T 1 was &°'nS,

Perfect preterite T^tTTiT^ 1 nave &one'

Preterpl i) perfect | sfr^j'SJ 1 had gone.

Future TTst-^ or Iffa 1 slla11 8°-

Conditional Tst^Jt^T ' wou^ g°-

Imperative -jp) go thou, -jfl-^ kl him go,

let us go, 7J^3 go ye, -^j-s^r let them go.

Participles -jj^ going, ^\^] and having gone.

Tho' the irn gular participle -f^^jj *s always used to form

the past tenses of ^3#^ yet in other cafes, where the auxi

liaries -J5^ and l^^j^ are not applied, the participle Vll

regularly formed from the insinitive, net unfrequently occurs j as
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^ ^pr c^stg to c^H ptia p

" Having gone near, and smiled repeatedly, she makes enquiry,

Saying who are you, where is your house, and n what place

•f isi your abode ?" .-.v.-.n-

Gerunds and supines ^ f$g$ (s\(c\ Tss^ft in Soi.nS,

from going, to go &c. j - (_.,'•! if

Other verbs sometimes supply the; place of m f°rn?r <

ing the passive voice, as frj^Tf to sall, rj'j^TJ' to acquire,

and -^3*^- to De, compounded with the passive participle :;

nor rs it contrary to the Bengal idiom to say 3jt<j{~| p^J j^tj c\ J'iJ

or 'ttt^T or ^1 ^f^Tft I ™* beaten,

altho' in books we very seldom see any other mode of expreffi-

on than 5^ rfftfif

st^^Tf to give is also irregular, and is' made to resemble

a verb of the sirst conjugation by throwing away the vowel *^

of its -sirst syllable through all the tenses, except some persons of

the imperative j as -j^ / give, seldom or never • s]^ c\\^\

,/ gave, not{^ . f^jf^ / am giving, not (Vj^jrf-

- imperative fjj-3 6r ^^give thou, sJJ-^^, ^ him give
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^3«y to he, c^3*T t0 ta^e' are regu^ar, as t'le*r

consonant retains the inherent vowel through all the inflexions ;

thus 1 am, I take, not f^- and -f^ ^^ll^ *

was, ^t^rfr- 1 ^3 ifrrl ^3 ^trrl

pj^^T^- to acquire is declined exactly like the verbs of the

third conjugation, the vowel ^-J constantly preceding all the

diacritical terminations j as

Present tense indesinite

Desinite present

Past tense

Prcter imperfect

Perfect preterite

Prtterpluperfect

Future

Conditional

Imperative

Gerunds and supines

pj-jT? I acquire.

^tstX^T^t 1 am aC(luirlnS-

^tl^N ' aC£luired'

^i5^sVTfa 1 was &c-

pj^^ I shall acquire.

pj j^^j^j I would acquire.

pj-J or P^^3 acquire thou.

 

acquiring, from acquiring, to acquire &c. ' . -

In this manner verbs of the third class are universally conju

gated j as ^f^t^T <£Utt3 &C'
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Examples.

ffifiro ffi ^m?T t-t^i tfa

wtt^i ^Ttipr

**Raam killing Raawon brought Seetaa home to his own resi

dence, and caused her to perform the ordeal with fire."

*• Having causedthe ear to hajkn, give it me with all expedition.**

ef^T (?fT3*T *tTft3 »'

•* I will, cause the sacred odes to come from Nod^yaa In

Saant^poor;

**I wjll makeyou hear ode^ constantly new."

Some few verbs admit a contracted form in many of their

tenses, particularly in the simple preterites ; as

for ^rfpFTfrr 1 caine, they usually put ^[gc^

for <t>R«iiSI 1 made or did 5h1*1

But this remark most properly belongs to prosody, as those

words are generally so contracted to suit the rythfn os the

verse. Several instances of this contraction may be found dis

persed about tbis work : one will suffice in this place.
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If I should now forsake you and go to another,

" Why then came I through so many dangers to visit yon ? '*

Another very extraordinary contraction is that of *^-|pj-j~f<![

1 cannot, (from the verb J^^Tj- to be able) into Tfff^ as

" I cannot bring my reflections to any sixed point "

3Rtirt <^ ^Tl Ttft ^R^ftS it

" T am desirous to address the Raajaa and Raanee,

** What they have heard that hinders me, 1 cannot discover. "

7 . . / moil . . . . '\v I4*

I have alre idy shewn that the verb substantive or the Shans-

crit very nearly resembles those of the Greek and Latin ; but'

perhaps it would not be suspected that all the verbs i>i w/ arc

formed exactly upon the fame principle with the Shanlcrit con

jugations, even in the minutest particulars.

Thus from -p^-J the root which signisies to give, the present

tense is made by adding the syllabic ^ and doubling the sirst

consonant.. It is thus declined, . , , ( • ,

Sjœls&i': WTR WtPT /

Dual. , . ^ , ;. \,Tp^. .: ppgo-. ' -?
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To form the past tense, we must apply the syllablic augment

as in the Greek ; and in sact the very same letter : for tjj Zip

Shanscrit answers to e pfikn : thus it becomes l^3J I gave.

The future has the letter pr for its characteristic as we sind in

the Greek, and it omits the reduplication of the first consonant

• I cannot insert the Greek form for want of types ; but the learn-

Vd readeV will not sail to be convinced of the similitude. Let

'me adcT that1 the reduplication of the sirst consonant is notcon-

'stantly applied to the present tenses of the Shanscrit, more than

to those of the Greek.

• ' The' natxVral simplicity and elegance of many of the Asiatic

languages appear to be greatly debased and corrupted, by the

continual abuse of auxiliary or subsidiary verbs : at least this

'inconvenience has evidently affected the Persian, the Hindost-

* anlc and the Bengal idioms. The mode of expression to which

I allude, might have been a considerable embellishment to lan

guage, if applied with judgement and caution ; but the perpe

tual repetition has both destroyed the good effect of an occasi-

'©nal relief to the ear by a studied variety of phrase : and also

debilitated the vigour of its periods, by a cumbrous addition of

•Unmeaning syllables, * The
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The Shah nameh, the most nervous, the most accurate,

and most poetical work ever composed by the Persians, is be

come hardly intelligible to a modern reader from the great num

ber of original, pure and simple verbs with which it abounds.

These have long since given place to circumlocutory and unwiel

dy decompounds, formed of Arabic nouns, and the pliant auxili

aries {*fJS>or other such un-emphatic substitutes.

But it is not wonderful that the Persians, who couU formerly

obliterate their own proper alphabet, in a superstitious adoption

of the Arabic character, which by no means suited the genius

of their language, should now sacrisice the purity and propriety

©f their phrases to a habit of idleness, or an affectation ofnovelty.

The same circumstance has equally prevailed in the Hindo-

ftanic and Bengal dialects. Of the latter the verb has

swallowed up every saculty, and engrossed every action to which

the form of verb is applicable : and had it not happened that

the insinitive of a verb is always considered and used as a noun,

we might have attributed to the poverty of the language, or to a

defect in its system, that dull uniformity of expression, which

is now become its principal characteristic. We are however en

abled to trace the greatest part of the original Bengal verbs from

the roots of the Shanscrit : and we may sind them all in their

sub
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substantive capacity applied to the several tenses and inflexions of

Thus by an unaccountable caprice the Bengalele always ex

press the phrase * / represent ' by pl(<^pf from the

verb (^i (<1^ *T to rePreIent , aS

" I make this representation to you."

And yet that they formerly used to conjugate this verb through

all its tenses may be seen from the following instance.

Cyfal T^TTT rjlt?[ TJoSI ^tn

** To whom except yourself / represent my misery ? "

Every reader must be disgusted at the excessive usage os this

compound form of verb, and it is on the excess only that I

mean to criticize.

Every page of this work will afford fresh proofs of what I

have advanced ; I believe.it will be found to proceed from a

lazy indulgence to the memory, and from a want of education

in the natives.

The number of pure verbs now used by them is very insuffi

cient to the beauty and energy of a language ; but that they

once possessed a portion adequate to both purposes may easily be

R com
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comprehended from the following list, which 1 have scrupu

lously consined to those only, whose tenses may be found in

authentic books.

1 have selected such as most immediately spring from the

Shanicrit Dhaats, which I have also inserted in a correspondent

column; that while 1 support my present argument of the copi

ousness of the Bengalese, I may also bring additional testimo

ny of my former assertion respecting its original derivation.

A mort list of V e n b s.

xxo«o«o#o«o«ox

Shanscrit Root ti Infinitive. Bengal Infinitive.

3p£ SF^t° v^b^rj to offer up.

^0xf ^'i^T° :5T°'>rtTr to Pa take-

31<s ^TSpT1 5I3f«T to require.

^ =5I%T tomark-

^t^[ %W ^rt^M4tosow'to Plant-

3sKt to bring.

3<^3u: ^^r° toarrivc-

todo-
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to weep,

to tremble,

to break in pieces,

to play,

to eat.

to drop off.

to make,

to sing,

to ram down,

to melt, (intrans:)

to be proud,

to number,

to understand,

to bellow,

to hum, to buz.

to know,

to revolve,

to kiss.

to graze (intrans:)

to think,

to go.

m

to
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\5Pt' tw-recite the bead-rolh

^<fe^ ;3M-5T*T° ^<t*H- to burn, (intransr) .

vlP^t° v5RFf tobesl<*.

\tfa sft^s tolive'

tooozeout.

\$ \5-37f to be ferried.

Tr57T° Tf57T to burn.

^ otteT crt^r tomilk-

Tplp ^^PT° TJ&FT to be distressed.

TfT Gf^FT Cfs^T toswins-

Tfl T^T (If3^ to give.

^ ^5f° ^[cf to take, to seize.

^ ^TJTY° ^7^- t0 b°W COtt0n*

fe C^TdT=T to meditate.

PT^ R^k*l° to bcblessed.
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R t0 f01^ & to separate.

'

o take, to accept,

o vilify, to desame,

o petition,

o turn, (mtrans: )

o sall,

o walk,

o be able,

o worship,

to flee.

o cherish, bring up.

o sill.

consult,

to praise.

0 sall,

o enter.

:o rot.

o spread,

o embrace,

o salute,

o bear fruit.
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^ WP . Ws tosit-

-Rs^T0 R^s to bore, to pierce.

^ to resPect-

^ 4R*H torain-

^ 3t^r tobind-

^5 ^7T tokilK

to extol.

^ 3t3/t° toPrevent-

W to cheat.

R^ R^i UH° R^W to break (intrans0

Ro3i R^BrT R>ol\&*1 to dIstribute in

^r^0 to speak> to say*

^? 3t^r tosrow-

R\$ R^° R\3«H tobestow-

4 1 4 *1 ° <il\5l*1 to sound as an instrument.

<ff^ tobend-

^olPT° ^oTpf tofear'

^ . tosilK

^t^T ^t^TT5 -noI -H'I to float.

^1 ^T^0 O^PT to adore.
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to be ripe,

to worship,

to mind,

to defraud,

to beat.

to be intoxicated.

to scour.

to join & to mix.

to require.

to die.

to go.

to want.

to make war.

to place.

to be angry.

to cook.

to compose.

to wiite.

to catch.

to plaister.

to Lap over.
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to take.

to see.

to take.

to jump.

to touch.

to sleep.

to whet, to grind.

to fear.

to be just.

to learn.

to dry. (intrans: )

to pacify.

to harness.

to appease.

*rt>wo to be quiet.

to wifli.

to remember.

to cut.

to lose in play.

to laugh.

I have
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I have not inserted in this list many of the most common,

and popular verbs of the Bengalese $ which are either more

corrupted in passing through ignorant hands, and therefore

bear less analogy to the Shanscrit: or which perhaps are really

vulgar expressions adopted since the decline of learning.

1 have not inserted the causal verbs, which are derived from

simple terms by the introduction of the letter t^j-J . Their

number would only have swelled my catalogue, without ser

ving to any useful or curious purpose.

I have inserted sew such verbs as are compounded of a par

ticle presixed or added to the Shanscrit root. This class is very

copious and comprehensive, as the same word will have vari

ous and even contrary signisications according to the particles

with which it is combined.

I have not inserted such words as in their formation from

the Shanscrit insinitives have altered, dropped, or exchanged

their radical consonants, except such as are expressly converti

ble by the strict rules of the Shanscrit j as a simple consonant

for its correspondent aspirate , a ^ for a or a ^ tor a pj- &c.

Such alterations as are not conformable to these principles must be

imputed to the difficulty of pronouncing many of the Shanfcrit

combinations of lttters, or to the indolent habits of the moderns.

S Such
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Such for instance as (Tp^pf to fe* ^rom Vs*fa° G^f^T

to bend (intrans: ) from ^^5-7|-0 -^ese ver'?s alone would

sill a copious vocabulary.

I have not inserted such words as have not been applied in

the several moods and tenses of verbs, by some or other of the

antient authors. Shanscrit must formerly have been much

more current in Bengal than we now sind it, or the more learn

ed Bramins must not at that time have thought it insinitely be

neath their dignity to compile books in the^ j j~j j or language

of discourse. There area thousand terms which have the form

of insinitives, and are derived from Shanscrit roots, but which

have not once served in the capacity of verbs. If ever the Ben-

galese should acquire a knowledge of the liberal sciences, and a

taste for resined compositions, this unappropriated stock will

afford equal resources to the Poet and the Philosopher. It is a

mine which in skillful hands would well repay the trouble of

working.

In the Shanscrit language as in the Greek, there are forms of

insinitives and of participles comprehensive of time ; there are

also other branches of the verb, that seem to resemble the ge

runds and supines of the Latin. All these modisications of the

verb, together with nouns of agency, and every other deriva

tive from a Dhaat, (which is not characterised by one or other

of
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of the temporal inflexions) are arranged by the Shanscrit gram

marians in a separate chapter, immediately following that of

verbs.

<]5^ is the general name for all the terminations by which

these several forms are distinguished ; and the class itself is for

this reason denominated ^^7^ or words ending with a -7^^

The number of these terminations, including those which

on account of the different letters that occur at the end of the

Dhaat, have two or more provisional forms to the same mean

ing, may amount to about one hundred; and therefore a Shans

crit verb must supply a variety of derivatives at least as copious

as those of the Greek : and some terms I think I have met

with, whose meaning could not be fully rendered by a single

word in any other language.

But as the scope of my work does not admit of a distinct chap

ter for the *<fr>l^ «j class, and as an explanation of them is by

no means neceflary for the understanding of the Bengal lan

guage, it will suffice to have here given a general idea of the

manner in which this part of the science of grammar has been

treated by the Bramins. 1 shall therefore consine myself to a

species of ^5VsQ C1^ ^ may De aU°wed to borrow the expressi

on) which belongs to the Bengal idiom only. -

' The
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The form which I would describe, is a noun of reciproca

tion, implying either a mutual co-operation or a mutual opposi

tion. This noun is composed of the participle of the passive

voice presixed to the participle present of the active : as of the

verb ^ to wound ~^^\ ls tne passive participle wounded,

and t)J the active participle wounding. These two united

make l^lpj a mutua^ "wounding j as

** There was a mutual wounding by the two heroes in the midst

" of the battle."

Upon the same principle are formed the following words and

many others.

^t^tf? from ^t^T to cut-

fromt^r toseize-

from -STt^TT to bcat-

(FptftotRl from (Ffiff to behold*

vbl^isbiR* from \bi<M to caU<

PlXlRlR from -PraTT to minsle-

vMvbisfeiri from ^KpT to wrest,e-

" The two warriors wrestling with each other fell to the ground.*

This
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This kind of alliterative sound is particularly pleasing to a

Bengal ear ; for which reason a great number of words has been

formed in imitation of this species, which preserve their recipro-

cative energy, tho' derived from common nouns. Such are

^ftl *1 i^Fl Pi Wlt^ ear t0 ear' ^^a* *S a mtua^ whispering) from

<{5-frf an ear.

SP^ff^f^ face toface, from theface.

^\c^\T\^\ a mutual embracing, from T\c^ the neck.

^•fllf^pT a mutual pinching ofthe hair, from the hair.

(ppcj-j^-pj-jxj- a mutual inhabiting of thefame kingdom.

'^c\\^c\ a mutual exertion ofstrength.

Some few words of this sort seem to imply completion j as

I'Ht^tPf * comP^ete month' sj^^l^pj a complete day.

\3"<i\is5 comPUte haft-

A third class, which may be referred to this species, consists

of words contrived to imitate certain sounds, by the reiteration

of particular letters or syllables. These have not the letter

inserted in the middle, and do not convey any mutual or reci-

procative meaning.

jjr^rf^- a noise like that of trees in a storm.

^cj^rj a noise like the falling of a shower.
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1>*^t>*1 a noi^e ^e t*n^-in5 °^ bells.

C^3t^sQ) a no'^e ^e rattunS °^ carriages,

^T^) a ^ou<^ no^c as °^ guns-

^"fo^lR^ a croa^'nS ^e tnat °^ frogs-

Example.

lit ^ktt ^jtTsl ^rtm n^rttra

•* There is the dashing of the water, and the whistling of the

" breeze j

" I will enfold you in my arms and we will sleep together."

And these terms are often further distinguished by the word

xj-^ which inks more enlarged fense signisies noise in general; as

"feS (Fit ^ TtTteTR- I

" Wounds sall without ceasing, and inflict reciprocal gashes,

" I hear only the din and clashing sound of the battle."

Sometimes a noun is repeated in the oblique cafe either with

a reciprocative idea, or to gratify the taste for alliteration ; as

3J(rj with a hearty good will, or spontaneously,

from •jttt' the heart.

JfT*PfO with tooth to tootb- ' >
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^W^C/U one another-

^r°m ^ou^e to house &c.

The Maahaa Raajaa of his own accord makes investigation. "

" The two elephants were mingled in the conflict, with tooth

" against tooth, struggling with each other ; and the son of

" Paandoo trembled."

The charioteers hacked one another's horses and carriage."

CHAPTER V.

Of Attributes and Relations.

LL the terms which serve to qualify, to distinguish, or

'•to augment either Jubjlance or action, are clafled by the

Shanscrit grammarians under the head of f^P*|"$pj which li

terally signisies increase or addition. According to their arrange

ment, a simple sentence consists of three members, <^>v^| the

agent,

A
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agent, f*^jj the action and thesubject : which in a gram

matical lense are reduced to two : xj"^ the noun, (whether a-

gent or subject) and s*p\[] the verb. All such words as tend

to specisicate or to amplify the noun, are denominated

T^X*! wnicn we may con^rue adjectives or epithets ; and

such as are applied to denote relation or connection are called

*I^OJ.i-**t or conne^*ves °f nouns» and by European gram

marians are styled prepojitions.

Those particles which in any manner affect the verb, have

the name of or attributes ofverbs.

In this chapter therefore I shall include all the terms which

relate to either of these divisions ; and shall class them under

their respective heads : ^yr and xj-^^j j-rj- will

then rank together as attributes of nouns, and the -f^TTt

-RsCt^T ^e ma<k to comPri^e conjunctions as well

as adverbs : becaule the former are employed to denote the re

lations of tenses, in the fame manner as prepositions are to mark

those of nouns j and therefore properly belong to verbs, which

are the hinges of every sentence.

Thus 1 hope I shall be found to comprehend all the parts of

speech, as generally distinguished, without paying a servile atten

tion
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tionto the received system of grammatical arrangements.

"T^iPlCl ^-^ °r ^mP^e a4)ec^'vc °^ tne Bcngalcse, has

no variation of gender, cafe or number. In this respect it per

fectly resembles the idiom of the English ; for as we use the

word great indiscriminately to a masculine or feminine noun ; so

the Bengalese say Sf^f^^gfl a great prince, and Jt|^J<jJ«l\

a great princess : So ji^yl) an a4ie<^lve with a masculine

termination is applied to a feminine. Example.

ot Tpft 3rtf^5 twt Tt^r vsta:

" He has one daughter unmarried, her name is B^dyaa"

Neither is the adjective subject to inflexion ; but the sign of

the,case is consined to the substantive with which it agrees j as

*TTtTUFT Œt^PT ^m&TO^

" The troops lamented with a mighty noi/e. "

So also its form is consined to the Angular number, even

when joined to a plural noun ; as

" All the Pundits were overcome. "

But those derivative attributes, which are alternately adjectives

and concrete nouns, generally preserve the distictions of gender

which they all possess in the Shanscrit. ' .

T Here
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Here therefore I shall endeavour to give a concise description

of the several forms of adjectives with their derivation, as far

as they usually occur in the Bengal language.

1 . Verbal concretes, or participles of agency immediately son*

med from Shanscrit roots, have the termination forth<

masculine, and 7^ for the feminine.

Masculine. Feminine.

an agent. from -gs

2. Masculines ending in ^-J and gjj j^j derived from crude

nouns in 7^ and ^ have their feminine termination in sj^'vj^

Masculine. Feminine.

TT^l a young mast, (juvenis) U^§\ from XT^T

rich, -^r^t from 'ffcr^.

•* How eagerly didst thou enflame the young girl with the breath

"of persidy ! "

3. Concretes are made from abstract terms by adding -j| for

the masculine, and for the feminine ; as

Masculine. Feminine,

pj-j-pfj criminal pfts^t'Jfl fr0stl I?ttPt a ******

Itttfl miserable. ^-Rpfl from mlfe,y-
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" God hath made me miserable from my birth. " (spoken by a

woman)

The same form is applied to local possessives ; as <[*Stfcfi

a man of Bengal ^T^lfcjrft 0 woman of Bengal &c.

4. When the masculine ends with a consonant, or ^ short,

the feminine termination is long ; as

Masculine. Feminine.

3^5- constant.

beautiful. 3J5P$

Example.

^t3l (Til I+^r ^tt

" O woman ! Seetaa was very constant. Hear her unfortunate

" story."

Adjectives and concrete nouns implying cause, possession,

plenty &c. assume the terminations 3*I^,<J <tt*1

^ and ^5. ^ and tfr aS

'^H^aj <^ jmoah making, from ^T3^ smoak.

.^jj^ causingsear, from sear.

The smoak-maker, producing a fmoak, caused a compleat

M darkness/*
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P|'4)^|>f holy, from Sfcfl holiness.

3^T3^ & /lr0n^ from ^ strer,&th-

<£f^Tf?s wife, from <jf^

^pfe^ fortunate, from ^jTfr prosperity.

\5M?CW Wt^T ^^PT^ Z

Pit ^Ptm a ; '

** In the house of whomsoever Lokhmee and Ononto constantly

[reside,

** That man is holy and mostfortunate"

prosperous. from ^t^jj prosperity.

rj^f^fSJ intelligent, from jj^- knowledge.

" The Raajaa is most pro/porous ; near him is the river Daamodor."

5. The negative particles tjj -fry -frf^ ar*d f<[ presixed to

words form adjectives of privation ; as

^^crj motionless, from £epf * go-

^.jt^j immortal, fiom -SJ^J '° ^,

^5pj^^ unprecedented, from before.

■^T^weak, from 3^

"I
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I will construct an unprecedented castle, wonderful among

•* men."

.|7^pf^- leafless, from * leaf.

-fTf^Tf foor, (imps) from -^tj- wealth.

'|V| <^J^ unarmed, from a weapon.

f^Pon fearlefs, srom s5-3J fear-

*4 The Heroes were both without weapons, having supported a

*4 mighty conflict. "

f^J-fiJ incomparable, from TfSf

f^Urt^tl widowed, from (TXt*-t

*4 In the month Aaasaar the new cloud makes a deep bellowing ;

*4 To the widow like the minister of death, but life to the wife."

6. An elegant class of compound attributes is produced by

the junction of a substantive and an adjective, or of two sub

stantives ; as

•5jrj-f5£ flag- eyed, from ^pf aJag, and an eye. .

U ojC an mdamted breaJi-

TXSptf^S or M^I^R °/a8reat hearL
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Cff^SFT »fan angry dijsqfition.

^Cf^PT -M*^<£ cf an aSreea^e humour.

T^-jyJ^ wicked, from -p^ distant, and 5Tfet%

institute ofreligion.

5twra ^nrt^n ^fRpt ^stirta z

:5rtrai srTRr tsts ^Rixpk a

" Dost thou dishonour the Bramin, O wicked wretch !

** I will to-day make an ample reparation for it."

•jj-^^pj j having the appearance of death, from -^J- death,

and ^pj' figure.

rjrj>j |r{<^' learned, (litterally, a sea of learning) from rjTj.

Jcience, and ^j^f^ ^e ocean.

^^j^j-j^ with a down- cast countenance, from down,

and theface.

^rt^t<r %n'fy'n£ 7%-wr^ or appearance is frequently added

to an adjective or suhstantive to form a compound epithet of si

militude ; as

sri'iHl^U ltkea man-

-^^tt^l^t °fa w^te appear*****

ti^ii^i^ **** &c*
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7. The terminations ^y^- and ^j^j- form the comparative

and superlative degrees of Shanscrit adjectives ; as .jr'gj bad,

worf- distant^ T^^SJ distant. ^

But the latter ot these inflexions is never used by the Bengalesc j

and the former very sparingly j and always in a fense that might

perhaps rather be termed an indesinite augmentation, than a

comparison j Thus

** Brokodcr elated fights more fiercely!*

The desinitive comparison is expressed by a simple adjective,

both in the Bengalese and Hindostanic idioms : And the infe

rior subject is distinguished by a particle answering to than ; as

Tt^t Ttel 3TTv* siTt 3ft l

04 Baalee Kaajaa was a much greater hero than Scogreeb,

** Vet even he was put to flight by the weapons of Rogheonaath."

Attributes of augmentation may be prefixed to all fimple

.Jh^ectires, to enlarge or extend their power ; such are ^£ great

pf^SJ very, or many, mucky &c. as

remarkably constant.
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Example.

" This person very sair and extremely beautiful,

« I have heard to be the moft accomplished husband of Bmlyaa."

T^j^ is presixed to the comparative degree to form a su

perlative ; as

" Cause the chariot to come hither most expeditiously. "

Adjectives aie frequently doubled to augment their meaning

as 33 33 very larSe, 0^ ™rysmall.

Example.

= 33PTU3 ^Tte 3333 f^PH

Ok.

" With a small hook he strikes a very large siihj

"It does not affect his life, yet imprints a mark in his mouth."

The particle 7|-5J presixed to a woid, makes a kind of su

perlative ; as }?p^ full, .yppj^ very full.

The same particle subjoined, is a contraction of ^Sjjgy and

like it denotes similitude or resemblance ; as

"We
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" We have no warrior like yourself. "

" The cold of the month Maagh is like the strength of the

" cloud. "

" The words of the Mohaabhaarot, equal to immortal'ty

Kaaseeraam Daas utters ; hear them O ye righteous ! M

So also are used -^c\ an^ ^c^) fr°m the Shans.nt infini

tive -TJcpj-0 w«#A ; as

" I consider your counsel as equally weighty with the Bades. "

Under the class of Attributes to nouns, I comprehend .sr^-^

flj |rj or Prepositions. They are substitutes for cafes, which

could not have been extended to the number necessary for ex

pressing all the several relations and predicaments in which a

noun may stand, without causing too much embarrassment in

the form of a declension..

Most of the particles applied in this capacity are noun-- ex-

prelsive of situation, order, connexion, or some other relation ;

and as they have generally a reference to pLce, are indifferently

U uted
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used in the nominative, and in the seventh case with the loca

tive termination ^ as ^Pj-<3[ or ^^f^ a^0ve^ f^vj^

or f^^^ within, &c.

But to distinguish the -^^(^ °r words having only a

relative signisication, from the principal substantives to which

they relate, it is necessary to observe that the noun in regimine

with a preposition mould properly be in the possessive case, and

prior in position ; as they say ^f^T^^ SssJ^T in ^ m'c$ °s

the world, but never -SJl^J P^J^^ because the world is the

containingfubjeSl ; and -SJfJ^J serves only to mark the nature

of the connexion, which subsists between the world and iome

other subject j as

" Who in the world (i.e. of those persons contained in the world)

" is unacquainted with you ? "

1 he most common of the ^j-^^ jrj- are these which follow.

Po^Si within, -jj^ ^Tsrj^I in the midst of i ( answer to

the seventh, or locative case ) yj-jj- >j

together with, \^J^ h > ( tne third Shanscrit case ) as

" This house was erected by Kra'shno. "

^^(^ from (the sifth case ) as
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C57T ^1T^ :rTteJt^ ^PT

"At that instant Saatyok^ arose from the ground. "

*ll wlt^ouf* on tne out^^e, (extra) Example.

. « ^tit^ to: ait spi ^ u

" The cold ofthe month Maagh is like the strength of the cloud ;

11 Then I say the youth should not be without the house. "

^| j^Tf1 before, either in time or place.

f3T£ C£3 on account of.

T^fsst towards. instead of. ^rys Tff^J or Tfj^

below, beneath, down. above, upon. fTj-^* jstJ ^

near, to, at. (apud )

is a very difficult word. It properly signisies^/tfc?, (sta-

tio ) and is derived from the dhaat ^ which answers toJlo \

as in Virgil.

** DumJlabat regno incolumis " i.e. While he remained

secure in his kingdom.

But J^jrj must generally be construed to or from in En

glish ; a§

. OT RWfl ^t?r 631*3

I make one request toyou. " [apud te]
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ARC ^tTTs GTt^^ ptttd ift 33

*4 Somdett having obtained this favourfrom God," [apud Deum]

is derived from the same root, and signisies Jlabilis,

immotus, so that f3^<^ 2j^rj*-j means apud immobile numen.

The word ^rj yj seems in very early times to have been

adopted by the Persians, who formed of it an inseparable par

ticle ofplace ; as a bed of roses, India, lite

rally, a country of swarthy people.

The doctrine of derivatives from one language to another has

been so much abused by sanciful and unwarrantable instances,

drawn from the meer resemblance of sounds, that every hint

now started on the subject is despised as frivolous, or suspected

as sallacious. If I might venture to propose a rule in such cases,

it should be this ;

Whenever in a compound word we sind one or more of the

component syllables, which are entire words, having a precise

and separate meaning in some other language, tho' not in that

where the compound term is used, we need not scruple to pro

nounce the original dialect to be that from whence the signi

sicant syllables proceed ; as in the present instance, where

taken by itself as a Persian word, conveys no idea what

ever,
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ever, but when joined to other words, denotes place or situati

on, ^jc}' m Shanscrit actually signisies a place or Jlation, and

is itself derived from a primary root of the same language.

But if a simple term be found to exist in two languages, and

to have the same signisication in each, I would then enquire

whether that word be not derived, in one of them, from some

general term or root ; and wherever such root were found, I

would pronounce that language to be the original : thus serpens

a serpent comes from serpo, but I do not doubt that the latter

owes its derivation to tne Shanscrit word for a serpent,

which springs from the dhaat j^pj* a general term for gliding

motion.

Let me here cursorily observe, that as the Latin is an ear

lier dialect than the Greek, as we now have it, £0 it bears much

more resemblance to the Shanscrit, both in words, inflexions

and terminations.

f-F^rl T<TCft"5*T ^vcrbs require no description or remark.

Adverbs of time,

ry^pr now. ^pr or ^^tycj then.

<t>4lfc>' ever- wfw never-

^jjr?r at any time. TP^ps whensoever.
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Effi ^p| once more. «t$]t^[ a^terwar^s*

^pfl ^^Tfl always- (TM asain-

>^|sQfl to day. ^^rj to morrow, or yesterday,

pj^pr the day after to morrow, or the day before yesterday.

fpj^byday. ^ 3^ ^pffcj by night.

^s^Ksii m tnc mornmg- Sl^lCfi ,n tne a,ternoon'

^ :5rt?t beforc* ^t^tf^ ^ttu^ after' sincc*

Adverbs of place.

^JtfftTT hcre- 3^stT?T therc-

fJ§T<j[ hither. ^ j ^ thither.

G^fl G^stll whither. ^[ | ^ ^ | (7f in different places

Pr^% nish- -ra sar off-

(V^4 hack, (rursus) from (Vg<^*-| to t"™*

jTs^' thus far, the formulary at the conclusion of a book, or

writing.

Adverbs of specisication &c.

(^pf why ? -f^ (^Ps what ? how ?

tq^j- very. almost.

-f^5£ scarcely. Part»cular'7,

T^*tR\3 videlicet. pp^J ^4^3 certainly. TfJ not.
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All indeclinable adjectives may be used adverbially in Ben-

galese, as the neuter gender of adjectives in Greek and Latin.

Conjunctions.

3 and- t*r1 T^ri or-

^|<^ also, moreover. -M\*>(.VJ<1 tnere^ore,

\['s^- }f-> although, when. \3^\J-^ notwithstanding.

but, yet, nevertheless. -jff^J while. ^j^J so long.

irt^3 ^Kixz m: 1

. \5~te5 ^rtm 0t5 II

1* While life remains in my body,

*1 So long will I worship the Deity Bhogowaan."

CHAPTER. VI.

Op Numbers.

THE learned seem no longer to doubt, that the use of

numerical sigures was sirst derived from India: and in

deed the antiquity of their application in that country far exceeds

the powers of investigation.

The denominations of the cardinal numbers are so irregular

in
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jn Bengalese, that I sind it will be necessary to exhibit them as

sar as one hundred. And it must be observed as a particulari

ty, that the ninth numeral of every series of ten, is not specisied

by the term of nine in the common order of progression, but

takes its appellation from the series immediately above ; as for

instance the number twenty nine is not expressed by nobeeJh,

which should seem the proper denomination, but is called oon-

tee/h, or one less than thirty. So thirty nine is oonchaaleejb or

one less than forty.

All the numerals in Shanscrit have different forms for the

different genders, as in Arabic j but are invariable in Bengalese.

Bengalese. Shanscrit.

OT

one.

' crl

two.

o
three.

8 MkS

four.

a
sive.

fix.

seven.

,«ght.

nine.
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>><>
ten.

it
eleven.

*M

twelve.

thirteen.

^8
fourteen.

sifteen.

sixteen.

seventeen.

eighteen.

nineteen.

m

tw enty.

twenty one.

u

twenty two.

twenty three.

^8

e>P<Hr
twenty four.

pfT5wf twenty sive.

twenty six.

twenty seven.

twenty eight.

twenty nine.

thirty.

V
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thirty one.

thirty two.

thirty three.

08 CbIRi*)-

thirty four.

thirty sive.

mm

thirty six.

thirty seven.

ov
thirty eight.

3-ibsSfi'

thirty nine.

80
forty.

S>>
^b^lRl0^ sorty one.

8^
forty two.

8O
sibiira:°^ {orty three-

88
^Wsr^K fort^ sour-

8CT

H^b>iRo^f0rt^sive-

8sb
^bilTSP^fc fortysix-

8T

^b *-ts«0T^ forty sevcn-

8V

^b^Tf?r*R forty e,ght-

8*>
^G^t'^^t^ i *K forty nmc-

cr°
W

sifty.

orb
sifty one.

sifty two.
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as csnrfa

vbsb

sifty three,

sifty four,

sifty sive,

sifty six.

sifty seven,

sifty eight,

sifty nine,

sixty,

sixty one.

sixty two.

sixty three,

sixty four,

sixty sive,

sixty six.

sixty seven,

sixty eight,

sixty nine,

seventy,

seventy one.

seventy two.

seventy three,

seventy four.
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'

seventy sive.

seventy fix.

seventy seven.

•seventy eight.

1*

seventy nine.

v°

eighty.

eighty ofte.

eighty two.

vo
eighty three.

V8

eighty four.

ver
erghty sive.

w> equips

eighty six.

e'ghty seven.

vv

eighty eight.

w>

erghty nine.

ninety.

*>>>

ninety one.

*\

ninety two.

ninety three.

^8
ninety sour.

ninety sive.

ninety siie.
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^ 1T|v3l7rni 3=PS3frefaS ninety seven.

^Tl^Tstl ^ST^T^T^o 'ninety eight.

^ f^UHsU ^T^RT^o 'ninety nine.

^ o o -*\\5o ™ ' -wj ' one hundred.

Ordinal Numbers.

Bengale'fe. Shanscrit,

first.

second.

third.

fourth.

T%

sifth.

sixth.

seventh.

eighth.

ninth.

tenth.

eleventh.

twelfth.

•wars thirteenth.

fourteenth.

sifteenth.
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c^pi* sixteenth-

^Ffrtf seventeenth.

^rtteS ^VT^ eighteenth-

SFPH STtytra ninetecnth-

r^w , r*H5 R°^t~—' twentieth-

From hence the Ordinals are all formed by adding to

the cardinals.

Of the Bengal Arithmetic.

As the numerical sigures of India are certainly the prototype

of those now used in Europe, it is probable that the simpler

rules at least of Arithmetic are derived from the same source :

for other nations of the East have invented different processes

for arriving at the same conclusions. Thus the Chinese perform

all their computations by means of a sett of Beads ; and the Per

sians use a species of sigures which are in sact Arabic words j

and add up the most considerable sums, without being in the

least assisted by the position of units under units, tens under

tens &c. Perhaps there may yet exist other modes of arith

metic of which we have no notion ; so that the strict confor

mity in the arrangement and application of sigures, as well as

in
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in their forms, which we sind between Hindostan and Europe,

should not rashly be imputed to chance.

The Bengalese in all their accompts make partic ular use of

the number sour. Their Bankers always count the largest

sums of money by divisionsof fours, and the computations of

numbers of all other things are always made in the same manner:

and upon all occasions Jour is their grand multiple and divisor.

This is probably a vestige of the most original and antient

airthmetic, when invention had proceeded no sarther than to

number the singers, and then repeat the same process.

Even to this day the Bengalese reckon by the joints of their

singers, beginning with the lower joint of the little singer and

proceeding to the thumb, the ball of which is also included as

a joint j and thus the whole hand contains fifteen.

From this method of performing numeration on the joints,

arises that well-known custom among the Indian merchants, of

settling all matters of purchase and sale by joining their hands

beneath a cloth, and then touching the different joints as they

would increase or diminish their demands.

As a proof how sar some branches of Science have been cul

tivated in India, I shall here give a specimen of the prodigious

extent of the Shanscrit numeration by distinct terms.
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^^3° • •

Pjr?5j . . .

STXl •

. . .

*\fS • , •

stn • • •

<p , • •

One.

Ten.

a Hundred.

a Thousand.

X. Thousands.

C. Thousands.

a Million.

X. Millions.

C. Millions.

a Thousand Millions.

X. Thousand Millions.

C. Thousand Millions.

a Billion.

X. Billions.

C. Billions.

a Thousand Billion*

X. Thousand Billions.

C. Thousand Billions.

a Trillion.

X. Trillions.

C. Trillions.

a Thousand Trillions.
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The constituent parts of accounts, and some arithmetical

Tables. -

a quarter of any thing indiscriminately.

a quarter os money.

a quarter of weights and measures.

a half of any thing.

a half of money.

a half of measures.

three quarters of any thing.

one and a quarter.

one and a half.

CTTT7T ^
one and three quarters.

two and a quarter.

two and a half.

two and three quarters.

three and a quarter.

three and a half.

The fractions are denominated in the same manner, joined to

three and three quarters.

all larger sums or quantities.

W The
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The reader is not to be told that the shells called Cowries are

current in Bengal, as the lowest species of money : They are

upon on average in the proportion us sive thousand to the rupee.

Bengal accounts are divided into pj^^rj and <frj'S£*| which

litterally signify ripe, and unripe. An unripe, or kaachaa ac

count is when the highest denomination in the line of addition

is the ^I^TTr kaahon, or some what more than a quarter of

a rupee : viz. such accounts as are used by the petty retailers

in the Bazar, wherein no single article amounts to one rupee.

The paakaa, or ripe account is when the rupee is the high

est denomination, or standard unit in the line of addition ; and

each of the subordinate fractional sigure;, is increased in value

proportionably to the increase of the standard unit from the kaa-

hon to the rupee ; which proportion is regulated by the price

of cowries in the Bizir. But in the pankaa and in the kaachaa

accounts, the same sigures, both for the units and fractions,

hold the same arithmetical places. To shew therefore that an

account is kaachaa, the word is written at top, as we

write c£. J. 3). to denote the paakaa account the word

<$°(H Vll or ^3^1 's fi,Perfrr'*)ed in the same manner.

Gross commodities of all kinds are fold by the £FT^ ^ar, a

weight nearly answering to two pounds avoirdupoile, and of

which 40 make a maund. The
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The Sar is divided into \jj or quarters, and those again

are subdivided into 'g^'j^; of which four make a (Ej'j'^jj

Precious metals and jewels are weighed by the j^j the

SJ-|TJ-| and the <^f^- . 03~)*Tl te'aa 1S ^erlvc^ ^rom tnc

word ^Jcp^- to weigh, and therefore signisies a standard, or

precise weight by which all others may be regulated. It is also

the mean weight between precious and gross articles, as it is

the highest denomination of the former, and the lowest of the

latter. The sicca rupee, properly called l^j^j taakaa in Ben-

galese, originally weighed a j ^ J and still continues at

that standard in Chittagong, where it is on that account called

the f/p*^ |>j'J dosh maasaa rupee, or a rupee weighing ten

maasaas. In other parts of Bengal the standard weight of a

Sicca rupee is considerably increased.

The (\3~j-c^~| (which IS generally denominated the Sicca

weight) is the standard unit for the Sar, which varies in almost

every province of India. Thus at Calcutta the Bazar men is

of 80 tolaas i.e. each Sar is to weigh 80 tolaas. The factory

men consists only of 74 sicca weight or tolaa.s

The fractional parts of the rupee are \ tne aHnaa,

Pfr j the paa^ or pye, rf^T| the gondaa, and cowry.

The fractions of the <^|^r| the kaahen, in kaachaa accounts,

are
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are the pen, ffcyj the gondaa, and <fr>[^ the koree.

5 gondaas of a kaachaa account are in the Bazar called one

^J^jj booree, 5 gondaas of a paakaa account constitute one pj

paa^. Observe that the word booree is never used in accounts,

but only in the markets.

20 gondaas make one kaachaa, or one j paa

kaa. The gondaas as sar as 1 9 are marked by the common nu

merals j after which the fractional mark is applied for the

pens or aanaas. For 2 and 3 pens the numerals 2 and 3 are

joined to this fractional sigure thus *y. ^J. and for 4 pons,

the lowest fractional, or that which singly denotes the koree, is

put before a dot thus |. For 8 pons, or aanaas, this fraction

is doubled, thus ||. and for 12 pons 2 fractional sigures con

nected at the top and bottom by a third placed obliquely,

thus U. as may be better observed in the following table.

I 1 koree.

j J 2 korees.

j^j 3 kor^s. 4 korees make

^ 1 gondaa.

(£ 5 gondaas one booree kaachaa, ( or one rtzzee paakaa. )

t

^ o 10 gondaas kaachaa. ( called ^-j^jTp) aadhaanaa paa

kaa, half an aanaa. )
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\(£ 15 gondaas kaachaa. ( or 3 paarc paakaa ) 20 gondaas make

I pon kaachaa, ( or one aanaa paakaa. )

,y. 2 pons.

^J. 3 pens. 4 pons kaachaa make one ^|'<^» chok. (4 pon*

paakaa make one [>^|*<fr> bekee.)

|. 1 chok or ieekee, generally denominated 4 pons.

\J. 5 pons kaachaa. (or 5 aanaas paakaa)

\Y' ^ P^ns.

7 pons-

j 1 . 8 pons, or 2 chok (or foktts.)

II/- 9 P*™.

||y. 10 pons.

II Pffns,

j^. i 2 pons, or 3 choks (or Qekees.)

13 pons.

I^y. 14 pons.

1 5 Pons* 1 ^ P9ns kaachaa make 4 Heekees or 1 kaahon.

1 6 aanaas paakaa make

^ l^i^l 1 taa^aa or m?ce,

Tablet
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Tables of Weights and Measures.

-3s\5- Rotee,

\}> II IO 18 Id Ivb \°L

I. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7.

8 Rota?s make one 'SJ'j'T^ maasaa, which is marked by trans

posing the fractional stroke thus, • .

j >j | Masaa.

^1 *j 01 8i a\ w ^ i h\ ^1

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9.

1 o Maasaas make one rr£ j'^j tolaa, which is marked by

the common numerals thus,

Tolaa-

^ ^ O 8

I. 2. 3. 4.

Here begins the table for common weights and measures.

As the Tolaa is properly the constituent unit of the Sar, and as

whatever be the weight of the Sar, that of the Tolaa is always

invariable, for the sake of regularity we will take the Sar of

80 tolaa, of which 5 will make one cbetaak.

^tt^ y- y-

Chotaak. 1. 2. 3. 4 Chotaak make one

onm i- ii- *

Poaa. 1. 2. 3. 4 Poaa make one Sar, thus
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marked,

/•) &c. 40 Sar make ^ -jj^j- one Man.

A Table of Long- measure.

3 Dar'ey corns make one ^j^fc^ or singers breadth.

4 'jn* mak: one ^ j-^ or cubit.

4 ^ |^ make one ^7y^3 bow's length or sathom

2000 -^^^a make one (^jofT^ kros, or near two

miles and ,1 quarter.

1 (hall now give a few instances of kaachaa and paakaa ac

counts, which will clearly explain both their arithmetical posi

tion, and their mode of numeration.

Account kaachaa. ^f5>

1 ^IV^I

2 xyj II

3* • • • • • Ol ^ o

The numeration of the above sums is as follows :

for the sirst line,

for the second line, [6 Pons, 7 g™daas and a q"arter.

TjjC^hsTT *ni Pt7r ^?3l 2 kaancns> 9 p°ns, 2 k*raas,

for
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for the third line,

KFT ^tSTT *TsS5 3 kaahons, four pans and

a half, or io gondaas.

Account paakaa vF^l

for the sirst line,

Tjt £W :pTte5 ^TKS- ^Tf^l 2 "P^' 7 aanaas, *°

for the second line, [gondaas.

vfss -^j-^ ^it^t? ^Hl 5 rl,pecs' 2 aanaas IO s*™1888'

for the third line,

E££ tW\ ^ST^ :5Tt7sl 6 ruPees' f3 aanaas, '5

for the fourth line, [gondaas.

*m cto Ftra ^ki 9 ™pees' 4 aanaas' j5

for the sifth line, [gondaas.

3<F 'tfS ^tTl ^ 1 ruPce, 5 aanaas, I

kor^.

It must be remembered that the Bengalese reckon one paa^r

as
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as containing 5 gondaas and 4 paa^s to the aanaa. But the Eng

lish who generally use the paaf<? as the lowest denomination in

their accounts, divide the Bengal paatY into three, and reckon

12 pazees to the aanaa, consequently the English paa^t? contains

I gondaa and two thirds, or somewhat more than 6 cowries.

CHAPTER. VII.

>o«o<iooo«ooooooo«o<

Of the Syntax.

TOthose who are acquainted with the general rules of gram

matical arrangement, the construction of the Bengal idiom

will present but few difficulties. While the constituent parts of

all languages are the same, the modes of combination cannot

be widely different: so that to compose a new syntax, some ano

malous tongue should be sought, in which the mutual relation

of the noun, the verb and the particle is neither exprefled by

inflexion, nor position.

But as ignorance, idleness and affectation are continually pro

ducing a variety of corruptions in tvtry livirg language, and

X more
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more particularly in Bengal, where there are no native gram

marians to check the progress of vitious expressions, or the pre

valence of provincial and foreign dialects, it may be thought in

some degree useful to have investigated and ascertained the idiom

by some precise and authoritative standard.

A comparative view of the more antient authors, with an

occasional recourse to the pure Shanscrit, has furnished a clue

for this undertaking j and I am clearly convinced that a due

attention to the examples inserted in the foregoing pages, will

abundantly prove that the Bengal language possesses a fund of

words adequate to almost every branch of composition j that it

has undergone many material and successive improvements ; and

and that its style is capable of regularity, of conciseness, and of

precision.

Little indeed can be urged in savour of the bulk of the mo

dern Bengalefe. Their forms of letters, their modes of spelling,

and their choice of words are all equally erroneous and absurd.

They can neither decline a word, nor construct a sentence : and

their writings are silled with Persian, Arabic and Hindostanic

terms, promiscuously thrown together without order or mean

ing : often unintelligible, and always embarrassing and obscure.

They generally omit the diacritical terminations, or add them

where
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where not wanted j drop the personal signs of verbs, or sub

stitute one person for another ; lengthen vowels that should

be short, and curtail those that are properly long. They sel

dom separate the several words of a sentence from each other,

or conclude the period with a stop. Yet the language with all

these corruptions and impediments circulates thro' an extensive

kingdom, and suffices for the mutual intercourse of several mil

lions of people. But the want of a better system enforces its

practice, and habit gradually reconciles us to its defects.

The Shanfcrit language, among other advantages, has a great

variety in the mode of arrangement : and the words are so knit

and compacted together, that every sentence appears like one

compleat word. When two or more words come together in

regimine, the last of them only has the termination of a cafe ; the

others are known by their position ; and the whole sentence so

connected forms but one compound word, which is called a

or foot.

So in the better Bengalefe compositions the diacritical termi

nations are very frequently omitted, and particularly that of

the genitive ; , as

*rt^T t?^ ^tPft "ffcr n

"How
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" How beautiful was the jet of her tresses !

** The husband of the lotus ( the beetle) pined away (with envy.)

And when two or more substantives are put in opposition,

the diacritical termination of cafe is applied only to the last ; as

srf^f^ 1*1Raw Frtu

** 1 will undoubtedly seize the commander ]oodhce(hteer. "

When two substantives come together, the genitive is always

prior in position, unless by poetic licence j as in the following

line.

<M<C<1 ^^Itt

** There is the dajhing ofthe water, and the rustling of the breeze.

By the same liberty the genitive is sometimes placed at a dis

tance from the noun on which it depends ; as

. ^1^: <Ffcoi vi ^ta ^to ^31 n

Having cut off the heads of thousands of heroes, he throws

[them down ;

** Of some he cuts the bows, and of some the umbrellas on their

[heads.'*

There is no other form for the possessive pronoun, but the

genitives of the personals ; as ^tij |'<^ mine, ) <^ thine,

. , ' Example.
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Example.

" All my wealth (i.e. the wealth of me) remained in your hands.

** (i.e. the hands of you)

Upon the same principle the genitive cafe of a substantive

may become an adjective ; as -5J^-^ sweet from 3^ honey.

Example.

" Having inspired him with considence, he gave him sweet

*• counsel, (i.e. honey d words, or words of honey)

The mother (of nature) on suddenly placing her foot in the

[bucket,

The bucket immediately became gold to behold. "

" Fear seized the pilot, on beholding the golden bucket ; (and

[ he said)

" This woman is not of human race, she is certainly an angel."

*1 ffi or p^p0^1'005' ^or tne mo^ part sovern tne

genitive cafe of substantives j but frequently the accusative of

pronouns ; as

*<
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"Who among men is of less account than yourself I

£5j- ^ and are general interjections that

mark the vocative cafe j but ^Tf-j and ^J^c\ are applied only

to women ; as

" Hear, hear, O woman, I give you good advice j put saith

** in the Raamaayon. " •

" O criminal girl ! O sorceress ! wherefore didst thou not

" perish at thy birth ! "

These last words are also used unconnectively, to denote that

a woman is addressed by the speaker ; as

T5^ PT^i ^ft 11

** O nymph ! when I behold thy cheek,

** I despise the daughter of the ocean "

" O woman ! Settaa was very constant : hear her unfortunate

» story ! M
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is also usually subjoined to the imperative of the verb*

particularly in conversation j as ^ hear O (thou) for

-*J7T 4*\{A -^eak thcu' for <F[ thus

"Go thou O night, having peristied."

The relative is very rarely used in composition, but its place

is constantly supplied by the personal pronoun ; as

3^^ ^3 (f^rt Trtu ^

"There was a Raajaa's son, /o A/7a he said (i.e. to whom he said)

" You shall read all the books whatever that are written. "

Nouns in the plural number always require a verb in the

singular j as

The damsels you, sir, are a poet.

" What power have we to answer you ?

But where respect is implied, the plural of the verb is used

even to a singular noun j as

at 3F?t its tItott •ikiu-i

" In
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" In this manner Naaraaycn pacisies him. "

And in a respectful address to superiors, the third person is

generally applied instead of the second $ particularly among the

moderns.

The indesinite present tense of the verb is almost universally

applied instead of the preterite ; and is even put in apposition

with it. Example.

^te* stilly ojfr r^wh- «

" Paart,ho in a rage aimed a weapon of sire,

" And with sire destroyed the troops in Dron's presence. "

The present tense of the substantive verb is always more

elegantly understood, than inserted ; as

Tte Rppl fwi Tt^r s5*t

" The beauty of B^dyaa « my study, Bmlyaa's name is my

[bead-roll ;

" Beedyaa is my desire, Bd^yaa is my desire ; Bwdyaa's name

is my prayer. '*

If a sentence be expressed conditionally, the expression is re

peated in all the words which can admit the conditional form,

and the returning member of the period exactly answers it j as
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^PT TtRRl G3^T3 'J^R

** As you (hall at any time place me, so will I then worship. '*

The use of the conditional conjunction is not consined to the

subjunctive mood ; but is applied to all the tenses indifferent

ly as in English. Thus :

to the past,

** Somdott said, if you were really savourable **

to the suture,

** If you will grant me a savour, O Lord of life "

to the present,

44 If Brohmaa himself having descended makes war,

*4 He shall by no means avail to take you prisoner. "

The insinitive mood is usually exprefled by the gerund in

Y " Somdott
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,* Somdett having received this disgrace in the midst os the

[assembly,

M Retired into the desert to pray. "

But the verbal insinitive is very frequently used in a passive

sense with the verb -Jjj^Tj- Example.

" The battle raged with so great a noise as cannot be written."

(litterally, as cannot go in writing.)

Transitive verbs are called -J-j<^>-sJ<£> in Shanscrit, intransi-

tives ^<^1(J<£> and those are denominated s^^^l^) which

govern two subjective cases ; as

~FS5 ^tt^

He addressed much counsel to Ofjwm."

The proper mode of arrangement in Bengalese is, sirst to

name the agent, then the subject, and lastly the verb : But

the whole order of a sentence seems generally to be the reverse

of the English method ; as

5 4 3 2 1

1 234 5

M The sield of battle was full of water. "

The last member of a period is almost always exprefled by

the preterite participle, instead of the tense of a verb i as
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to s»i ffi^ G3Wn *wt \$um I

^mrtcj (aars ^31 tI ^tRrart «

'* Whatever molestation the wicked Doorjjodhon hath caused you,

" Forgive me, O mother, not having kept it in mind. " (i.e,

and do not keep it in mind)

(?t 3^ coW ^rf-rs mrtei

** Know, that in this country all this food is plenty,

•* Therefore come now and eat, having remained in this country.**

" Having anointed with Ogco oo (a perfume) my necklace of

[ the flower moteekaa,

I will excite a breeze in the stifling calm, having awakened

[desire."

This participle is also indeclinable, and agrees with a noun

in any cafe ; or may rather be called a nominative absolute j as

vft *m tRirt twfa *f*iibk z

" Having heard an account of Bifdyaa from the mouth of Bhaat,

The inclinations of Soondor boiled vehemently. "

where
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where agrees witn .H-^'^-^! a genitive'

The participle passive is very frequently used with the tenses

of <fr><^ to form a simple transitive verb ; as \ ^>-<J[*s

to forgive, from fj^ij^j to forgive ; as

Vti G3W ^TtRfi (S^Tl ^ 11

** Now I am able to punish you for this,

But for the sake of religion I this dayforgive you. '*

In all the Indian languages the connection of two sentences

is preserved, by beginning the second period with the participle

preterite of the concluding verb of the sirst. Example.

; srtFfc iprxft fa) n

u The hero taking another bow, compleated his aim :

" Having compleated his aim, he cast dreadful weapons. "

This is something like the expression in Ovid :

" Congeriem secuit, seSiamque in membra redegit. "

The participles -fp^'l t^T^lt an<* ^ome otners are frequently

redundant.

Exam
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Example.

wars TOCT^TUrd ^PT^^rt^

" Having cnflaved me in the house of affliction, and having set

" to it the spark of desire,

" How eagerly did you inflame a young girl with the breath

" of persidy ! "

This participle preterite must sometimes be rendered with the

sign of the insinitive in English j as

'* The learned Naagor goes to -view the city. "

Thus we may observe that the use of the participles is very

frequent, and not inelegant, as it throws a degree of variety

into the construction, and at the same time renders the sentence

more round and compact.

Through all the foregoing sheets 1 have earnestly laboured

to give both a reason and a proof for every rule which I laid

down, and for every particularity which came in review : This

I hope will exculpate me for the number of insipid instances

which I have been obliged to insert. It will not be supposed

. ' . that
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that in the continual hurry of a life of business I could have

much leisuie to turn over voluminous compositions for the meer

purpose of selecting poetical expressions : I generally took those

which sirst occurred, and for the most part consined my read

ing to the Mohaabhaarot, which is reckoned one of the most

classical writings.

CHAPTER VIII.

Of Orthoepv and Versification.

T N the preceding chapters I have laid down no other rules for

,*-ihe utterance or omission of the inherent vowel, than such as

properly depend upon the Shanscrit, and are applicable to the

right pronunciation of verse, wherein every single consonant

forms a separate syllable. But the popular mode of applying it

in ordinary conversation still remains to be considered.

The following canons will I hope be found sufficient for the

purpose.

And sirst of words concluding with a consonant whose in

herent vowel is not uttered.

All
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All substantives that contain only two separate consonants are

monosyllabic in Bengalese, tho' of two syllables in Shanscrit;

as -5T7J- the heart, ;Tfpf prayer, a hero, ^pj- a person :

pronounce men, top, beer, jon, &c.

The same method obtains, if the latter consonant be a pho-

laa, or double ; as a tooth, pjv^ a son, .>rj^r a wo>d:

read dont, pootr, stiobd.

3g|7^ the preposition, and such others of the attributive

class, as are properly substantives, come under this rule. So

also (Vg<^ back,, far off, and moreover are mono

syllables.

the sign of the genitive cafe is always mute ; as ^ j <[

es him, sjyf^ of thee, (J[^ of me, os a house &c.

pronounce taar, tor, mor, ghorar. So S^J and ~^jc\ tne "£ns

of the plural number, are always of one syllable.

(<£>J*-| kon the interrogative who ? or what ? is mono

syllabic.

Names of numbers which have only two consonants are of one

syllable; as ak one, f^rj teen threet Pj^*^- paach

Jive, -g^j choy six, Sec.

Whenever in a word containing more than two separate con

sonants,
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sonants, the last letter be a consonant, the included vowel is o-

mitted ; as ^|<£ |^ Æther, TfT^ ason, ^\s$\±\ wind:

pronounce aakaash, nondon, baataas.

Words containing four separate consonants (which should con

sequently have three syllables) are frequently contracted into dis

syllables, by dropping the inherent vowel of the third consonant;

as -pT^^j-^ doroshon, appearance is pronounced dorshon.

Of words terminating with an open consonant.

All adjectives cont lining only two single consonants, or one

single and one double, are dissyllables ; as large, Q^Jl^

Jma^-> bad, -^jjcj 8°°d pronounce boro, choto, mondo,

bhaalo.

Indeclinable particles of two consonants classed under the head

of pronouns which terminate in 7^ generally havetheir sinal

consonant open ; as (J>>7^ that, (\^'r\ foch, sJ^Tj- wAy &c.

read hioo, tano, kano.

The enclytics ko, ho and to always preserve their

inherent vowel ; as 7y)'[^<^ naahrcko for c^'f's^' not,

ato this for or £vj? <J?<1^ koroho for <£a<^ do thou &c.

So also the particles of two consonants ending with are

dissyllabic; as koto how many, toto so many,

joto
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jft<> howmnysoever ife, .

The following parts of the verb never drop the; inherent

vowel of their sinal consonant :

The 2d. person plural of the present tense; as koto ye do*

The 3d person singular of the preterite <£>[-^<^( kotee\o he did.

The 1 st person singular of the future <fr>f<j<^ koreeho I will do.

The 3d person singular of the aorist <£>|<^\*)' koxeexa he would do.

The 2d person singular and plural of the imperative koto

dp. ihfiu or ye.

In all other tenses and persons of the verb, the concluding

consonant is invariably mute j a? <fr>{<)^' korees thou doji, not

koreefo ; V^^JwJ kcran they do% not kerano ; ^j^c^jlj koxee-

laam / did, not kor^laam<? ;r <fr>;^a<fr karcok let him do, not k$-

IQoko 5 koron to do, not tone ; <fr[~^4 koreebaaf

in doing% never kon?«?baara ; so <frf^(cr|<fr> and (<J<£> he

hath done, he will dq ; are always pjoaiaunced kor^jak and ko*

rabak.

The sinal consonants of the numerals, from eleven to eight

een inclusive, always preserve their inherent vowel; a^

*^r|-j-^ agaare not agaar, 3£]^-|<3; aat,haaro not aat,haar &c.

The other vowels require no rule j they are always uttered

as they are written . • •

Z When
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When the seme word is repeated twice together, the latter is

denoted by the sigure S as the sirst line which is inserted in

the siftieth page would be constantly written by the Bengalese in

this manner.

Many words of popular and general use are usually contract

ed in Bengal writings, to avoid delay in the hurry of business.

The contraction is formed by the sirst letter or syllable of

the word to be contracted, followed by the sigure ° onoofwor

the constant attendant upon these occasions.

I have here inserted the most common of them.

i

A. f^S° for sfoV-j^v^ a village or division.

p. — PFR? aboat>

B & H. [<£>(*^<lf*^ a rent-roll, an agreement to

[pay by installments.

B & H. £-jo t>l"giH 311 invoke.

B & H. k j<^'4 a ^ervant,

a. ^j<» — ^tf5T*s a surety or sccurity-

B & H. ggff, (^51 a pa^ (or suit)of any thing.

P. -f^° s\j?l(.aM m trust, or, m tnc charge of.

A. t\SrPPT Zoods.

A.
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A. 7f° for TrfT\a ready money.

A. __ v^jg^ <fr a taalook or small zemindarry. .

. °^ (literally, something dependent)

A. \3 \s<[^| t^ie ^ate or °^ tne montn'

P. \3<llg a side, or towards.

B & H. 'p^o ___ -r^j- price, or value.

H. pjo j^j ^rj^- a pergunneh, or large portion

[of land.

B. pj'l^^ a pike, or watchman.

P* (pf° . (ftvil K 1 a peaa<^a (a ^ootman, or me^-i

[sirnger.

P. <3t^^J on account or, or belonging to.

B. 3j° -SJ^Jc^ a mundul, or chief person in

[a village.

P. _ -Jj^ the moon.

A. __ |<^Vf\*| Wltn, or by the hands of.

A. 5T[^J'^1^' maahaanwd.

£5j° for the English Mr.

a. Grl^t^i a place' Pre^xed to tne name °^

[any place.

A. e^jrlj^f^ ending with (applied to dates

ftl.'V (of time.

A.
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A. yj-|o u ^-j )j^>5J an inhabitant* -:

B. ^ to the care fef.

6. Ifejffi beg-mning with (applied to dates

[of time.)

NB. A stands in this list for Arabic, P for Pdtftan, H so*

Hindostanic, B for Bengalese.

Of Versisication. • '

The verses of the Bengalefe are regulated by accent, and by

the number of syllables iri a line j no regard whatever fceing paid

to quantity, btft as it co-ihcides with accent.

Their poems, like those of the Arabians and Persians, are in

Rhyme, which appears to salt the geSilis of most 6F the Asia

tic languages, and to have been in ufe from the earliest" antiquity*

The Bengal Poets have many rules for contracting such words

as are too long, and for extedfting those that ate too short fair

their metre.

The most common of these licences dfe as follow.

Substantives are contracted by the omiffion of the diacritical

terminations of which I have given frequent instances.

The preterite participle is reduced from three syllables to two,

by changing the penultimate vowel into its corresponding con

sonant} as for <£|^| -$c$\ for ^p|^|| thus
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H Irving eagerly sought , I learrit every species of pleasure ;

" But having sallen to the lot of a deaf man it is all vanished. ,J

The pfelerites of sorneTverbs are contracted, by throwing

away their penultimate consonant ; as (^Scfj^J for <ft|~^3{|'^

** In the deserts he committed violence on the women; "

So the sirst syllable of the Word l^f^Ts to be able, is ffe-

qtiSfttiy throw's! away, when preceded by the negative TpJ as

- . . . . -

So in the third singular of the present tense TJTjss is hot, is

contracted to 7j-"£J by dropping the tj- as

3C3^ tmri *m i

♦*ttavitfg heard this, they all cried alas, alas I

••The tale wbieh thw» hift told, O brother, certahiry is not

[false. "

Words
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Words are lengthened by adding to them some one of the

following, enclytics -^j ko ^tj- to ^ ho and cho.

The usage of ^ ko with an open vowel seems consined to

the word j when it stands for non est j as

" We have no warrior like yourself. "

^j- to is applied indifferently wherever a syllable is want

ed, but particularly after words ending in ^ or *^ as

" On this account 1 speak to you, O king. "

This enclytic is commonly added after the numerals in com-

mon conversation ; as f^rf^ trcnto for -f^J*^ ^cn three,

ho is added to some of the pronouns in ^ as (\^>*^

kaho (J^Ts ta^° &c- l^us

^^TtC^ TtTTT ^rpp;

" Even he was put to flight by the arrows of Rogboonaant.h. **

and to the second persons of the prtfent tense and imperative ;

•*If
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" If you do not surely obey my words,—— '*

after the Shanscrit accusative ; as T^IT^pf^ *°r

The vowel «^ is very frequently added enclytically to the

cafes of substantives.

It is likewise used to lengthen out the sirst person singular of

the present tense, by inserting after the sinal ^ its corres

ponding consonant as <fr'(-^(>\| /foak, for <^>[-^ .

\£l|R(AJ. I &M>w, for yft|Pf Example.

" Hear, O ye Kyhatr^s, that which I speak. "

And also to the third person of the same tense which ends in ^

by changing that vowel into -jj as ^[^(^ f°r -Ml(.T5[

for ^tlCV &c. ExamPle'

Git^ ^(Tl it>< to: nmIRui Rcirs n

** Who among men is of less account than yourself!

. , .UL: . r. '>?zT *m /r Vbn*

" Neither is this hidden from me, I know, it well. " .
i ; 1. ,vi . •••> . . j s 4- '1 to 'O' r;,n

^jrj is sometimes inserted before *^ which is then changed

into as Itrt^t^ for ^T^B the locative of 'Sst^C

the
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the middle or waist ; as-

. ^^m^i (Tsui *r1 Trtn. r

• Who fays that the sigure of Love is not to be seen ?

** Opening his eyes let him look on the shape ot Bmlyaa. "

Of the formation of Verses.

The Bengal measures are altogether borrowed from the Shan-

scrit, and may be divided into three species : Heroic, Lyric, and

the rft^ or Elegiac.

Every }ine of every species of verse is called a -jj^ with a

different additional appellation according to the number of fyU

^bles it may contain ; as • . >

tS^^ — — of" .

T^t^! ~ of .

and if the verse have a double rhymet which gives it any add

number of syllables above 1 1 , the word is presixed to

that which, denotes the even number immediately below it >
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The metre most usually applied in Shanscrit poems is a stan

za composed of four lines, of the tjjtt^spJ- each of which

answers to a dimetre Iambic, and is called fj^j<^ which is a

general term for any stanza. The zd and 4th lines only rhyme

together ; and consequently make a long distich.

123 456 7 8 123456 78

^jrl 3*jti erte^ «<&|T3«* 1

1234 5678 123 45678

bosoenaa bosoodhaa loka bendota mondo jaatarkung

kcrobhoroo rotrcprffnga dwrrteeya ponchoma pytfhung.

The common heroic measure of the Bengalese is a distich con

sisting generally of 14 syllables, and hath a trochaic accent.; as

doorggaa doorggaa poraa toonw doorggotff naasiWnee

gokoolo raakhrclaa joyaa jofhodaa nondfmee.

" O Doergaa, Doorgaa ! thou art the greatest of deities and the

[ditptller of care.

•* Thou didst victoriously girard Gokool, thou art the daughter

[of Jostiodaa. "

Aa This
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This species is called ^\|-|'<^ Another fort of distich

is called fJ^j^^S^ an<* consists of 1 2 syllables with an

anapæstic measure.

nreepo nondono kaamo rosa bofefyaa

poree dhaano dhooiee porm:h,ha khofeyaa.

Sometimes the has but 1 1 syllables, and then is

dactylic with a trochee at the end ; as

FfCrS CS7T 11

kee byaadhiff jonmrclo hrcyaarc maajha

chaadaro koro Coro hano baaja.

** What disorder is arisen within my body !

" The rays of the moon pierce me like darts.

All the lyric measures of the Bengalele (at least such as enter

into their larger compositions) are also distichs ; but are subdivi

ded by pauses, and internal rhymes, from whence they receive

their appellation.

Thus a line of 14 syllables, composed of two verses of 7 syl

lables each, is called J?f-p^ or of one pause j as
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«* Should I blame you for the criminality of my own actions ? '*

A distich having two pauses in each line of 1 4 syllables is

called f^pj'pft as

-srfr^r r|44|<& ^rtew ^rft n

■* With joy he strings along with the lotus the beautiful stolo-

[podm ; (a large flower)

•* The lilly inserted between them receives additional lustre. "

We have lyric measures in English which answer to all these

verses of the Bengalese : Thus in Milton.

•* As when the dove, laments her love, all on the naked spray ;

" When he returns, no more she mourns, but loves the live-long

(day. "

But if the distich have two internal pauses, and consist of more

than 14 syllables in a line, it is called s>^^|^| or ofthree pau

ses i as in this of 20 syllables.

" Part.he
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•* Paart,bo the great hero became distracted on hearing the

(death of his son,

*» Alas ! my son, the greatest of all bowmen, the diadem of

all heroes, "

Other tr^podees have 7 syllables in each ofthe internal pau

ses, and others 8 ; with 10 in the concluding one j but are all

formed upon the same principal.

If there are 3 internal pauses, rhyming together, besides th«

concluding part, the distich is then denominated as

orifW 5t¥l ttnl ^"Ntsl

" O woman ! I could take upon myself his misfortunes, and

*4 die i and having conligued my family to the dust, would o-

** bey him alone : I would become a pilgrim, and having taken

*4 him with me, would fly across the ocean. "

The Bengalese sill the pages of their books with verse as if it

were prose. The sirst line of a distich is distinguished by a sin

gle upright stroke, thus 1 and the second line by two strokes n

Music
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Music is constantly applied by the Hindoos in all their pub

lic worship ; but the instruments on which it is performed are

very imperfect, and leem hardly to have received any alterati

ons, or improvements from the first period of their invention.

The $engalese always use the minor key, and their gamut pro

ceeds by the very smallest intervals of the chromatic scale. They

have no idea of counterpoint, and always play and sing in uni

son or octaves.

Their system is divided into six modes called <^-jTf each of

which is supposed to be adapted to particular seasons and circum

stances according as its peculiar character is grave or gay, loud or

soft &c. Every i$ subdivided into six subordiaute modes

denominated ^j^f^ and it is to be observed that as <J-jTf is

of the masculine gender, and -^J^tJ^ °f tne feminine, the

Hindoos suppose ~^T\ to be the husband, and ^-ff^?f^ his

spiv.es. I have been told that there are treatises in Bengalese

fcnd Shanscrit upon the science of music, but I could never pro

cure a sight of them. The book called -^r[^j (or thf

.necklace of mu/ic) is nothing more than a collection of pictures,

Inhibiting the traditional history of the primary and subordinate

modes, and the subjects appropriated to each.

Almost
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Almost all the Bengal compositions are Intended to be fung

to the accompaniment of instruments, and every change of metre

or of strain is regularly marked as it occurs ; that no part may

be introduced out of season, and that a <^ proper for the

morning may not unfortunately be performed in the evening.

In most of the poetical writings upon religious or mo

ral subjects, which are supposed to be recited or sung by a

Bramin to a surrounding audience, a sort of hemistich or distich

is occasionally inserted to be sung in chorus by the whole as

sembly at particular intervals. It is not always a verse belong

ing to the rest of the measure, but has a separate and distinct

metre of its own : it is called ^TT| . When it is to be

attended with clapping of hands, as in the ceremonies of public

worship, ^

In all the larger works, various kinds of metre are applied

to enliven the style, or to express particular change of sentiments

and passions : so in the Dron porb of the Mohaabhaarot where the

lamentation of Orjjoon for the death of his son is introduced,

the narrative of the accident is in the t?|'5J*|^ or common heroic;

but when CXjjoon himself begins to speak, the measure suddenly

breaks
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breaks off into the fyjt^| beginning Pf|^[ 3J-^-|

The or elegiac style of writing, is so very loose and

arbitrary, that I cannot lav down any rules for its construction;

but 1 have generally observed, that the same rhyme is carried

on thro' the whole ode.

The strain of these pieces seems in general to be much more

poetical than that of their more extensive compositions.

APPENDIX.

Hitherto we have seen the formation and construction of the

Bengal language in all its genuine simplicity j when it could

borrow Shanscrit terms for every circumstance without the danger

of becoming un-intelligible, and when tyranny had not yet at

tempted to impose its fetters even on the freedom of composition.

As a contrast to this, I shall take for the subject of this ap

pendix a stiort petition which I have selected from a number of

others as being remarkably replete with foreign expressions ; and

which serves to shew how far the modern Bengalese have been

forced
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forced to debase the purity of their native dialect, by the necessity

of addressing themselves to their Mahommedan Rulers. Indeed

the Mussulman officers, who superintended the administration of

justice and the collection of the revenues, would seldom or ne

ver condescend to receive petitions and letters in the Bengal

language, with which they were almost wholly unacquainted :

but obliged the natives to procure a Persian tranflation to all

the papers which they might have occasion to present. Thi«

practice samiliarised to their ears such of the Persian terms as

more immediately concerned their several affairs ; and by long

habit, they learnt to assimilate them to their own language, by

applying the Bengal inflexions and terminations.

I (hall sirst insert the petition as it stands in the original, co

pied exactly on a copper plate, and represented in the proper char-

acter on the corresponding page. This will shew the learner

most of the vitiated forms of letters used in expeditious writing ;

and introduce him to the irregular hands, which are constantly

found in matters of business.

I shall next give a plain, but not literal tranflation of the

petition, meerly to shew its meaning > and lastly shall analyze

the construction of each word, and point out its derivation.





Fagts.Line. ? <7

J6 /or. Arovoo^mar read /i^mHi/ooAmtr .

3/. z. r ^ona/zYaaro/ar a/McAaa6Aaa>ro4ar.

3p. /. _ ipuigi... ^msn^.

a.^— Fsgn f^--

^/t?. vaanaonce/ Array/wn*e.

yto.*4 /ry/l ^/yn . ,

2^- 1? cbtorfioaiOTU Lotrykorx/am** .

—, last. //t/-rr/ j*em?ttY.

85 . S. _ bHly Fs^T^-.

8() . 48 «UW ^ .

SO/ . 3. a/ier. a/irY. , f/ff/jsdv./Ar .

• /.t/br. Ju/r<M//tat ». /rat/, f/amam/ .

*oy. 4 v5l l(<3 £>TTT^ .

//Z.bie/- a riifyrpf-//w. uta/fyrt)/Ytfc a/t I'mvnorAi/ j/rcstm.

j j '>///*/. Y'-yrr/Yf/fi/ftf /t/t rr/ty .

3 . yg— £t|^t^ .

S33.40. Pl<Jlv5J ^T^llT.

/ jt>- t //<ica/'/ne is//st*K-//A/tc .

. V- i*ex/e/ft/A. *et/eft/ee<n£n< .

-» . 4 XTf^TIo sTft^r

/Oy . f). t/tr/Atne/tr e. VrnjAme/fc.

I&j./y. YjfY7(/~ro//. ///trf/tsTiy:

*<)/. l2.a/frrt-/atn//no/aY/e . . t/t'/>f>/v fir. '

/()<). //.t/t)r tjf/y/ta/ref* read" t/iAy/r/re/^f .

—5 . ~/.j*'//tefirtsZ'% //t&rcYyti/ortY* r>/"/A/* /ttte' <ma*i' cA/r</tye/t/ace* .

Z04' • /r/r>r /irmn/ta/ read .Ar#nc^i/e'.

SYA5- 42 r/aYsortAu&n/r^ r///Y'<>/f//sitrA: .
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srtsrtjr Titftnrtfii <M*ufcM '

f*nrt jftni jaiiti«i^ *r<iul t^rIw t^p Ot^rtirt—'

situs* 1 • '

Translation.
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Translation.

•i *

T '<

Shree Raam !

.

Cherisher os the poor, Prosperity ! i

My Zemindarry is the Pergunnah osKaakjol ; of which two

villages have been overflowed by an inundation : these two vil

lages were afterwards embanked. Now one Shree Hora Krish

na Choudhcew, of the Chuklaa os Akborpoer, having by force

and violence taken pofleflion, applies them to his own use. I

therefore am reduced to great difficulties in compleating the sum

of the revenues. I am hopeful that an Aameen and one Chobdar

on the part of government may be sent to the premises to sum

mon both parties: and having justly decided upon the affair,

may cause the right of property to be given to the true proprie

tor. This is my petition.

In the year 1185, 25 th day of the month Shraawcn.

(signed)

The devoted suppliant

Jogot Dlwr Raay.
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Analysis.

-*rl<rTsr ^e cro°k °f Gonash, with the usual invo

cation to Raam.

*1f^(7T3Trte *MN\3 Th,S is a Persian formu*

lary of address, without any addition or change of inflexion to

naturalize it into the Bengalese : But it is very unusual to sind

it so applied in the writings of the Hindoos. .. .

mindarry is the Pergunnah of Kaakjol. ' ^r/j-^-!^ ls rcgu*

lar possessive cafe of ^ js^| /. ^'[^|l^|f4 's corrupted from ze-

• J n 1 r ' l • n . /r/K___s! 1.

parcel of a district, ^j^^fcj i

and properly of Bengal original.

which there has been an inundation of two villages.' j *>J <J^ is

the regular possessive cafe of the demonstrative pronoun ry^

T^t? improperly written for two. S-tf5T is a Shanfcrit

word for a Town or Village. T^f^f^^f^St lS 3 ^cr^an

compound term and signisies a breaking out of a river, -^^^[-j^j^

is the third person singular of the desinite p;;st tense of .^^TT'

to be ; so that Efl^Hfif^ffi must mean there

has
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has been an inundation oftwQ villages, and S^tt^T lS ^ &e"

nitive case without the diacritical sign.

ment of these two villages has taken place. ' Qt^ properly

is the demonstrative pronoun, and agrees with rH-%[ which,

as in the former sentence, is the genitive without its terminati

on. ^'tn'St ls a ^>eruan wor£l an^ implies embankment j but

the spelling is very erroneous in the Bengalese, ^S?XTs(jt>^ as

in the former sentence.

* Shree Horakrrcshno ChoudhooKV?, of the district of Akborpoor,

having taktn positflion by the way of violence, applies (them)

to his own use. ' t> j 1S a ^ernan term *°r ^ district;,

s^H^^ the Scn tive case of improperly

written for ^<fr>^4*j^ tne name or- a place, compound

ed of ^^><j"<^' an Arabic title, and a Shanscrit term

For a town or settlement. -^[^(.^ T^-^ 1S tne name

of a Bi ngalcse, and sj£^f<3[ 1S a Bengal term for a certain

f fTLe or p< ft in the collection of the revenues. ^ jv^-^ }\[

^Hffl<[E{^t *s a Pcruan formulary applied on all occasions

where
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where, force and violence have been exerted. -Ppjjcf <£>f<^\j|

is a compound preterite participle formed from the Bengal verb

'<fr<j^ to do, and an Arabic verbal implying pojsejion,

or enframe ; fag^Tf ^f|[^\3> (b± lS tne desinite present tense

of a compound verb signifying to eat ; for in all oriental lan

guages to eat is applied to appropriation and enjoyment ofevery

kind of property.

CO ^ m€Ct muc^ difficulty m tne completion of the re

venues.' vi[f |ij is the pronoun /, ^ | ^i^l j f<t<^ 's a ^er*

fian term, with the Bengal sign of the genitive cafe added to it,

and means the revenues which are to be paid to government*

i Q(.\5 1S tne °^ ^e seventn ca^e applied also to a

foreign term, and implies completion. ^||<^'| pjs^^j li

terally signisies am beaten, but here denotes any hardship or suf

fering.

^o^sxrte sol ^t^U t$ss ^rtm 3

twi ^fm ^ihHv* ^r?rm 5^toaa

** I am hopeful, that from the government an Aameen and one

" Chopdaar having arrived on the premises, and having fum-

" moned
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" moncd and brought together both parties, and having de-

•*, cidtd justly, may cause the property to be given to the right-

*1 ful proprietor. "

This is a long sentence composed of several members, all of

which are connected together by the usage of the preterite par

ticiple. sffi3|P['>3\[)^ *s a Persian adjective and signisies

hopeful : the verb substantive / am is understood. J-J <\<$>\ <J

from the government. •£{ 4<£>-f <4 1S a Persian word

and means the head osaffairs. 's a Bengal preposition

from. r^ is a Bengal particle meaning that. ^JJ^fSpY ls an

Arabic participle and denotes one who is trusted and is the term

usually applied to an officer dispatched into the country for the

immediate investigation of occasional disputes. ^ means and.

is one in Bengalese. Q^jpj 1^ | ^ improperly written for

£-4^ is a Persian term and signisies bearing a flick. It is

applied to the attendants of men in high station and Judges,

who are distinguished by silver sticks. **j|'^\jfl]l>]'^ the

sign of the oblique Bengal cafe, b here appMtd to a Persian com

pound word, meaning the Jpot or premises, pj y> ^| | is a

Hindostanic verb adopted and declined like those ot the Bengal

ese : it means to arrive, (v^ j <t(l£"i (<£> tne mar^ °^ tne accu *

fativc
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sative case, is here added to an Arabic noun in the dual number,

implying the two parties, ^cffi -fTjTTl 's a comPound par

ticiple formed from the Arabic word talab a summons, and

fj^37j- the Bengal verb to give. c^?-5j| is the regular parti

ciple from the verb t^Tf to bring. ^\V[\c\^ ^t^TTl Is

compounded of an, Arabic noun for jusice, and <£s<^7j- to do.

a SenitIve tern»na,,°n is here addcd to ^<^1^| <5[

a Persian compound word meaning a person pojsfffing a right, or

who hath right on his fdi. is an Arabic word signifying

right. (ytc\\\\\ (Tpf may cauJe t0 g*™' tne sisft vvord is a

causal participleirregularly formed from (^3*^ io Sive , ^e k"

cond is the third person plural present tense of the same verb.

The plural is expressive of respect to the character of the

Aameen.

f^j- an adverb meaning thus far : and implies that the petiti

on is concluded. *|~^" is an A rabic word for year, and always ap.

plied to dates or epoch. -*\^c\ also means year in Persian and

the writer has here ignorantly used two words of the same signi

sication
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sication to express one thing. ^£ff<p3J means the date or day

of the month, in Arabic and Persian. -^tt^T ,s tne name of

a Bengal month, answering to half J ily and August.

I^r^ is an Arabic participle der.ved frrm the veib to sa

crisice, and is always applied in Persian to betoken humility and

dependance. ^ff^J f^<£ Is a Bengal proper name.

THE END.
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